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Preface 
Theory of functional identities is a prime example of mathematical unification, bringing 
together several branches of mathematics and creating a powerful tool for the study of 
problems of considerable historical and inatheniatical importance in ring theory. One of 
the most significant advances in this area was made by K. I. Beidar and \1. A. Chebo-
tar in a series of fundamental research papers published around the year 2000 in which 
functional Identities involving derivation and automorphisms were studied. Further some 
well known algebraists such as Bergan, Bresar. Hvala. Lee, Martindale, Mikhalev and 
Vukinan etcetera have made remarkable contribution in the area of differential identities 
(identities involving derivations). Through their applications, derivations have connec-
tions to different areas of mathematics, say to linear algebras, Lie algebras, functional 
analysis, linear differential equations, operator algebras, complex Banach algebras. C"-
algebras. Galois theory of linear differential equations and mathematical physics. 
The present exposition is a part, of the research work carried out by the author during 
the last four years concerning derivations and its various generalizations in the setting 
of prime and semiprime rings as well as prime and semiprime F-rings. The present 
thesis comprises five chapters and each chapter is further divided into sections. The 
definitions. examples. remarks. tlicorems etcetera have been specified with the double 
decimal numbers. The first figure denotes the number of the chapter. second represents 
the section in the chapter and third points out the number of the definition, the exam-
ple, or the theorem as the case may be in a particular chapter. For example. Theorem 
3.4.2 refers to the second theorem appearing in the fourth section of the third chapter. 
Chapter 1 contains preliminary notions, basic definitions, examples and sonic important 
well known results related to our study which are required for the development of the 
subject in subsequent chapters. This chapter is an attempt to make this thesis as self 
contained as possible. However, the basic knowledge of ring theory has been preassumed. 
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Chapter 2 deals with the study of derivations in r-rings. A ring of endonnorphisms of 
a module plays a very iniport.ant role in many parts of mathematics; the property of a 
ring itself is also clarified when we consider it as a ring of endomorphisms of a module. 
As a generalization of this idea, one can consider a set of homomorphisms of a module 
to another module which is closed under addition and subtraction defined naturally but 
has no more a structure of a ring since we can not define the product. But, suppose 
that we have an additive group Al consisting of homomorphisms of module A to a 
module B and that we have also an additive group N consisting of homomorphisms of 
B to .4. Let f l , fz E JI and y E N. In this case. we can define the product of these 
three elements f i .g and f2 . If this product 11912  is also an element of M for every f.  g 
and f2. then we say that M is closed under the multiplication using N between. Sim-
ilarly. we can define that. N is closed under the multiplication using Al between. Take 
f c . fz . f s E Al and 91 , 92 E N. Then, we have (fl9lfi)92fi = f191(f292.f3) = fi(91f292)fi• 
Motivated by this observation, Nobusawa [99] considered this situation abstractly and 
introduced the notion of r-ring as follows: let 141 and r be two additive abelian groups. 
Suppose that a, b, c E Al and a. , - E I' such that u-rb E K and au E F for 
all a, b E .11 and a, 3 E F. If these products satisfy the following three conditions: 
(i) (a+b)yc = ayc+b-tc. a(o+3)b = aab+a3b. a7(b+c) = a2b+n7c. (ii) (aab)3e = 
acr(b3c) = a(ohr3)c. (iii) u77b = 0 implies that cr = 0. then .11 is called a F-ring. 
Barnes 120] weakened the above conditions and defined r-ring as follows: let Al and 
r be additive ahelian groups. If for all a, b. c E K and c1. ,3 E F. the following 
conditions are satisfied: (i) a.ub E K. (ii) (a + b)crr = aac + bar, a.(a + fi)b = 
aab + a3b, aa(b + c) = aab + aac, (iii) (aab)Qr. = aa(b3c), then M is called a F-ring. 
Let d : .11 --* ,11 and k : F —+ F be two additive mappings. Then d is said to be 
a derivation (respectively Jordan derivation) if d(x7y) = d(x) y + .r2d(y) (respectively 
d(x-'r) = d(x)2x + r2d(x)) holds for all x. y E Al and ^- E F. Also, d is said to he a 
k-derivation (respectively Jordan k-derivation) if d(x7y) = d(x)? y + xk('})y + x-yd(y) 
(respectively d(x lx) = d(.r)ryx + xk(y)x + x7d(x)) holds for all x. y E K and 2 E F. 
Every derivation (respectively k-derivation) on a r-ring is a Jordan derivation (respec-
tively Jordan k-derivation). But, the converse need not be true in general. In Section 
2.2, it is shown that every Jordan k-derivation on a 2-torsion free serniprirne r-ring is 
a k-derivation. In fact, this result is a ['-ring analogue of Bresar's result in which he 
proved that every Jordan derivation on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring is a derivation. 
Parallel results for Jordan k-centralizers and generalized Jordan k-derivations on a 2- 
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torsion free seunipriuic r-ring have also been obtained. 
Many authors obtained the connnutativity of prime and semiprime rings by using vari-
ous identities involving derivations on some appropriate subsets of rings. A remarkable 
result in this direction is due to Posner [107] which states that if there exists a nonzero 
derivation d on a prime ring R such that d(r) is commuting on R. then R is commu-
tative. In Sect ion 2.3. we have c xt ended this result for prime F-ring and proved that if 
there exists a nonzero derivation d on a prime F-ring 11 such that [d(x), x[., = 0 for all 
:r E I. 	E F. where I is a nonzero ideal of 11, then .11 is commutative. Some more 
related results regarding connnutativity of prirne F-ring involving certain differential 
identities on a nonzero ideal of a prime F-rings have also been included. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of orthogonal mappings in F-rings. Following [37[, 
two derivations d and g on a F-ring are said to be orthogonal if d(x)r:l1Fg(y) = 0 for 
all x, y E M. Bresar and Vukman [37 introduced the notion of orthogonality for two 
derivations d and g on a semiprime ring and obtained several necessary and sufficient 
conditions for d and g to be orthogonal. Further, Argac et al. [7] introduced orthogonal 
generalized derivations on a semiprime ring and presented some results concerning or-
thogonality of two generalized derivations of a semiprime ring. In Section 3.2, we have 
obtained some necessary and sufficient conditions for two derivations to be orthogonal 
on a semiprime F-ring. Further. conditions under which sum of two derivations becomes 
orthogonal to their difference have also been obtained. 
Section 3.3 is devoted to the study of orthogonal generalized derivations in semiprime 
F-rings. We have obtained the orthogonality of generalized derivation together with the 
associated derivation of other generalized derivation. As an application of this result, 
it has also been shown that no nonzero generalized derivation can he orthogonal to itself. 
An additive mapping T on a F-ring M is said to be a right, centralizer if T (x f y) = x-T (,y) 
holds for all r. y E .11 and -. E F. Section 3.4 deals with the study of a right centralizer 
T on a F-ring M and orthogonality of T" and a derivation d on Af has been studied. 
Finally, it is shown that a derivation d and a right. centralizer T on a semiprime F-ring 
Mare orthogonal if either TdTi -1 = 0 or T" 'dl' = 0.  
The material included in Chapter 4 concerns with the study of generalized derivations 
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on prime rings. During the last few decades, there has been a great deal of work con-
cerning generalized derivation in the context, of algebra on certain normed spaces (for 
reference see [71]. where further references can be found). By a generalized derivation 
on an algebra A. one usually means a map of the form r a.r + xb. where a and b are 
fixed elements in A. We prefer to call such maps generalized inner derivations for the 
reason they present a generalization of the concept of inner derivations (i.e.. the map of 
the form .r H ax – xb). In the theory of operator algebras, they are considered as an n 
important class of so called elementary operators, that is, operators where r 	a,xb;. 
Now, in a ring R, let F be a generalized inner derivation given by F(x) = ax + xb. No-
tice that F(xy) = F(x)y + xlb(y) where Ib(y) = yb – by is an inner derivation defined 
by b E R. Motivated by this observation in the year 1991, Bresar [39] introduced the 
concept of generalized derivation in rings as follows: an additive mapping F : R ---p R 
is said to be a generalized derivation on R if there exists a derivation d: R —* R such 
that F(xy) = F(x)y + xd(y) holds for all x. y E R. Recently, Hvala [71] initiated the al-
gebraic study of generalized derivation and extended some results concerning derivation 
to generalized derivation. In fact, the concept of generalized derivation covers both the 
concept of derivation as well as that of generalized inner derivation. Moreover, gener-
alized derivation with d = 0 covers the concept of left centralizers, that is, an additive 
maps f satisfying f (ry) = f(x)y.  for all r, y E R. This has widely been studied in 
functional analysis and several interesting results are obtained (for reference see [5] and 
[125] ). 
In section 4.2, we have discussed generalized derivation on a *-prime ring. An additive 
mapping r H *(x) on a ring R is called an involution on R if *(.ry) = *( y) * ( r) and 
( (x)) = x holds for all x, y E R. A ring equipped with involution is called a ring with 
involution. R is called *-prime if aRb = aR * (b) _ {0} implies that either a = 0 or 
b = 0. An ideal I of R is called a *-ideal if *(I) = I. The results presented in this 
section show that a generalized derivation becomes a left centralizer under the identities 
involving generalized derivation on a nonzero *-ideal of a *-prime ring. 
Jacobson in his classical book -Structure of rings" [72] gave a passing reference of (Si'  s2)-
derivation which are now commonly referred as (a. T)-derivation or (a, f3)-derivation by 
some authors and (0, p)-derivation by others like Argac et al. [61, Bresar and Vukman 
[40]. Kaya [76]. Yenigiil et al. [129]-to mention a few only. Let a, J3 be endomor-
phismi s of R. An additive mapping d : R --* R is called an (a, i )-derivation on R if 
ix 
d(xy) = d(x.)n(y) + 3(x)d(y) holds for all x. y E R. Inspired by the notion of (a. 3)-
derivation, the notion of generalized (a. 3)-derivation was extended by Ashraf et al. [12] 
as follows: let S be a nonempty subset of R. An additive mapping F: R --4 R is said 
to a generalized (n. 3)-derivation on S if there exists an associated (a, J3)-derivation 
d: R —3 R such that F(xy) = F(x)a(y) + 3(x)d(y) holds for all x, y E S. Section 4.3 
deals with the localization of generalized (a, 3)-derivation on a ring R with nontrivial 
idempotents. Further, some results concerning characterization of maps preserving zero 
products are also included. 
Chapter 5 is based on the study of permuting n-additive maps and its generalizations 
on prime and sen►ipriuie rings. Very recently, the concept of permuting n-derivation has 
been introduced by Park [106]. For a fixed positive integer n, a map 0 : R —► R is said 
to be permuting if (x, x2 , ... , x„) 	(x„p), x„(2), ... , x„(tt ~) for all r E S„ and xi E R, 
where i = 1.2....,nandn-additive if0(x1,. ..,xi+x'i,...,x") =0(x1 ...,x;,...,x„)+ 
J(xl ......r;, ... , x„) for all x l .... , x ; , 	x„ E R and 1 < i < rc. For a fixed integer 
n > 2, a map d : R -- * R defined by 6(x) _ .(x..... x) is called the trace of A. A 
permuting map A : R” —+ R is said to be permuting n-derivation if 0 is n. additive 
and A(Xl. I2.. .. , xlxi.... , xn ) = .r4(x1, x2..... xi, ... , xn ) + 0(x1, x2, ...  
for all xi , xi E R and 1 < i < n. Inspired by the notion of generalized derivation, we 
introduce the concept of permuting generalized n-derivation in rings. A permuting n-
additive map S2 : R" —* R is known to be permuting generalized n-derivation if there 
exists a permuting n-derivation J : R" —~ R such that S~(x l , x2. 	xix;. • • , x„) _ 
S2(z' i , r2 , 	xi . • • . , x„)x; + xi0(x1 , x2 , • • ,x.. 	..r) holds for all Ax' E R and 
1<i<n. 
In section 5.2. we have obtained the eQWlWlotativlty of prime ring by using the identities 
involving the traces of permuting n-additive maps. Main result of this section states that 
if 6. 62 are the traces of permuting n-derivations A1 . O2 : R” •--> R respectively, where 
R is a prime ring with suitable torsion restriction such that, A1 (6,(x), ..... , x) = 0 for 
all x E R. then either -A1 = 0 or 72 = 0. As an application of this result. we have proved 
that if O1 , 	: R" --* R are permuting nt-derivations with the traces 6, 62 respectively 
and B : R" —* R is an n-additive map with the trace f such that 61 (62(x)) = 
then either O1 = 0 or A2 = 0. Section 5.3 is devoted to the study of the traces of 
permuting n-derivations on semiprinie rings. In fact, it is shown that a semiprime ring 
R contains a nonzero central ideal under suitable restrictions on the traces of permuting 
n-derivations defined on a nonzero ideal of R. Further, some more related results are 
also included. 
Section 5.4, deals with the study of permuting generalized n.-derivations. Recently, 
Martindale [91] obtained the condition when two elements of a prime ring becomes 
C-dependent. Later, Bresar [44]. Herstien [69] and Hvala [71] obtained some very in-
teresting results in this direction. Motivated by these works, we have obtained the 
C-dependence of the traces of permuting generalized n-derivations on a prime ring. The 
last result of this chapter states that if the trace of a permuting generalized n-derivation 
is centralizing on a n!-torsion free semiprime ring R, then it is commuting on R. 
At the end. an extensive bibliography of the existing literature related to the subject 
matter is included. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 Introduction 
The object of the present chapter is to introduce basic definitions, preliminary notion~ 
and some elementary results which we shall require for the development of the subject 
matter in the present, thesis. The elementary knowledge of groups, rings, ideals, fields, 
modules, homonlorphism etcetera have been pre assumed. Through out the thesis, 
unless otherwise mentioned, R will denote an associative ring (may be without unity) 
containing atleast two elements. For most. of the material included in this chapter. we 
refer to Beidar et al. [21]. Herstien [681 and McCoy [95]. 
1.2 Basic definitions and examples 
The present section deals with some basic lotions in the theory of rings which shall 
be required for the development of the subject in subsequent chapters. Examples and 
counter examples are also included in this section to make the matter presented in the 
section self explanatory and to give a clear sketch of the various notions. We start our 
discussion with the following definition: 
Definition 1.2.1 (Ring of quotients). Let R be a prime ring, :3 be the set of all pairs 
(U. f) where U $ {0} is an ideal of R and f : U ---> R is a right R-module map of 
U into R. Define a relation ` ' ' on 	such that (U, f) ' (V, g) if f = g on some 
ideal lt' # {0} of R where tl' C U fl V. The primeness of R trivially verifies that 	is 
an equivalence relation on `3. Let Q be the set of equivalence classes of ;3`. Denote the 
equivalence class determined by (U. f) as f.  For f = cl(U, f ), g = cl(V, g) E Q. define 
addition. and multiplication on Q as f + g = cl(U n V. f + g) and f.g = cl(VU, fg). 
Thus Q forms an associative ring with unit element relative to above defined operations 
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known as ring of quotients. 
Definition 1.2.2 (Center of ring). The center of a ring R is the set of all those elements 
of R which commute t  with every element of R and is denoted as Z(R) i.e., Z(R) = {x E 
RIxr=rx for allrER}. 
Definition 1.2.3 (Extended centroid). The center C of Q is known as extended centroid 
of R. 
Definition 1.2.4 (Characteristic of a ring). Let R be a ring. If there exists a positive 
integer n .such. that nx = 0 for all x E R. then the smallest positive integer with this 
property is called the characteristic of the ring R and is denoted by char(R). If no such 
positive integer exists, then R is said to be of characteristic zero. 
Definition 1.2.5 (Torsion free element). An element x E R is called n-torsion free if 
n.r=O unplUsx=0. 
If nx = 0 implies x = 0 for all x E R. we say the ring R is n-torsion free. 
For all X. y E R. the symbol [x, yj stands for Lie product. .ry – yx and .r o y stands for 
Jordan product xy+yx. For all x. y, z E R. trivially one can find the following identities: 
(i) [xy, z] = x[y, z] + [x. z]y. 
(ii) [:r, yz] = [x. y]z + y[x, z], 
(iii) xo(;yz)=(xoy)z—y[x,z}=y(xoz) +[x.y]Z, 
( 1 e) (x o y)z = •c(y o z) — [x. z]y = (x o z)y + x[y, z]. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Centralizing and commuting maps). Let S be a nonempty subset of 
R. A function f : R --* R is said to be centralizing on S if [f(x),x] E Z(R) for all 
x E S. As an special case. if [f (x), x] = 0 for all x E S. then f is said to be commuting 
on S. 
Definition 1.2.7 (Derivation). A mapping d: R —+ R is said to be a derivation on. R 
if it satisfies the following properties: 
(i) d(x + y) =d(x)+d(y) 
(ii) d(xy) = d(x)y + xd(y). for all x, y E R. 
K 
Example 1.2.1. The most natural example of a non trivial derivation is the usual 
differentiation on the ring F[x] of polynomials defined over a field F. 
Definition 1.2.8 (Inner derivation). For a fixed a E R, dr:Jinc d„ : R --> R such that 
d„(r) = [a. xi for all x E R. Then d is called an inner derivation of R associated with 
a' and usually denoted by In . 
It is obvious to see that every inner derivation on a ring R is a derivation. But the 
converse need not be true in general. 
0 a b 
	
Example 1.2.2. Let R = { U 0 c 	a. b, c. d E 7L } be the ring of all 2 x 2 matrices 
0 0 0 	
J)) 
over Z. the ring of integers. Define a mapping d : R ---* R as follows: 
D a b 	0 a 0 
d U U c= 0 0 —c 
0 0 0 	0 0 0 
It can be easily seen that d is a derivation on R which is not an inner derivation on R. 
Definition 1.2.9 (.Jordan derivation). An additive mapping d: R —+ R is said to be 
a Jordan derivation on R if d(x2 ) = d(x)x + xd(x) holds for all x E R. 
It is obvious to see that every derivation on a ring R is a Jordan derivation on R but 
the converse need not be true in general. 
Example 1.2.3. Let R he a ring and a E R such that xax = 0 for all x E R. but 
.ray * 0, for some x * y E R. Define a map d: R —f R such that d(x) = ax. Then, it 
can be verified that d is a Jordan derivation on R but not a derivation on R. 
Definition 1.2.10 (Centralizer). An additive mapping f : R ---* R is called a left 
(respects 'cly right) centralizer if f (xy) = f (x)y (respectively f (xy) = :r. f (y)) holds for 
all x. y E R. f is a centralizer if it is both a left as well as a right centralizer. 
Definition 1.2.11 (Generalized derivation). An additive mapping F: R —> R is said 
to be a generalized derivation on R if there exists a derivation d : R -- * R such that 
F(xy) = F(x)y + xd(y) for all .r, y E R. 
3 
Clearly. generalized derivation covers the concept of derivation and left centralizer. If 
we take F = d, then generalized derivation becomes a derivation and if we take d = 0 
then it becomes a left centralizer. By the following example. we can easily see that every 
generalized derivation need not, be a derivation. 
Example 1.2.4. Let R = 	a b 	a. b, c E Z2 . Define F. d : R —* R such that 
U c 
F (a b_ (a o\ 	
d
u b = 0 b
, Then F is a generalized derivation of 
0 c 	0 0 	0 c 	0 0)  
R with associated derivation d but not a derivation of R. 
Definition 1.2.12 (Ring with involution). A mapping * : R --* R is said to be an 
involution on R if (i.) * *(x) = .r. (ii) * (x+y) = *(x.)+*(y) and (iii) * (xy) = *(y) * (x) 
hold for all :r. y E R. A ring R equipped with. an involution '*' is called ring with 
involution. 
Example 1.2.5. Let 	be the set of all n x n matrices over the real field R. Take 
A E M,, x „ and define * ::11(IR) —a M„x „(R) such that *(A) = AT , the transpose of 
A. Then * ' is an involution on Af,,a ,1 (R) and hence 111„ x„(R) is a ring with involution. 
Definition 1.2.13 (I'-ring in sense of Nobusawa). A F-ring -11 is a pair (:11, I,). where Al 
and F are additive abelian groups for which there exist maps from Al x IF x 1l1 -+ .11 (the 
image of (a, 7, b) is denoted by (z-yb for all a, b E M and -y E r) and I' x If x IF —* IF (the 
image of (a, a. f3) is denoted by oal3 for all a E Al and a, /3 E r) satisfying for all a. b, c. E 
Al and for all a, 3 E I': (i) (a+b)ac = aac+bac. a(a•+3)b = aab+al3b, aa(b+c) = 
acrb+aac. (ii) (ct+3)ati = au) +,3uy. a(a+b), = a•a,3+abO, aa(/3+'y) = aa/3+aay, 
(iii) (aab)3c = an(b,3c) = a(ab3)c and (iv) aab = 0 for any a. b E Al 	a = 0. 
Example 1.2.6. Let X and Y be abelian groups. If Al = Ham (X, Y), h = Hom (Y, X), 
then Af is a r-ring. 
Barnes [201 slightly weakened the condition of r-ring and defined r-ring as follows: 
Definition 1.2.14 (I'-ring in sense of Barnes). A r-ring Al is a pair (Al. r) where Al 
and F arc additive abelian groups for which there exists a map from Al x I' x Al -~ 1l1 
(the image of (a,-,, b) is denoted by a^"b for all a, b E Al and -,, E I') satisfying (i) 
(a + b)ac = aac + bac. a(a + $)b = aab + a(3b. aca(b + c) = aab + aac and (ii) 
(aab)/3c = aa(b/3c) for all a, b, c E Al and a, 0 E F. 
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Example 1.2.7. Let I? be a nonconimutative ring with identity 1. Let Al = J11.1(R) 
and I' _ ("
i) 
I n E z}. Then \1 is a I'-ring. 
Definition 1.2.15 (\ ilpotent element of I'-ring). Let Al be a I'-ri-n.g. An element a E Al 
is said to be nilpotent. if there exists a positive integer n such that (arr)"^'a = 0 for some 
o E F. The least positive number n for which (aa)"- 'a = 0. is known as the index of 
nilpotHncq. 
Definition 1.2.16 (Center of a h-ring). Let Al be a 17-ring. The Center of a h-ri.ng Al 
is defined as Z(.11) = {x E M 	xay = yax for all y E .11 and a E I'}. 
1.3 Some related results 
In this section, we shall include some well known results which will be required for 
developing the subject, matter in the subsequent chapters. 
Lemma 1.3.1. The center of a semipr nne ring contains no nonzero nilpotent element. 
Proof. Let x be a nonzero nilpotent element of R such that .r E Z(R). Suppose that 
index of nilpotency is n. If n = 2, then .r2r = 0 for all r E R i.e.. x(xr) = 0. This 
implies that xrx = 0 for all r E R. But, since R is semiprime. we find that x = 0. If 
n > 2, then 2n — 2 > 0 and we have (x"- ' )2 = 0 i.e., (x"- ' )2r = 0, for all r E R. 
This implies x" -I rx"-' = 0 i.e., x"-' R.r"-' = {0}. Since R is semiprime, x"-' = 0, 
it contradiction. 	 ❑  
Remark 1.3.1. If R is a prime ring with no nonzero nilpotent elements then R has no 
. ery di t isvr. 
Proof. Let ab = 0. Then (ba)2 = b(ab)a = 0. By hypothesis, ba = 0. However, if ab = 0, 
then (ab)x = 0 and hence a(bx) = 0 for all x E R. This implies that (bx)a = 0 for all 
.r E R. By primeness of R, we find that either a = 0 or b = 0. 	 0 
Remark 1.3.2. A group can never be a union of two of its proper subgroups. 
Proof. On contrary, suppose that G = A U B. where A and B are proper subgroups of 
G. Then there exist. g l E B \ A and g2 E A \ B. Clearly, g1 g2 E G = AU B. Therefore, we 
find that either gl g2 E A or g1g2 E B. But in both the cases, we arrive at contradictions, 
as gi g2  E A gives that gl E A while g1g2 E B implies that gz E B. 	 0 
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Lemma 1.3.2. Let d be a derivation on a prime ring R and I a nonzero ideal of R. If 
a is a fixed element of R such that ad(x) = 0 for all x E I. then either a = 0 or d = 0. 
Proof. Replacing x by xr for x E I and r E R in ad(x) = 0, we find that axd(r) = 0. 
Further, replacing x by is for s E R and using the primeness of R. we find that either 
ax = 0 for all x E I or d = 0. Since I is nonzero, by primeness of R, ax = 0 implies that 
a=0. 	 0 
Lemma 1.3.3. Suppose b and ab are in the center of a prime ring R. If b is not zero, 
then a E Z(R). 
Proof. 0 = [ab. r] = a[b. r] + [a. r]b = [a. r]b for all r E R. Replacing r by is for s E R. 
we find that [a. r]sb = 0 for all r. s E R. Since R is prime and b is nonzero, we find that 
aEZ(R). 	 0 
Lemma 1.3.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and U a Lie ideal of R. If U 
is coninuitatzrc. then U is central. 
Proof. If U is commutative, then a E U, x E R implies ax — xa E U, so commutes with 
a. Now, for x, y E R. a(a(xy) — (xy)a) = (a(xy) — (xy)a)a. Expanding a(xy) — (xy)a as 
(ax — xa)y + x(ay — ya) and using that a commutes with this, with ax — xa and with 
ay—ya yields 2(ax—xa)(ay—ya) = 0 for all x, y E R. Since 2r = 0 forces r = 0. we obtain 
(ax—xa)(ay—ya) = 0. In this, putting y = yx, we find that (ax—xa.)R(ax—xa) _ {0}. 
Since R is semiprinie, we conclude that ax — xa = 0 for all x E R and so, a must be in 
the center of R. 	 0 
Remark 1.3.3. Let R be a semiprime ring and I a right ideal of R. Then Z(I) C Z(R). 
Lemma 1.3.5. Let R be a semiprime ring and I a nonzero ideal of R. If I is commu-
tatie(. then I is central. 
Remark 1.3.4. Let R be a prime ring. If R contains a nonzero central ideal, then R 
is commutative. 
Proof. Since I C Z(R), we have [x, r] = 0 for all x E 1 and r E R. Replacing x by is for 
.s E R. we find that x[s, r] = 0 and hence xt[s, r] = 0 for all x E I and r. s, t E R. Since 
R is prime and I is nonzero, we find that. [s, r] = 0 for all s, r E R. as required. 	0 
Lemma 1.3.6. Let R be a 2-torsion free ring. Then following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) R is prime, 
0 
(ii) let a. b E R such that orb + bra = 0 for all x E R. then either a = 0 or b = 0. 
(iii) let a, b E R such that axa = bib for all r E R, then a = b or a = —b. 
Proof. (i) 	(ii) By assumption axb + bxa = 0. Replacer by yaz with y, z E R. we get 
ayazb + byaza = 0. This implies that 2aybza = 0. Since R is prime and 2-torsion free, 
we find that either a = 0 or b = 0. 
(ii) 	(i) Let (ii) hold. Suppose that a.rb = 0 for all .r E R. Then (bxa)y(bxa) + 
(bxa)y(bxa) = 2bx(ayb)xa = 0. Hence by (ii), bxa = 0. Thus orb + bxa = 0 and hence 
by (ii). either a= 0orb=0. 
(ii) (iii) Let. (ii) hold and axa = bib for all x E R. Then (a—b)x(a+b)+(a+b)x(a- 
b) = 2(ara — bib) = 0 for all r E R. Therefore by (ii), either a — b 0 or a + b = 0 i.e, 
either a = b or a = —b. 
(iii) (ii) Let (iii) hold and a.rb+bxa = 0 for all r E R. Consequently (a—b)x(a—b) = 
(a + b)r(a + b) for all x E R. Thus by (iii), either a — b = a + b or a — b = —(a + b). 
Since R is 2-torsion free, we find that either a = 0 or b = 0. 	0 
Lemma 1.3.7. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring. If a, b E R are such that 
orb + bra = 0 for all x E R, then orb = 0 = bxa for all .r. E R. If R is semiprime only, 
then axb = 0 for all x E R implies that bra = ab = ba = 0 too. Thus the left. the right 
and two sided annihilators of an ideal I in R coincide. 
Proof. By orb + bra = 0 for fixed a, b E R and for all r E R. we find that. axbyaxb = 
—brayarb = axaybrb = —a.rbyaxb for all x, y E R. This implies that 2axbyaxb = 0 for 
all r, y E R. Since R is semiprime and 2-torsion free, we get orb = 0 for all x E R. 
Suppose R is semiprirne only. Now, using axb = 0, we have braybxa = 0 for all 
x. y E R and by semiprimeness of R. bra = 0 for all x E R. Now, using axb = 0 and 
bxa = 0. we find that abrab = 0. barba = 0. By seiuiprinieness of R, we conclude that 
ab=0=ba. 	 0 
Lemma 1.3.8 ([31, Theorem 3]). Let R be a semiprime ring and 1 a nonzero left ideal 
of R. If R admits a nonzero derivation d such that d is centralizing on I, then R contains 
a nonzero central ideal. 
Lemma 1.3.9 ([66. Theorem 3.1]). Let R be a prime ring of characteristic different 
from 2, then ererr/ .Jordan derivation of R is a derivation of R. 
Lemma 1.3.10 ([107, Theorem 2]). Let R be a prime ring and d a nonzero derivation 
on R such that d is centralizing on R, then R is commutative. 
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Chapter 2 
Derivations on F-rings 
2.1 Introduction 
As aii extension of the concept of classical ring, the notion of I'-ring was introduced 
by Nobusawa in [56]. Let Al and F be additive abelian groups. If for any a. b, c E M 
and a, 3, ti E F. (i) aab E Al. ciaf3 E F. (ii) (a + b)ac = aac + bac, a(a + f3)b = 
aab + a13b, aa(b + c) = aab + acre. (iii) (a + ;3)a-,, = caay + 83ay. a(a + b)3 = 
aa$+ab,3, aa(8+ f) = 0a3+(1 07. (iv) (aob)13c = a(abf)c = an(b8c). and (rr) aab = 
0 for any a, b E M 	a = 0. then Al is called a F-ring. Further, the conditions of I'-ring 
was slightly weakened by Barnes [20). Let Al and F be additive abelian groups. If for 
any a, b. c E Al and a. Q E I', (i) aab E M. (ii) (a + b)ac = aae + boc, a(a + /3)b = 
aab+a8b. aa(b+c) = aab+aae and (iii) (aab)13c = aa(b(3c). then M is called a r-ring. 
An additive subgroup U of 111 is called a right (resp. a left) ideal of M if UFll1 C U 
(resp. MFU C U). U is said to be an ideal of Al if it is both a right as well as a left ideal 
of H..11 is said to be prime F-ring if aF.11rh = {0} implies that either a = 0 or b = 0 for 
a. b E M. Throughout this chapter, Al will denote a F-ring. The center of I`-ring Al will 
he denoted by Z(111) i.e.. Z(M) = {a E Al j aab = boa for all b E .11 and a E F}. Fol-
lowing H. Kandamar 1751: let d: Al ---a Al and k : F --+ F be two additive mappings. 
Then. d is called a k-derivation if d(acxb) = d(a)ab + ak(a)b + aad(b) for all a, b E Al 
and a E IF and d is called a Jordan k-derivation if d(aaa) = d(a)oa + ak(n)a + aad(a) 
for all a E Al and a E F. For an example of k-derivation, let M he a I'-ring. For fixed 
elements a E Al and a E F. define maps d: Al --* Al by d(x) = as r for all x E Al and 
k: IF ---> F by k(8) = San for all J3 E F. Then d is a k-derivation on .11. An additive 
neap f Al: 
	
	—a Al is said to be left (resp. right) centralizer if T(x-l y) = T(x)ly (resp. 
= .r7T (y)) for all r. y E Al and y E F. Also, T is said to be a centralizer if T 
is both a left as well as a right centralizer. Also an additive mapping F : Al --s Al 
is called a generalized k-derivation associated with a k-derivation d : M --p Al if 
F(aab) = F(u)ab + ak(a)b + aad(b) for all a, b E M and a E F and F is called a 
generalized Jordan k-derivation associated with Jordan k-derivation d : M ---+ Al if 
F(a.cia) = F(a)aa + ak(n)a + and(a) for all a E .11 and a E F. For an example of gener- 
alized k-derivation, let Al = 	
b 
	a, b. c, d E Z and F = Al. Then Al is a F-ring. 
r• d 
a b 	u U 	a b 	0 —b 
Define neaps F. d : M --► :11 by F 	= I 	I. ill 	I = I 	I respec- 
	
c (1) 	0 —d 	c d 	c 0)  
tively and k : I' —r F by k 	3 = 0 	j . Then F is a generalized k-derivation 
d J 
on M with the associated derivation d. 
Section 2.2 is devoted to the study of Jordan k-derivation on semiprime F-ring in sense 
of Nobusawa. In this section, we have discussed the situations under which a Jordan 
k-derivation becomes a k-deviation. Further, by using this result, we have also proved 
that a generalized .Jordan k-derivation associated with a Jordan k-derivation on a 2-
torsion free semiprime F-rings is in fact a generalized k-derivation. 
Various analogous concepts and analogous results of ring theory have been studied in F-
rings (for reference see [20], [73], [99] and [112], where further references can be found). 
Following Jing [73]. an additive mapping d : M ----> Al is called a derivation on Al if 
d(aab) = d(a)ab + aod(b) for all a, b E M and a E I'. In Section 2.3. we have obtained 
some analogous results in F-ring which were earlier obtained for rings. In fact, we have 
established the conlniutativity of prune F-ring satisRing various differential identities. 
2.2 Generalized Jordan k-derivations on semiprime F-rings 
Long back. Herstein [66] obtained that every Jordan derivation on a 2-torsion free prime 
ring is it derivation. Bresar [36] extended this result for scniiprinie rings. This result 
was further explored by many authors in various direction. In this section, we have 
obtained analogous result for F-rings. In F-ring, trivially a k-derivation is a Jordan 
k-derivation. But, the converse need not be true in general. In this section, we have 
studied the condition on a F-ring under which a ,Jordan k-derivation on Al becomes a 
k-derivation on Al. Further, analogous result for generalized Jordan k-derivation has 
been proved. We begin this section with the following well known results which are 
needed for developing the proof of the results presented in this section. 
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Lemma 2.2.1 (1105. Lemma 3)). Let .11 be a 2-torsion free semiprime h-ring and 
a. b E .11. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) an .\13h = {0} for all a, dI E F. 
(ii) ba.l13a = {0} for all o, /3 E F. 
(iii) an.113b + bo.Al.3a = {0} for all a. 3 E F. 
If one of these conditions is fulfilled, then alb = trpa = 0 for all E F. 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let .11 be a 2-torsion free r-ring and d :.11 —~ Al be a Jordan k-
derivation on \I. Then, for all a, b, c E .11 and a, 3 E F, 
(i) d(aab + boa) = d(a)ab + d(b)aa + ak(o)b + bk(a)a + aad(b) + bad(a). 
(ii) d(aab3a + a3baa) = d(a)ob,3a + d(a)/3baa + ak(a)b,3a + ak(/3)baa + aad(b)i3a + 
a3d(b)aa + anhk(j3)a + a3bk(o)a + aab3d(a) + a3bxad(a), 
(iii) d(aabaa) = d(a)abaa + ak(a)baa + aod(b)aa + aabk(a)a + aabad(a), 
(iv) d(aabo( + enbaa) = d(a)abac + d(c)abaa + ak(o)bac + ck(a)ba,a + aad(b)ac + 
cad(b)aa + aobk(a)c + cabk(n)a + aabad(c) + cabad(a). 
Lemma 2.2.3. Let .11 be a semiprime r-ring and H, K : Al x F x M —p Al be 3-
additire mappings. If H(.r.,, y)i3K(x, ",. y) = 0 for all x, y E Al and 8. ti E r, then 
H(x. - . y):I K(z. o, t) = 0 for all x. y. z, t E 111 and a. /3, ry E r. 
Proof. Replace x by x + z in H(x, -y, y)i3K(x. y, y) = 0, we find that 
H(x. -,y. y)3K(z,'). y) + H(z. v. y)0K(a'. y, y) = 0 for all x y, z E Al and fi, ti E F. 
(2.2.1) 
Using (2.2.1) and the given conditiOnn, we find that 
H(.r. -, y) /3K(. -y , y) d.t1HII (.r, y. y)13K(z,'1', y) 
= –H(z, 7. y)f K(z, 7, y)6AfOH(x. -. y) f K(x. 7. y) 
= {0} for all x, y, z E Al and ,3, y, d. O E F. 
By semiprimeness of Al, we get 
H(x. "y. y)(3K(z. y, y) = 0 for all x, y, z E Al and /3, -y E F. 	(2.2.2) 
Replace y by y + z in (2.2.2) and use the similar arguments as used in the beginning, 
we obtain H(x, . y)3K(z. ~ . t) = U for all x, y. z, t E .11 and 3. -, E F. Further by 
replacing 'y with t + a. we find that H(x. ry, y)3K(z, a, t) = 0 for all x, y, z, t E Al and 
n ' 1i. -Y E I'. 	 0 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let .11 be a 2-torsion free semiprinie F-ring. Then every Jordan k- 
deri.i'ation (I :.11 	Al is a k-der,vation on M. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.2(iii). we have 
d(anbaa) = d(a)aboa + ak(a)baa + aad(b)aa + aobk(a)a + aabad(a). 	(2.2.3) 
Since d is Jordan k-derivation, we get 
d(aabaa) = d(a)abaa + ak(aba)a + aabad(a) for all a, b E Al and a E F. 	(2.2.4) 
Comparing (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), we find that 
ak(aba)a = ak(a)ban + aad(b)aa + actbk(a)a for all a, b E Al and a E F. 	(2.2.5) 
Computing d((a + b)a(a + b)) in two different ways. we find that 
d((a + b)a(a + b)) = d(a + b)a(a + b) + (a + b)k(a)(a + b) + (a + b)ad(a. + b) 
= d(a)aa + d(b)aa + d(a)ab + d(b)ob + ak(co)a + ak(a)b 
+bk(a)a + bk(a)b + aad(a) + bad(a) + aad(b) + bad(b). 
(2.2.6) 
Also, 
d((a + b)a(a + b)) = d(aaa) + d(aab + baa) + d(bnb) 
= d(a)aa + ak(a)a + aad(a) + d(aab + baa) 	(2.2.7) 
+d(b)ab + bk(a)b + bad(b). 
Combining (2.2.6) and (2.2.7). we find that 
d(aab + baa) = d(a)ab + ak(a)b + aad(b) + d(b)aa + bk(a)a + bad(a). 	(2.2.8) 
This implies that 
d(aab) — (d(a)ob+ak(a)b+aad(b)) = —(d(baa) — (d(b)aa+bk(a)a+bad(a))). (2.2.9) 
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Lemma 2.2.2(ai9,) and (2.2.5) yields that 
d(a7b0bya + byatayb) = d(aybObya) + d(b7uOa7b) 
= d(a)rybObrya + ak(y)b&bya + a-,d(b)Obya + awbk(0)brya 
+aybOd(b)ya + aybObk(y)a + aybt byd(a) + d(b)yo9ayb 
+bk(—y)aOa—yb + byd(a)Bayb + byak(B)ayb + 1),Jd(a)yb 
+bryaOuk(y)b+ bya9a7d(b) for all a, b E Al and ry, 0 E P. 
(2.2.10) 
Also, by (2.2.8), we find that 
d(aybObya+byaOayb) = d(ayb)9bya+aybk(8)bya+aryb8d(brya)+d(bya)9aryb 
+byak(0)aryh + bryaid(ayb) for all a, b E Al and 1,0 E C. 
(2.2.11) 
By (2.2.10) and (2.2.11). we find that 
0 = (d(ayb) — d(a)7b — ak(y)b — ayd(b))Hbya 
+a-yhO(d(bya) — d(b)rya — bk(ry)a — b7d(a)) 
+(d(bya) — d(b)7a — hk(-y)a — byd(a))Oayb 
+& a9(d(aryb) —d(a)ryb —ak(y)b —ayd(b)). 
Using (2.2.9), we get 
0 = (d(arb) — d(a)ryb — ak(y)b — a7d(b))9(b" a — ayb) 
+(bya — ayb)B(d(a,b) — d(a)7b — ak(y)b — ayd(b)). 
Let us denote d(ayb)—d(a)-yb—ak(y)b—ayd(b) by A(a, y. b) and b o—ayb by E3(a, y, b). 
Hence, in view of the above, we find that 
A(a,7,b)9B(a.-,,b)+B(a,y,b)6'A(a,y,b)=0_ 	 (2.2.12) 
Replace 9 by Ocb in (2.2.12) and use Lemma 2.2.1 to get 
A(a ,y,b)OB(a,y,b)-0 for all a,bEM arid 0, Y E1. 	(2.2.13) 
By Lemma 2.2.3, we find that 
A(a,ry,b)9B(c,a,d)=0foralla,b,c,dEM and 0,a,yEC 	(2.2.14) 
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Using (2.2.14). we get 
(A(a. ti. b)ux — xc 4(a. , b))6(A(a. y. b)ax — xaA(a,'y, b)) 
= A(a, y. b)nxO(A(a, y, b)ax — xaA(a, y. b)) 
—xaA(a, ~. 6)6(A(a, y, b)ar — xaA(a, y. b)) 
= 0 for all a, b, x E Al and (k, 0, y E F. 
Replacing 0 by 0c(3 and using semiprinieness of .11, we get A(a,'. b)ax—xaA(a, y. b) = 0, 
and hence A(a, -y,  b) E Z(.11). Take 0 a E Z(M). Then we have 
2A(a. fl,. b)aA(a., y. b)bA(a, y, b) = A(a. y, b)aA(a. ry, b)6(A(a. y, b) + A(a, y, b)) 
= A(a, y, b)tvA(a, y, b)6(A(a. y. b) — A(b, y, a)) 
= A(a. y, b)aA(a. y, b)b(byd(a.) — d(a)yb) 
= A(a, y, b)a(A(a, y, b)bbyd(a) — A(a, ,, b)6d(a)ib) 
= A(a, y, b)cr(b6A(a, y. b)yd(a) — bSd(a)yA(a, y, b)) 
= A(a. 1, b)a(b6A(a,1, b)'yd(a) — b6A(a,1, b)ryd(a)) 
= 0foralla.bE.11anda.,,6EF. 
Since .11 is 2-torsion free, we find that A(a, y, b)aA(a. y, b)6A(a. y. b) = 0. Now. we show 
that the center of a setniprime F-ring is free from nilpotent elements. Let a E Z(RI) and 
y E 1. Suppose index of nilpotency of a is n. Then, we have (ay)"-2acxx~(ay)' 2a = 
(a f)" 3`aax~3(ay)i-2aya = (a-y)' ;a(i (ay)"-ia = (I and by semiprimeness of Al, we 
find that (a-)) 2a = 0, which leads to a contradiction. Hence the center of a semiprime 
C-ring is free from nilpotent elements and we arrive at A(a, y. b) = 0. Therefore, we find 
that. 
d(a,.b) = d(a)b + ak(-,,)b + a'yd(b) for all a E Z(M), b E Al and 'y- E F. 	(2.2.15) 
If x E Z(.11). then xyy6z = zyy6x = zyxdy = xyz6y = z6yyx = zoxyy. Hence if 
.c' E Z(M). then xyy E Z(.11) for all y E 111 and "} E F. Replacing b by bac in (2.2.15), 
we get 
d(a-,'bac) = d(a)ybac + ak(y)bac + ayd(bac). 	 (2.2.16) 
Also, 
d(aybac) = d(ayb)ae + aybk(c~)c + aybad(c) 
(2.2.17) 
= d(a)ybac + ak(y)bac + ad(b)cc + aybk(Q)c + arybad(c). 
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Theorem 2.2.3. Let .11 be a 2-torsion free semiprinte r-ring and F : _11 ---> Al a 
generalized Jordan k-derivation with associated Jordan k-derivation. d :.1! —4 M on 
It!. Then F is a generalized k-derivation on M. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2.1, d is k-derivation on Al. Take G = F – d. Then, 
G(.r lr) = F(x')x) – d(x ; x) = F(x)',.r – d(x)7x = G(x)yx for all x E A! and ') E F. 
Hence G is a Jordan left centralizer on .11. By Theorem 2.2.2, G is a left centralizer on 
M. Thus, we have 
G(.'?y) 	= F(x) y – d(x)-yy for all x, y E 11 and y E F. 	(2.2.29) 
Also, we find that 
G(x-,,y) = F(xjy)–d(x-vy) = F(.rr; y)–d(x)-yy–xk(y)y–x-~d(y) for all x , y E M. E F. 
(2.2.30) 
From (2.2.29) and (2.2.30), we find that F(.ryy) = F(x)-yy + xk(-y)y + x-yd(y) for all 
x, y E Al and ti E F i.e., F is a generalized k-derivation on Al. 	 0 
2.3 Some differential identities in prime F-rings 
For any a. b E .1! and -y E F. we write [a, b], = a.yb–bra. and ao.y b = a^fib+lrra. Through-
out this section. .11 will satisfy aob3c = adbac for all a, 3 E F and for all a, b. c E Al. 
Then, it can he easily seen that 
(i) [a, b13c], _ [a, b]..3c + b3[a, c]7 , 
(ii) a o,, (b + c) = a o0 b + a o~ c, 
(iii) a oQ (b3c) = (a o,, b)13c + b13[c, a]Q = b3(a oo c) + [a, b],,3c. 
In the year 1992. Daif and Bell [56] obtained commutativity of a semiprime ring R 
satisfying the differential identity d([x. y]) = ±[x, y] for all x, y E R. Further. Ashraf 
together with Rehrnan [11] established the conunutativity of semiprime ring R satisfying 
the above identity for a well behaved subset of R viz. Lie ideal of R. Later on. many 
authors explored comniutativity of prince and seniiprime rings satisfying various condi-
tions on rings (for reference see [11] etcetera, where further references can be fotuid). In 
this section, our objective is to investigate comnmutativlty of a prime F-rings satisfying 
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certain identities involving derivations on I'-rings. We facilitate our discussion with the 
following results which are necessary for developing the proofs of our theorems: 
Lemma 2.3.1 ([112. Lemma 2]). Let :11 be a prime I'-ring and I a nonzero right ideal 
of Al such that I C Z(.11). Then ,11 is commutative. 
Lemma 2.3.2. Let III be a prime F-ring and I a commutative nonzero right ideal of 
.11. Then .11 is commutative. 
Proof. Since I is commutative, [x, y].. = 0 for all x, y E I and -y E F. Replacing y by 
yar, we have 
0 = [x, yar].., 
= [x. y]-,ar + ya[x• r], 
= ya [.r, r]., for all x. y El, r E .11 and a,- El'. 
Again, replacing y by y3r1 , we get y3r1 a[x, r]. = 0 for all x. y E I. r. r l E M and a, y E 
F. Since M is prime, either y = 0 or [x,r]., = 0. If y = 0, then I = {0}, a contradiction. 
Therefore [.r., r]., = 0. This implies x E Z(M) i.e., I C Z(M). Therefore, by Lemma 
2.3.1..11 is commutative. 	 C 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let :11 be a prime r-ring and I a nonzero ideal of M. If d is a nonzero 
derivation on .11 satisfying [d(x). x].~ = 0 for all x E 1, ti E F, then .11 is commutative. 
Proof We have [d(x), x]~ = 0 for all x E I and - E F. Replace x by x + y, to get 
[d(i). y ., + (d(y).x], = 0 for all X. y E I. -,i E F. 
Further, replacing y by yo.r in the above condition and using the same, we have 
[y. x].,od(.r) = 0 for all .r. y E I and n. ; E F. 
Again, replacing y by y3z and using the above condition, we get [y, x]7 ,Zzad(x) = 
0 for all x. y. -- E I and a. 3. } E F. Now. replacing z by rd z and using the primeness 
of A1. we get. either [y, x], = 0 or Ird(z) = {0}. Now, let. Il = {x E I : [y, x]7 = 
0 for all y E I. -1,E F} and I2 = {x E I I Ird(x) = {0}}. Then. it can be seen that Il 
and 12 are additive subgroups of I whose union is 1. But a. group can never he the union 
of two of its proper subgroups, we find that either IFd(x) = {0} for all x E 1, ry E r or 
[x, y], = 0 for all x. y E I and -y E F. If IFd(x) _ {0}. then by primeness of M either 
I = {0} or d(x) = 0 for all x E I. But 1 54 {0} implies that d(x) = 0 for all x E I. 
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Hence. d(.rtir) = 0 for all x E 1. r E :11 and -i E F. Therefore .r -d(r) = 0 for all x E I. 
rE Aland Er. Since, .11is prime and I 	{O}, we find that d(r)= 0 for all rE.1I. 
Therefore d = 0. a contradiction. Hence [x, y]., = 0 for all x, y E I. I E r and hence, I 
is commutative. Therefore by Lemma 2.3.2, M is commutative. 	 ❑  
Corollary 2.3.1. Let .\1 be a prime r -ring, I a nonzero ideal on :11 and d a nonzero 
derivation on :11 satisfying x — d(x) E Z(JI) for all x E I. Then .11 i.5 commutative. 
Proof. We have x — d(x) E Z(.11) i.e.. [x — d(x). x]., = 0 for all x E I and ^. E F. Hence 
[d(x), xJ, = 0 for all x E I. Therefore by Theorem 2.3.1..11 is commutative. 	0 
Theorem 2.3.2. Let ?if be a 2-torsion free prime r -ring and I a nonzero ideal of Al. 
Suppose .\I admits a nonzero derivation d satisfying any one of the follouring conditions: 
(i) [d(x), d(y)]-, =0 for all x, y el and I E r, 
(ii) [d(x). d(y)], = [x, yJ, for all x, y E I and -,, E r, 
(iii) [d(x). d(y)].r = [y. x], for all x. y E I and - y E r, 
(iv) d([x, y]7 ) = [x, y]., for all x. y El and -,' E F. 
Then M is commutative. 
Proof. (i) Given that [d(x), d(y)J., = 0 for all x. y E I and "} E F. Replace y by yciz and 
use the given condition, to get 
d(y)o[d(:r.), z]., + [d(x). y]. ad(z) = 0 for all x, y, z E 1. a. -1, E T. 	(2.3.1) 
Replacing z by z3r in (2.3.1) and using (2.3.1). we have 
d(y)a z/3[d(x), r]7 + [d(x), y}.,o z33d(r) = 0. 
Again, replacing r by d(x). we get [d(x), y].,az,3d2(x) = 0 for all x, y, z E I and 
Q. 3. E F. By primeness of M. for each fixed x E I. we have either [d(x), y], = 0 
or zj3d2(x) = 0. Take II = {x E I I [d(x), y]., = 0 for all y E I and 'y E F} and 
12 = {x E I z3d2(x) = 0 for all z E I and 	I'}. Then I and 12 are additive 
subgroups of I such that I l U 12 = I. But a group can not be the set theoretic union of 
its two proper subgroups, either Il = I or I z = I. If I = I. then [d(x), y]., = 0 for all 
x, y E I and I E F. Therefore, in particular [d(x). x]., = 0 for all x E 1 and -y E r, and 
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Al: is commutative by Theorem 2.3.1. If 12 = 1, then 13d2(x) = {0} for all x E I and 
$ E F. Since \I is prime and 154 {0}. we get d2(x) = 0 for all x E I. Replacing x by 
way, we find that &(way) = 0 for all uw. y E I, a E F. Since d2(x) = 0 for all x E I and 
11 is 2-torsion free, we have d(u)ad(y) = 0 for all w, y E I and a E F. Further, replac-
ing u, by uw3z for z E I and using this condition along with the primeness of .11, we get 
either d(u ,)3z = 0 or d(x) = 0. Again, since .11 is prime, either d(I) = {0} or I = {0}. 
Since it is given that I 	{0}, d(I) = {0}. But d(1) = {0} implies 1T'd(M) = {0}. 
Again, primeness of M gives d(M) = { 0}, a contradiction. 
(ii) Replacing y by yiiz in [d(x), d(y)],, = [x. y],. we get 
[d(x). d(y3:)]., = [x, yf z], for all x, y, z E I and Q,1 E F. 
This implies that for all x, y, z E I and ;1 1 E F. 
[d(x). d(y)],3:+d(y)8[d(x),  z]7 +[d(x)• y]7Qd(z)+yl[d(x). d(z)], = [x, y]7Qz+y$[x, z].,. 
Using the given condition, we arrive at 
d(y)3[d(x), z]., + [d(r), y1,3d(:) = 0 for all :r, y, : E 111 and 3. 1 E F. 
Now using the same ,mrpimennts, as used after (2.3.1). we get the required result. 
(iii) Using the similar techniques as above, one can get the required result. 
(iv) Given that d([x. y].,) _ [x, y]., for all x. y E I and J E F. After the simplification, 
we get 
[d(x). y]., + [x, d(y)]7  = [x.] for all x, y E I and Iy E F. 	(2.3.2) 
Replacing y by z3y. we get 
([d(x). z], + [.e. d(z)].)3y + z ,3([d(x). y]. + [x , d(y)]7) + d(z)i9 [x• y] , + [x, z].,3d(y) 
= [x, :]3y + z3[x, y]7 for all x, y, z E I and 3.7 E F. 
Using (2.3.2), we find that 
d(z)0[x, y]-, + [x, z].,, d (y) = 0 for all x, y, z E I and /1, 7 E I,. 
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Further, replacing y by .r. we get [x. z].,.3d(x) = 0 for all x. z E I and .3. -} E F. Again. 
replacing z by uwaz, we get [x, uw].raz3d(r) = 0 for all x. uw, z E I and a, B. -, E F. Since 
Al is prime, for each fixed x E 1, we have either I rd(x) = {0} or [x, z]7 = 0. Take 
I 1 = {.rEIIII'd(r)={0}} and 12={xEI I[r.w],=0 for all uwEI}.It can be 
easily seen that Il and 12 are additive subgroups of I such that I l U I2 = I. Therefore. 
either I, = I or 12 = 1. If Il = I. then Ird(.r) _ {0} for all x E I. Since I ; {0} and Al 
is prime, we arrive at a contradiction that d = 0. Therefore, now assume that 12 = I. 
Hence (x. u•j., = 0 for all x. u! E I and -, E F. This yields that I is commutative. By 
Lemma 2.3.2. Al is commutative. 	 ❑  
Corollary 2.3.2. Let .11 be a prime r-ring and I a nonzero ideal of Al. If Al admits 
a nonzero derivation satisfying d([x, y].,) _ [y..r]., for all x, y E I and ry E I', then Al is 
commutative. 
Proof. Given that d([x. y] ), = [y, x], for all x. y E I and ; E F. This implies that 
(—d)([-r. y).,) = [x, y]., for all x, y E I and , E F. Since —d is a derivation on .11, by 
Theorem 2.3.2(ir), Al is commutative. 	 0 
Corollary 2.3.3. Let .11 be a prime r-ring and I a nonzero ideal of Al. Suppose that 
Al admits a nonzero derivation d satisfying any one of the following conditions: 
(i) d((x, y),) = Id(x). y]., for all x. y E I and 7 E F. 
(ii) d(x o., y) = d(x) o.y y for all x, y El and I E F. 
Then Al is commutative. 
Proof. (i) On simplifying the given condition, we have x-'1d(y) = d(y) fr for all x, y E I 
and ^ E F. Replacing x by x3d(z). we have x-[d(y). d(z)] i = 0. Since Al is prime and 
I # {0}. we have (d(y). d(z)],~ = 0 for all y. z E I and 3 E F. Hence Al is commutative 
by Theorem 2.3.2(i). 
(ii) Using similar arguments as used in (i). we get the required result. 	 0 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let .11 be a prime I,-ring and I a nonzero ideal of Al. Suppose that 
Al admits a nonzero derivation d such that for all x, y E I and a, y E I', d satisfying 
any one of the following conditions: 
(i) d(xay) = d(yax). 
(ii) d(xay) = —d(yax), 
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(iii) [d(x),yl, = [z•.d(y))). 
Then .11 is cornmutati ee. 
Proof. (i) For all x, y E I and a E F. we have d(xay) = d(yax). On simplifying, we 
have 
[d(x). yJ„ + [x. d(y)J,, = 0 for all .r, y E I and a E F. 	(2.3.3) 
Replacing y by y3- in (2.3.3) and using (2.3.3). we get 
d(y)/3[x. z(,, + [x, y] 8d(ti) = 0 for all x, y, z €1 and a./3 E F. 
Replace ti by x to get [x, y( Q 3d(x) = 0 for all x. y E 1 and a. ;3 E F. Again, replacing y 
by y 1 uw in the latter condition, we get 
[x, y1 - iw3d(x) =0 for all X. y. ur E I and a. 3, ; Er. 	(2.3.4) 
Since .11 is priu1 . for each fixed x E I, we have [x. yl,, = 0 or II'd(x.) = {0}. The sets 
.r E I for which these two properties hold. form additive subgroups of I whose union is 
I. Hence by Brauer's trick either [x, y]a = 0 for all x, y E I and a E I' or II'd(x) = {0} 
for all .r E I. If IFd(x) = {0}, then by primeness of AI, either I = {0} or d(x) = 0 for all 
x E I. But d(x) = 0 for all .r E I gives d = 0 on .11, a contradiction. Therefore [x, y] , = 0 
for all x. y E I, a E F and hence I is commutative. By Lemma 2.3.2, Al is commutative. 
(ii) For all x. y E I and a E F. we have d(my) = —d(yax). This implies that 
d(x)ay + xad(y) = —d(y)ax — yad(x) for all x. y E I and a E I,. Replace y by yf x and 
use the given condition, to get 
xay3d(x) + yax3d(x) = 0 for all x, y E I and a, i3 E F. 	(2.3.5) 
Now, replace y by y'. in (2.3.5) and use (2.3.5). to get 
[x, yjQ! z 3d(x) = 0 for all x, y, z E I and a,8, y E F. 
Using the same arguments, as used in the proof of (i) after (2.3.3). we get the required 
result. 
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(iii) Replacing y by yd: in the given condition. we have [x, y],3d(z) + d(y)13[x, z]. = 0 
for all x. y. z E .11 and 3. - E F. Further, replacing z by x, we get [x. y], 8d(x) = 0 for 
all x. y E .11 and 3,-, E F. Again, replacing y by yaz, we find that [x, y].,cnz3d(x) = 0. 
Since Al is prink, for each fixed r E I. either (x, y]7 = 0 or IFd(x) = {0}. By the same 
arguments given in the proof of (i) after (2.3.3). we get the required result.. 	0 
Theorem 2.3.4. Let .11 be a prime I'-ring and I a nonzero ideal of Al. Suppose that 
Al cidm.its a derivation d satisfying any one of the following conditions: 
(i) d(x2Iy) — .rryy E Z(.11) for all r., y E I and 7 E F. 
(ii) d(x-,y) — y-yx E Z(M) for all x, y E I and 'y E I,, 
(iii) d(x)tid(y) — x vy E Z(M) for all x.y E I and f E F. 
Then Al is commutative. 
Proof. (i) It is given that d (xy y) — xyy E Z(M) for all x, y E I and ti E F. If d = 0, then 
we have xryy E Z(M). Therefore [xryy, x] 3 = 0. and hence x-} [y, x]5 = 0 for all x. y E I 
and ;3, y E F. Now, replacing y 1w yoz, we find that x-, yo [z, x], 	0 for all :r. y. z E I and 
a, 8. -. E F. By the primeness of Al. we have either x. = 0 or IF[z. x].j = {0}. But x = 0 
also implies that IF[z, .rk = {0}. Therefore, in loth the cases, we get Ir[z, x] = {0}. 
Since Al is prime, either 1 = {0} or [z, £] L3 = 0. Since I 	{0}. [z, x]q = 0 for all x, z E I 
and 3 E F, i.e., I is commutative. Therefore Al is commutative by Lemma 2.3.2. 
Now assume that d 54 0. Given that d(x7y) — x' y E Z(.,11). This implies that. 
d(x)-,y + rd(y) — x-,,y E Z(.11). Replacing y by ,y3z and using the given condition, 
we have 
0 = [d(x)-,y3z +.r-yd(y3z) — .r, yj3z, z]n 
= [x-;, y.3d(z), z]Q 	 (2.3.6) 
= x'?y,3[d(z), zl(, + r{  y. z} i3d(z) + [x, z]0-y8d(z). 
Again, replacing x by u ,6.r for uw E 1 and 6 E I' in (2.3.6), we get 
w (x iy3[d(z)• z],, + x-,, [y. z] ,3d(z) + [x, z]07y$d(z)) + [w, z](~jx'YyOd(z) = 0. 
Using (2.3.6). we get [w. z]0o.r-.y3d(z) = 0. Since M is prune. we find that for each 
fixed z E I. either [w, z],,n.r = 0 or IFd(--) = {0}. Let Il = {z E I I [w, z]a dx = 0 
for all x, uw E I and e, 6 E F} and 12 = {z E 1 j IFd(z) = {0}}. Since 11 and 12 are 
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additive subgroups of I whose union is 1. we find that either Il = I or I2 = I. If I, = I. 
then [u}, -],,6x = 0 for all x, u', z E I and a. 6 E F. Since :11 is prime, either I = {0} or 
[w. -1], = 0 for all w, z E I and a E F. Since I # {0}, I is commutative, and hence Al is 
commutative by Lemma 2.3.2. If I•, = I, then Ihd(--) = {0} for all z E I. This implies 
that either I = {0} or d = 0, and hence in both the cases we arrive at a contradiction. 
(ii) If d = 0. then using similar techniques as used in the beginning of the proof of (i), 
we find that .11 is commutative. 
Now assume that d # 0. Since d(x'-yy) — y fx E Z(.11) for all x, y E I. and y E F. we 
have [d(.ryy) — y-yx, r],, = 0 for all x, y E I. r E M and - E F. After simplification, we 
get 
[d(r)-y + x-1,d(y), r]a = [y x, r]0 for all x, y E I. r E Al and a. -) E F. 	(2.3.7) 
Replacing y by y3r for r E M. 3 E r in (2.3.7) and using (2.3.7), we get 
[y21, r]a 3r + [x-yydd(r), r]Q = [ y3rryx. r],, for all x. y E I, r E Al, a, 3, , E F. (2.3.8) 
Again, replacing y by xby for x E I and b E F in (2.3.8) and using (2.3.8), we get 
xb[y3r7x. r]o + [ x, r]oby- x3r + [x, r]4bx-y8d(r) = r6[y/r'yx, r] n + [ x, r]nby/3r7x. 
After simplifying, we get 
[x. r]Q6y2[x. r] 3 + [x, r]Q6x^,y3d(r) = 0 for all x, y E 1. r E Af, a,,3, 'y,ó E F. (2.3.9) 
Replacing r by r + x in (2.3.9) and using (2.3.9). we get 
[x, r]a6x-y,3d(x) = 0 for all x. y E I, r E Al and a. 3.7y, 6 E F. 
Since A! is prime, we get [x. r],,6x = 0 for all x E I, r E Al and a. 6 E r or IFd(x) _ {0} 
for all x E I. If [.r, r] „ox = 0. then [x. r7r1 ]„6x = 0. Therefore. [x, r] ( r töx = 0. By 
primeness of Al. either x = 0 or [x, r], = 0. But x = 0 also gives [x, r]0 = 0. Hence, for 
each x E I. there remain only two cases namely either [r. r1 = 0 or IFd(x) = {0}. Take 
I t ={ 	I [x.r],,=0 for all rE Al. (IEF} and '2 ={xEIiIFd(x)={0}}. But 
these two subsets of I are additive subgroups of I whose union is I. Therefore either 
I l = I or 12 = I. If 1t = I. then I C Z(Al). Therefore Al is commutative by Lemma 
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2.3.1. If 12 = I . then either 1 = {0} or d = 0. and we find a contradiction in both the 
cases. 
(iii) If d = 0, then -.r ;y E Z(.11) for all x. y E 1. 7 E F. Therefore .rryy E Z(M) and as 
above, Al is commutative. 
Now, suppose that d 0. If we replace y by yar. then for all x. y E I. r E Al and 
E I-, we find t hat (d(x)'yd(y) - .rryy)nr + d(x)'yyod(r) E Z(M). Therefore 
[(d(x)-,,d(y) - xryy)ar + d(x) 2yad(r). r13 = 0 for all x, y E I. r E Al and a, 3. ; E F. 
Using the given condition. we arrive at 
[d(x) fyad(r), r]_, = 0 for all .r, y E I. r E Al and a, 3. f E r. 	(2.3.10) 
Replacing y by d(z)Ay in (2.3.10). we get 
[d(x). r] ,-;d(~)ayad(r) = 0 for all r, y, z E I. r e Al and a, 03. (5, ; E F. 
Since Al is prince, for each fixed r E Al, either IFd(r) _ {0} or [d(x), r],3-yd(z) = 0. Take 
All = {r E Al IF(l(r) = {0}} and All = {r E Al 	[d(.r), r}R yd(z) = 0 for all x, z E 
I and 3. f E r}. But Ali and .112 are two additive subgroups of Al whose union is Al. 
Therefore either All = Al or .112 = Al. If All = Al. then IFd(r) = {0}. Since I 	{0} 
and Al is prince, we find that d = 0. a contradiction. Hence, assume that Aft = Al. This 
yields that [d(x),r]~ ,d(z) = 0 for all r E Al. Hence [d(x), rar l ]3ryd(z) = 0. This implies 
that [d(x), r]3ar l , -d(z) = 0. By primeness of Al, either [d(x). r],3 = 0 for all x E I, 
rE.11and3EI'ord(z)=O forallzEI.But(1(1-)=0 forall-EIgivesd=0onAf, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore [d(x). r] y = 0 and in particular [d(x), x],,j = 0 for all 
x E I and 3 E F. Therefore by Theorem 2.3.1..11 is commutative. 	 0 
Corollary 2.3.4. Let Al be a prime F-ring and I a nonzero ideal of Al. If Al admits 
a drrivation d satisfying d(r7y) + .rryy E Z(1l1) for all x. y E I and y E F. then Al is 
commutative. 
Proof. d(r7y) + .r" y E Z(.11) implies that. -d(r7y) - r-'y E Z(RI) i.e., (-d)(ryy) - 
 E Z(M). Since -d is also a derivation on :11, by Theorem 2.3.4(i), Al is commuta- 
tive. 	 0 
Corollary 2.3.5. Let Al be a prime I'-ring and I a nonzero ideal of Al. If d is a 
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derivation on..11 satisfying d(.r7y) + y-..r E Z(.11) for all x. y E I and -y E r, then .11 is 
commutative. 
Theorem 2.3.5. Let .11 be a prime r-ring and I a nonzero ideal of M. If Al admits 
a derivation d satisfying d(x o1 y) = x o. y for all x, y E I and ry E F, then M is 
commutative. 
Proof. It is given that d(x o, y) = x o., y for all x, y E I and ^,i E F. If d = 0, then 
x o., y = 0 for all x. y E I and E F. Replacing y by ycrz. we have x o. (ynz) = 0 
for all x, y. z E I and Q. -1. E F. This yields that ya[z, 4 = 0 for all x. y, z E I and 
o, E F. Since .11 is prime and I # {0}. I is commutative and by Lemma 2.3.2. we get 
the required result. 
Now assume that d 0. The given condition implies that 
d( x) o,y+xo_,d(y)=xo1 yforallx.yEIandryEr. 	(2.3.11) 
Replace y by yoz in (2.3.11). to get 
d(x) o., (yoz) + x o, d(yoz) = x o., (ya::) for all x,y, z E I and a." E r. 
After simplification, we find that 
(d(x) o, y + x o, d(y))-  z + iin[z, d(x)].,  + d(y)r [z. x]-, + (r o, y)o'd(z)  + ya[d(z). x]. 
= (x o7 y)o z + yo [z. x].y for all r. y. z E I and a. -v E r. 
Now using (2.3.11), we get 
yo[z , d(x)]-, + d(y)or[z. x],  + (x o, y)ad(z) + ya[d(z) , x1-, = yc[z , x],. 
Replace z by x to get (x o.r y)cid(x) = 0. Now, replacing y by wfiy. we find that 
[x, uw].,3yad(x) = 0 for all .r. y, uw E I and a. 3, y E F. 
Since :11 is prime, either [x. u']1 = 0 or I['d(x) = {0}. Now, using the similar arguments 
as used in Theorem 2.3.2(ir), we find that .11 is commutative. 	 D 
Corollary 2.3.6. Let .11 be a prime I'-ring and I a nonzero ideal of M. If .11 admits 
a derivation d satisfying d(x o1 y) + x o.y y = 0 for all x, y E I and Iy E F, then M is 
commutative. 
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Theorem 2.3.6. Let Al be a 2-torsion free prime F-ring and I a nonzero ideal of 
Al. Suppose that Al admits a nonzero derivation d satisfying any one of the following 
conditions: 
(i) d(x) o., d(y) = 0 for all x. y E I and -, E F. 
(ii) d(x)o.~d(y)—xo, y = 0 for allx,yEI and7E I', 
(iii) d(x) o. d(y) + x o. y -- O for all x, y El and -'1 E r. 
Then .11 is commutative. 
Proof. (i) Replacing y by ga: in the given condition, we get 
(d(x) 0) d(y))az + d(y)a[:. d(x)].., + ya(d(x) o. d(z)) + [d(x),:y]..,ad(z) = 0. 
This yields that 
d(y)a[z. d(x)].. + [d(x), y],ad(z) = 0 for all x. y. z E I and a. -. E F. 	(2.3.12) 
Replacing z by z3d(x). we get 
(d(y)a[z. d(x)]., + [d(x), y].,ad(z));3d(x) + [d(s). y].r az3d2(x) = 0. 
Using (2.3.12). we get [d(x), y].yaz33d2(x) = 0 for all x, y, z E I and (I. (1, y E F. Prime-
ness of .11 yields that for each x E I. either [d(x), y]7az = 0 or d2(x) = 0. Take 
I i = {.r E I I J 2(.r) = 0} and h = {.r E I [d(x), y].yaz = 0 for all y, z E I and 
a.' E F}. Since It and 12 are additive subgroups of I such that Il U 12 = 1. Therefore 
by Brauer's trick. either Il = I or I2 = I. If Il = I. then d2(x) = 0 for all x E I. There-
fore, by using the arguments as used in the proof of Theorem 2.3.2(i), d = 0 which is 
a contradiction. Now. assume that, I2 = I i.e., [d(x). y] )nz = 0 for all x, y, z E I and 
n, 7 E F. Since 1 # {0} and M is prime, [d(x). ,y]_, = 0 for all x. y E I and 7 E r. Hence 
[d(x), x] , = 0 for all x E I and 11 is commutative by Theorem 2.3.1. 
(ii) If d = 0, then x o. ,y = 0 for all x, y E I and -y E F. Therefore, Al is commutative by 
using the arguments as used in the Theorem 2.3.5. Now, assume that d 54 0. Replace y 
by yn: to get 
d(y)o[z. d(x)],+ya(xo-, z)+[d(x). y].,ad(z) —ya[z, x]., = 0 for all x, y. z E I and a, 7 E r. 
(2.3.13) 
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Replacing y by ray in (2.3.13). we find that 
r 3(d(y)o[z ,  d(x)], + ya(x o., z) + [d(x). yl.,ad(z) — ya[z ,  x]7) + d(r)j3ya'[z, d(x)].. 
+ [d(x), r].,.3yod(z) = 0 for all x. y, z E I, r E .11 and 	E F. 
Using (2.3.13). the above yields that 
d(r).3ya[z. d(x)J., + [d(x). r], 3yad(z) = 0 for all x. y, z E I. r E .11 and u. 3.' E F. 
Further, replacing r by d(x). we get d2(x)l3yi[z, d(x)]., = 0 for all x, y, z E I and 
(I, 3. -, E F. Take Ii = {.r E I ! d2(x) = 0} and 12 = {x E I I IF[z. d(x)]., = {0} for 
all z E I and y E F}. If Ii = I. then d2(r) = 0 for all x E I. Using similar tech-
niques as used in Theorem 2.3.2(i), we get d = 0, a contradiction. Therefore Iz = I. 
Hence. IF[:. d(x)], = {0} for all x. z E I and -', E F. Since 1I is prime and I 	{0}. 
= 0. Hence [d(x).:r] } = 0 for all x E I and y E F and Al is commutative by 
Theorem 2.3.1. 
(iii) By the similar arguments as used in (ii), we can get the required result. 	0 
Theorem 2.3.7. Let .11 be a 2-torsion free prime F-ring and I a nonzero ideal of 
.11. Suppose that .11 admits a nonzero derivation d satisfying any one of the following 
conditions: 
(i) [d(x), d(y)J., = y-ix for all x, y E I and ti E F. 
(ii) [d(.r).d(y)J, = xtiy for all x. y E I and E 1,. 
(iii) d([.r.yl_,) =xo., y for all x. y E I and-, E r, 
(iv) d(x o., y) = [x, y]., for all X. y E I and I E F. 
Then Al is commutative. 
Proof. (i) Replacing y by ycQw in the given condition, we find that 
y'yxaw + d(y)a[d(x), u ,]., + [d(x), y].,cd(u.') = 0 for all x, y, v, E I and a, 7 E F. 
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Further. replacing ti by u'Or in the latter relation and using the same, we get 
d(y)auw6[d(x). r]., + [d(x). y].,auwdd(r) = 0 for all x, y, uw El. r E Al and a.' . d E F. 
Now, replacing r by d(x). we get [d(x). y].,auwbd2(x) = 0 for all x, y. w E I and a, ^y. 6 E F. 
Since .11 is prime, we find that for each fixed x E I. either [d(x), y].r al = {0} or 
d2(x) = 0. Take I1 = {x E I I [d(x), y],aI = {0}} and 12 = {.r E I d'2(x)=0}. But 11 
and 12 are additive subgroups of I such that I l U 12 = I. Hence, by Brauer's trick either 
I l = I or 12 = I. If Il = 1. then [d(x), y].,oI = {0}. Since 1 54 {0}. [d(x), y]., = 0 for all 
x, y E I and - E F. In particular [d(x), x]~ = 0 for all x E I and -1, E F. Therefore, Al 
is commutative by Theorem 2.3.1. If 12 = I, then d = 0, a contradiction. 
(ii) By using the similar arguments as used in proving (i), we get the required result. 
(iii) Given that d([x. y].,) = x o., y for all x, y E I and E F. On simplifying we get 
[d(x). y]., + [x, d(y)]7 = x o~ y for all a'. y E I and -, E F. 	(2.3.14) 
Further, replacing y by yax, we find that [x. y].rad(x) = 0. Again, replacing y by ray, 
we get 
[x. r]7 $yad(x) = 0 for all x. y El. r E :11 and a. 3, 7 E F. 	(2.3.15) 
Thus for each x E I. either [x, r].~ = 0 for all r E '11 or yad(x) = 0 for all y E .11. a E F. 
Take I1 ={xEII[x.r].y =0 for all rEM and -)Er} and 12 ={xEI IIFd(x)=0}. 
Since Il and I2 are additive subgroups of I such that, I, U I2 = I and by Brauer's trick, 
either Il = I or 12 = I. If Il = I, then [x, r]., = 0 for all x E I. r E M, '- E F. and 
hence I C Z(M). Therefore M is commutative by Lemma 2.3.1. Now, we assume that 
12 = I. Since .11 is prime and I {0}, we find that d = 0. a contradiction. 
(it') It is given that d(x o., y) = [x, y]? . This implies that 
d(x) o, y + x o, d(y) = [x. y]., for all x, y E I and --. E F. 
Replace y by 'ay to get 
d(x)-}xay + d(x)ay).x = 0 for all x, y E l and a, ti E F. 
Again, replacing y by y,Rr, we find that 
d(z)-}yojr. x];i = 0 for all :r., y E 1. r E :11 and c, 3, , E F. 
Now. ttsing the similar arguments as used after (2.3.1). we get the required result. O 
Theorem 2.3.8. Let .1! be a 2-torsion fine prime r -ring and I a nonzero ideal of 
.1!. Suppose that .11 admits a nonzero derivation d satisfying any one of the following 
conditions: 
(i) d(r)7d(y) = [r. y],  for all r. y E I and -y E [', 
(ii) d(y)7d(x) = [.r. y], for all X. y E I and y E I'. 
(iii) d(x)7d(y) = r o, y for all r. y E I and I E F. 
Then X11 is commutative. 
Proof. (i) Replacing y by yor in the given condition, we get 
d(r)7d(y)nr + d(r)-ynd(r) = [r, y].,nr + yn[r, rh for all r, y E I, r E ,11 and n. 7 E r. 
Now, using our hypothesis, we get. 
d(x)-, ynd(r) = yn[a, r], for all .r., y E 1. r E 111 and n. ti E F. 
Ftirther, replacing r by r, we get d(x) ryad(x) = 0 for all x. y E I and n. 7 E F. Since 
M is prime and I # {0}, d(x) = 0 for all x E I. Hence, our hypothesis implies that 
[x. y], = 0 for all x. y E I and } E F i.e., I is commutative. Therefore by Lemma 2.3.2, 
.11 is commutative. 
By the similar arguments as used in (1). we get the required result in cases (ii) an 
(iii). 
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Chapter 3 
Orthogonal maps on semiprime P-rings 
3.1 Introduction 
After the inception of I -ring by Nobusawa and Barnes a number of authors have done 
a lot of works and have obtained various generalizations analogous to the corresponding 
results in ring theory (see [78], [79] and [88] for references where further reference can 
be found). Throughout this chapter, M will represent a I-ring. Motivated by successful 
application of derivations in rings and algebras, the notion of derivation in F-ring was 
defined as follows: an additive mapping d: M —+ Al is called a derivation (resp. Jor-
dan derivation) if for any a, be M and a E f', d(aab) = d(a)nb+aad(b) (resp. d(aaa) = 
d(a)aa + aad(a)) (for reference see [73]). For an example of derivation on M, let 
11= {(ü ={(0 c)j a.b,c E Z} and F = { (0 0) 	x,y e z}. Then M is a 
y 111 
I-ring. Define d : M —i Al such that d I a bl = ~0 b) Then d is a derivation 10 c) 	0 0/I 
on M. An additive mapping D : Al 	* Al is called a generalized derivation if there 
exists a derivation d : Al —t M such that D(xay) = D(x)ay + xad(y) holds for all 
x, y E M and a E[. A generalized derivation D associated with a derivation d on a 
t-ring M shall be denoted by the pair (D,d). For an example of generalized deriva- 
tion, 
	0 
let M={ 6 x 	a,b,e,a,
J 
E z} and F={ 1 0 0 	L E ~~. Then 
111 111 	0 0 0 
c y 
a 0\I 	a 0 
M is a r-ring. Define mappings D.d : Al —i Al such that D b x = 0 0 
C?? 	00 
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a 0 	O 0 
and d b x = b o respectively. Then D is a generalized derivation on Al with 
r Y 	0 0 
associated derivation d on M. 
Section 3.2 deals with the orthogonal derivations in semiprime rings. The study of 
orthogonal derivation in ring was initiated by Bregar and Vukman [37]. In fact, they ob-
tained some results on orthogonal derivations in semiprime rings related to the product 
of two derivations. Two derivations D and G on a ring R are said to be orthogonal if 
D(x)RG(y) = 0 for all x, y E R. Motivated by orthogonal derivations in rings, the notion 
of orthogonal mappings in h-ring can he defined as follows: ht .11 be a I'-ring. Maps d 
and g on Al are said to be orthogonal if d(x)F.11Fg(y) = 0 = g(y)r.11Fd(x) for all x. y E 
M. In this section, we have obtained some necessary and sufficient conditions for deriva-
tions to be orthogonal on semiprime rings. Some other related results have also been 
proved in this section. 
Section 3.3 is devoted to the study of orthogonal generalized derivations on F-rings. 
Besides proving some necessary and sufficient conditions for generalized derivation to 
be orthogonal, we have also obtained results which deals with the orthogonality of gen-
eralized derivation with associated derivation of other generalized derivation. Further, 
situation in which composition of two generalized derivation becomes generalized deriva-
tion have been studied. 
In Section 3.4. we have discussed orthogonality of derivation and right centralizers on 
F-rings. In fact, we have obtained several necessary and sufficient conditions for d and 
T" to he orthogonal on a 2-torsion free selniprime F-ring, where d, T are derivation and 
right centralizer on Al respectively. 
3.2 Orthogonal derivations in F-rings 
Motivated by orthogonal derivations in rings, the notion of orthogonal derivation in 
F-ring c viii be defin l at.: ff)11(,ws: 
Definition 3.2.1. Let :11 be a F-ring. Derivations d and g on Al arc said to be orthog-
onal if d(x)FMFg(y) = 0 = g(y)F:11I'd(x) for all x, y E Al. 
Example 3.2.1. Let (JII , F1) and (1112i 12) be prime ganinla-rings. Let Al be the direct 
product of .%Ii &, .112 and r be the direct product of 1'1 k r2. Then, it can be easily 
verified that (Al. F) is a seiniprime gamma-ring which is a direct sutra of (R11 , I'1 ) and 
(1112 ,1' 2 ). Let d, be a nonzero derivation of M I . Then, it can be easily seen that the 
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mapping d : Al —+ .11. defined by d(m1 .rn2) _ (d, (ni l ). 0), is a nonzero derivation on 
M. We shall say that d is a sum of derivation d l of All and zero map of .112. WVe write 
d as dl + 02 . Similarly, let g2 be a nonzero derivation of .112 and define g : Al —p 11 by 
g(ml , m2) = (0, g2(m2)), thus g = 01  + 112. Then, it can be easily seen that d and g are 
orthogonal. 
Bre ar and Vukrnan [371 obtained sonic necessary and sufficient conditions for two deriva-
tions to be orthogonal in semiprinie ring. In this section, we have obtained some results 
parallel to those earlier obtained in [3 7] for rings. The main result of the present section 
states as follows: 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let M be a 2-torsion free semiyriroe r-ring. Suppose d and g are 
derivations of Al. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) d and g are orthogonal. 
(ii) dg = 0, 
(iii) dg+gd=0. 
(iv) dg is a derivation, 
(t') there exists a. b E Al and IL r) E r such that (dg)(x) = a3.r + x h for all x E Al. 
Now, we prove the lemmas which are required for the proof of the main result. 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let Al be a semiyrirne r-ring. Suppose that additive mapping f and h 
of Al into itself satisfy f (x)r:1MFh(x) = {0} for all x E Al. Then f (x)rMFh(y) = {0} 
for allx,yEAf. 
Proof. Suppose f (x)az3h(x) = 0 for all x, z E Al and a. 3 E F. 
On linearizing, we get 
0 = f(x + y)az8h(x + y) 
_ (f(:r) + f(y))az3(h(x) + h(y)) 
= f (x)az3h(y) + f (y)n-z3h(x) for all .r. y, z E Al and a,3 E F. 
Therefore, by our assumption, for all .r, y, z, t E Al and a, $3, y, 6 E F, we find that 
f (x)az3h(y)ytS f (x)n z3h(y) = –f (x)az3h(y)7td f (y)az3h(x) = 0. 
Since Al is semiprime. we find that f (x)az3h(y) = 0 for all x, y, z E M and a, $ E F. ❑  
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Lemma 3.2.2. Let M be a 2-torsion free semipr ime 17-ring and let d and g be derivations 
of M. Derivations d and g are orthogonal if and only if d(x)ag(y) + g(x)od(y) = 0 for 
allx,yE.11 undo Gr. 
Proof. Suppose d(x)og(y) + g(x)ad(y) = 0 for all x. y E .%I and a E F. Replace y by 
y7x. to get 
0 = d(x)ag(y~x) + g(.i•)ad(J ,T) 
= d(.r)og(y),x + d(x)ay',g(x) + g(x)ad(y)-,,x + g(x)ay?d(x) 
= d(x)ay ,g(x) + 9(x)ayd(x). 
By Leninia 2.2.1, we then have d(x)ayyg(x) = 0 and hence by Leninia 3.2.1, d(x)oyj•g(~) _ 
0. Therefore d and g are orthogonal. 
Conversely, if d and g are orthogonal. then d(x)az lg(y) = 0 = g(y)az/3d(x). Therefore 
by Lemma 2.2.1, d(x)ag(y) = 0 = g(x)ad(y). This implies that d(x)ag(y)+g(x)od(y) _ 
0forallx.yE 1landaEF. 	 ❑  
Let d and g be derivations of a F-ring M. Then, for any x. y E .11 and y E F, it is easy 
to compute the identity: 
dq(x-!y) = dg(•r)'7'y + q(r)-d(y) + d(x)'Yg(y) +.rtidg(y). 	(3.2.1) 
N e are now well egtupped to prove our main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem. 3.2.1 (ii) t* (i) Suppose that dg = 0. Using given condition together 
with (3.2.1), we have. 
g(x)-~d(y) + d(x)'g(y) = 0 for all x. y E .11 and ^y E F. 
Therefore by Lemma 3.2.2. d and g are orthogonal. 
Conversely. suppose that d and g are orthogonal. Then d(x)- y3g(z) = 0 for all x. y. z E 
Al and -,, ..3 E F. Hence 
0 = d(d(x)-,, y3g(z)) 
= &(i)-y3g(z) + d(x) id(y) 3g(z) + d(x)7y3d(g(z))• 
Therefore. d(x)~y$d(g(z)) = U. Replacing x by g(z) and using semiprimeness of M, we 
find that d(g(.v)) = 0 for all z E M. Hence dg = 0. 
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(iii) t (i) Suppose that dg + gd = 0. Therefore. by (3.2. 1). we have 
0 = (dg + gd)(r?'y) 
= (dg + gd)(x)-,,y + 2(g(x) Id(y) + d(x) ,g(y)) + x,)(dg + gd)(y) 
= 2(g(x)~d(y) + d(x)1g(y)). 
Since Al is 2-torsion free. g(x)-.d(y) + d(x)-g(y) = 0 and hence by Lemma 3.2.2, d and 
g are orthogonal. 
Conversely. since d and g are orthogonal. by (ii). dg = 0 = gd. Therefore dg + gd = 0. 
(iv) a (i) Since dg is a derivation, we have 
dg(xyyy) = dg(r)-, y + r ldg(y) for all x, y E .11 and 7 E F. 	(3.2.2) 
Comparing (3.2.1) and (3.2.2). we find that 
g(x)d(y) + d(x)yg(y) = 0 for all x. y E 11 and y E F. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.2.2, d and g are orthogonal. 
Conversely, suppose d and g are orthogonal. by (ii). dg = 0. Therefore dg is a derivation. 
(r) 	(i) Suppose that dg(x) = a3x+x6b for all x E M. Replacing x by xyy and using 
(3.2.1). we have 
(lg(x)')y + d(x)';yg(y) + g(x)7d(y) + x-,,dg(y) = a 3x-l y + x7y6h. 	(3.2.3) 
Using the given condition, the above relation reduces to 
rdbr y + xya8y + d(r)vg(y) + g(x) fd(y) = 0 for all x, y E M and f E F. 	(3.2.4) 
Replacing y by yn.r in (3.2.4), we have 
0 = n5&-y yor + .r - yaj3yox + d(r)-Yy(yQ.r) + g(x)"yd(yax) 
= x5r',yax + xya3yox + d(r)79(y)ax + d(x)lyag(x) 
+g(x)id(y)ax + g(x)1ycd(x) 
_ {xb(ryy + xya8y + d(r)yg(y) + g(r)yd(y)}c x 
+d(x)"?yag(r) + g(x)1yQd(x). 
a. 
Hence using (3.2.4). we find that d(.r)-,rtog(x) +g(x),%yo,d(x) = 0. Now. using Lemma 
2.2.1, we find that d(x)-yyag(x) = 0 and Bence by Lemma 3.2.1. d(x)yycxg(z) = 0. Thus 
d and g are orthogonal. 
Conversely, since d and g are orthogonal. dg = 0, so we can choose a = b = 0 and 
3.6 E r so that dg(x) = a3x + idb. 
It is evident l)V the definition of orthogonality t hat a notizero derivation on a I'-ring can 
not be orthogonal to itself. Therefore, using condition (v) of Theorem 3.2.1, we have 
the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let .11 be a 2-torsion free sem.iprinie F-ring and d a derivation on 
.11. If there exist a, h E .11 and 3,6 E r such that. d2(x) = af3x + rob for all x E M. 
then d = 0. 
Further. application of the condition (ir) of Theorem 3.2.1, yields the following: 
Corollary 3.2.2. Lc t Al be a 2-torsion free semiprime I'-ring. If a derivation d on..11 
is such that d` i5 also a derivation, then d = 0. 
Now, we show that if derivations d and g on a 2-torsion free semiprime r-ring Al satisfy 
either of the property d2 = g2 or d(x)-)d(x) = g(x)yy(.r) for all x E M and , E F, then 
d + g and d — g are orthogonal. 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let .11 be a 2-torsion free semiprime r -ring. and let d. g be derivations 
on..11. Suppose dl = g2 . Then. d + g and d — g are orthogonal. 
Proof. Suppose that d2 = g2 . Now, for all x E .11 
{(d — g)(d + g) + (d + g)(d — g)}(x) = (d — g)(d + g)(x) + (d + g)(d — g)(x) 
= (d — g)(d(x) + g(x)) + (d + g)(d(x) — g(x)) 
= d'2(x) + dg(x) — gd(x) — g 2(x) 
+&(x) — dg(.r) + gd(x) — g2(x) 
=0. 
Therefore (d — g)(d + g) + (d + g)(d — g) = 0. Hence, using Theorem 3.2.1(iii), d + g 
and d — g are orthogonal. 	 0 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let .11 be a 2-torsion free semiprime r-ring and d, g derivations of M. 
If d(x)d(x) = g(x) Ig(x) for all x E Al and -y E F, then d + g and d — g are, orthogonal. 
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Proof. For all r E Al and -, E I' 
(d – g)(x)-'(d + g)(x) +(d + g)(x)-1(d – g)(x) 
_ (d(x) — g(x))-(d(r) + g(x)) + (d(x) + g(x))-t(d(x) — g(x)) 
= d(x)7d(x) — g(x),d(x) + d(x)'yg(r) — g(x)-yg(x) 
+d(x)-;d(x) – d(x)g(r) +g(x)'7d(r) – g(x) -'g(x) 
=0. 
Hence. by Lemma 3.2.2(x). d + g and d – g are orthogonal. 	 0 
3.3 Orthogonal generalized derivations on F-rings 
Motivated by the notion of generalized derivation in rings (see [5]), the concept of or-
thogonal generalized derivation in F-rings can be defined as follows: two generalized 
derivations (D. d) and (G. g) of .11 are said to be orthogonal if D(x)F111FG(y) = {0} _ 
G(y)I':11FD(x) for all x. y E M. 
Example 3.3.1. Let .111 = Al -: .%I where .11 is a F-ring. Then M1 will also be a 
F-ring. Suppose d. g : .11 —a .\I are derivations of M. It is easy to see that the 
Wraps dI,gI : .111 —> .111 defined by d1 ((x.y)) = (d(x). 0) and g1 ((x.y)) = (0• g(y)) 
for all r, y E .11, are derivations on :111. Again, let (D, d) and (G, g) be generalized 
derivations on .11. Define maps DI . G, :.111 --* .111 such that DI ((x, y)) = ( D(r), 0) 
and G, ((x, y)) = (0. G(y)) for all .r, y E Al. Then (D I . dl) and (GI. g1) are orthogonal 
generalized derivations on .111 . 
In [37]. Bresar and Vuknlan obtained some necessary and sufficient conditioIns for the 
two derivations to be orthogonal in sen►iprinite rings. Further. Yenigiil and Argac :12s] 
improved some results obtained in [37] for a nonzero ideal of rings. Several authors 
generalized the concept of orthogonal derivations in various directions and obtained the 
results concerning product of derivations (for references see [3], [7], [13] and [641). In 
this section. some necessary and sufficient conditions for two generalized derivations to 
be orthogonal have been obtained. In fact the results obtained in this section generalize. 
extend and unify several known results. 
To facilitate our discussion, we begin with the following lemma: 
UN 
Lemma 3.3.1. Let Al be a 2-torsion free semipritne P-ring. If (D. d) and (G, g) are 
orthogonal generalized derivations on M, then (D, d) and (G, g) satisfy the follovring 
relations: 
(i) D(x)7G(y) = G(y)-YD(x) = 0, hence D(x)-yG(y)+G(y)7D(x) = 0 for allx,y C M 
and 'y E P, 
(ii) d and G are orthogonal and d(x)yG(y) = G(y)ryd(x) = 0 for all x,y E Al and 
ry Er. 
(iii) g and D are orthogonal and g(x)-1D(y) = D(y)ryg(x) = U for all x,y E Al and 
7EF, 
(iv) d and g are orthogonal derivations, 
(v) dG=Gd=gD=Dg=DG=GD=O. 
Proof. (i) Since (D, d) and (G, g) are orthogonal generalized derivations, we have 
D(x)azbG(y) = 0 for all x, y, z E M and a, $ €1. Therefore by Lemma 2.2.1, we find 
that D(x)7G(y) = G(y) yD(x) = Ii. Hence D(x)7G(y) +G(y)7D(x) = 0. 
(ii) By (i), we have D(x)^yG(y) = 0. Replacing x by zax in the last relation and using 
the orthogonality of (D, d) and (C, q), we have 
0 = D(zar)7G(y) 
= D(z)ox-yG(y)+zad(x)hG(y) 
= zad(x)7G(y) for all x, y, z M and a, 7 E I'. 
Using the seuriprimeness of Al. we find that d(x)7G(y) = 0 for all x, y E Al and E P. 
Again, replace x by xaz to get 
0 = d(xaz)ryG(y) 
= d(x)azyG(y)+xad(z)yG(y) 
= d(x)az-yG(y) for all x, y, z E Al and a, y E P. 
Therefore by Lemma 2.2.1, we conclude that d and Care orthogonal and also G(y)ryd(x) _ 
U. 
(iii) Proof is similar to (ii). 
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(iv) By (i). we have D(x)-.G(y) = 0. Replacing x by .raz and y by y33w, we have 
0 = D(xaz)- G(y3u') 
_ (D(x)az + xad(z))~}(G(y)ddu• + y8g(u, )) 
= D(x)a. —yG(y)Bw + xod(z)~yG(y)E3u + D(x)azy y3g(w) + xad(z), -y/3g(u, ). 
By (ii) and (iii). we have xad(z)}yf3g(uw) = 0 for all x, y. z, u, E Al and a,8. -, E F. 
Again, by semiprimeness of :11. we find that d(z) , y3g(w) = 0 for all y, z. u' E Al and 
,3~ -, E F. Therefore. by Leninia 2.2.1, c1 and g are orthogonal. 
(v) By (ii), we have G(d(x)az3G(y)) = 0 for all r. y. z E .11 and n,/I E F. Further. 
rising (ie). we find that. G(d(x))az3G(y) = 0. Replacing y by d(x) and using the 
semiprimeness of :11 we find that G(d(x)) = 0 for all x E Al. Therefore Gd = 0. 
Similarly, since each of d(G(x)nz.3d(y)) = 0. D(g(x)oz3D(y)) = 0. g(D(x)azi3g(y)) 
0. G(D(x)az.3G(y) = 0 and D(G(x)az3D(y)) = 0 for all x. y, z E .11 and a, (3 E r, we 
have dG = Dg = gD = Dg = GD = 0, respectively. 	 ❑  
Corollary 3.3.1. Let M be a 2-torsion free serniprinie r-ring and let (D, d) and (G, g) 
be orthogonal derivations on M. Then dg is a derivation on If and (DG, dg) = (0, 0) 
is a generalized derivation on M. 
\ e are now well equipped to prove our inain theorem which states as follows: 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let .'tI be a 2-torsion free serniprim.e r-ring and let (D, d) and (G, g) 
be generalized derivations on Al. Then for all x, y E 111 and , E r, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (D. d) and (G. g) are orthogonal. 
(ii) (D.d) and (G.g) satisfy the following relations: 
(a) D(x)tiG(y) + G(.r)-1,D(y) = 0, 
(b) d(x)^tG(y) + g(x) D(y) = 0, 
(iii) D(x)' G(y) = d(r)-G(g) = 0, 
(it') D(x)tiG(y) = 0 and dG = dg = 0, 
(v) (DG, dg) is a generalized derivation and D(x)-yG(y) = 0 for all r, y E Al and 
-,Er. 
Proof (i) 	(ii). (iii) (iii) and (v) are proved by Theorem 3.2.1 and Corollary 3.3.1. 
(ii) (i) Replace xaz for x in (a), we have 
0 = D(xoz)2G(y)+G(xaz)~D(y) 
= D(x)o:?'G(y) + rurd(z)",G(y) + G(x)ciz yD(y) + rag(z)-yD(y) 
= D(x)aziG(y) + G(:r)az-;, D(y) + ia(d(z) ,G(y) + 9(z)-1 D(y))• 
By using part (b) of (ii), we have D(x)crz7G(y) + G(x)«z rD(y) = 0. In partic-
ular. D(x)azvG(x) + G(x)az -D(x) = 0. Now by Leninia 2.2.1, we can see that 
D(x)az~}G(x) = 0 and G(x)aD(x) = 0. Therefore 0 = D(x + y)azyG(x + y) = 
D(x)az7G(y) + D(y)a: ,G(r). Using D(x)az7G(x) = 0 and the last relation, we have 
D(x)az~ G(y) 3t6D(x)oz 1G(y) _ —D(x)azlG(y)/ tSD(y)az7G(x) = 0. Serniprime-
ness of .11 gives that. D(x)az fG(y) = 0 for all x, y, z E Al and (r. - E F. Again by 
Lemma 2.2.1. D and G are orthogonal. 
(iii) (i) BY the given hypothesis. we have D(x) fG(y) = 0 for all x, y E Al and 'y E F. 
Replace r by .ruz to get 
0 = D(xoz)- G(y) 
= D(x)nz7G(y) + rd(z)G(y) 
= D(.r)(1yG(y) for all .r. y, z E At and a. E F. 
Finally, by Lemma 2.2.1. D and G are orthogonal. 
(ivy) 	(i) Using the given hypothesis. we have 
0 = dG(rny) 
= d(G(x)ay + xag(y)) 
= dG(x)ny + G(x)d(y) + d(x)ag(y) + .radg(y) 
= G(x)ad(y) + d(x)og(y) for all x. y E Ill and n E I'. 
By application of Theorem 3.2.1, we find that G(x)od(y) = 0. Replacing x by x~: in 
the last relation. we get 
0 = G(x7z)ad(y) 
= G(x)2znd(y) + .r-)9(z)ad(y) 
= G(x) ~zad(y) for all .r, y, z E Al and a. 7 E F. 
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Hence, again by Lemma 2.2.1, d(y)yG(x) = 0 for all x, y E M and y E P. Rom (iii), D 
and G are orthogonal. 
(v) 	(i) Since (DG,dg) is a generalized derivation, dg is a derivation. Therefore, 
DG(x7y) = DG(x)ry+xydg(y) for all x,y E M and y E F. 
Also, 
DG(x7y) = D(G(x)'7y+r -yg(y)) 
= DG(i)9 + G(x)yd(y) + D(x)ryg(y) + xldg(y) for all x, y E M and y E P. 
Combining these two relations, we find that 
G(x)yd(y) + D(x)ryg(y) = 0 for all r, y E M and y E F. 	(3.3.1) 
Since D(x)7G(y) = 0, we get 
0 =D(x)yG(yaz) 
= D(x)yG(y)az + D(x)ryyag(z) 
= D(4-yyay(z) for all x, y, z E M and y, a E F. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.1, we find that D(x)yg(y) = 0 for all x,y E M and y E P. 
Now from (3.3.1), we get G(x)ryd(y) — 0. Again, replacing y by zay, we have 
0 =G(x)7d(zay) 
= G(z)ryd(z)rey + G(x)yzad(y) 
= G(x)-yzad(y) for all x, y. z E M and a. 7€ C. 
Frther, using Lemma 2.21, we get d(y)7C(r) = 0. Therefore by (iii), D and C are 
orthogonal. 	 0 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let Al be a 2-torsion free serniprime P-ring and (D, d), (G, g) be 
generalized derivations of M. Then the follovnng conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (DG, dg) is a generalized derivation, 
(ii) (GD,gd) is a generalized derivation. 
(iii) D and g are orthogonal. AGso G and d an orthogonal. 
M 
Proof. (1) 	(iii) Given (DG. dg) is a derivation. Thus using similar arguments as used 
to prove (v) 	(i) in case of the Theorem 3.3.1(v), we get G(x)d(y) + D(x)yg(y) = 
0 for all x. y E 111 and 7 E I'. Replace y by yoz to get 
0 = G(.r)-'d(yaz) + D(x) fg(yoz) 
= G(x)ryd(y)az + G(x) yyod(z) + D(x)'/g(y)az + D(x) tyctg(z) 	(3.3.2) 
= G(x)^, yod(:) + D(x)^, yog(z) for all X. y, z E .ill and R. E F. 
Now, since dg is a derivation, d and g are orthogonal by Theorem 3.2.1. Replacing y by 
g(z)3y and using the orthogonality of d and g, we get 
0 = G(x)~9(z)3:yad(z) + D(x)-g(4 )3yo9(z) 
= D(x)g(:)3yog(z) for all x. y. z E .11 and a. 3. - E F. 
Again, replacing y by ySD(x) and a by - and using semiprimeness of 11, we get 
= 0 for all x. z E Al and - E F. Further, replacing z by yoz. we get 
D(x)?yog(z) = 0 for all x. y. z E Al and o.', E F. Hence, again by Lemma 2.2.1, D and 
g are orthogonal. Hence using (3.3.2). we find that G(x) yyod(z) = 0 for all x, y, > E 
Al and a. 7 E F. Therefore C and d are orthogonal. 
(iii) =' (i) By orthogonality of D and g. we have D(x)oy8g(z) = 0 for all x, y, z E 111 
and a, 3 E F. Replacing x by ti. we find that 
0 = D(t ..r)ny3g(z) 
= D(t)-,xay3g(z) + t7d(x)ay89(z) 
= tyd(x)oy3g(t) for all x. y, z. t E 111 and a. 3. , E F. 
By the semiprimeness of M. we have d(x)oy3g(z) = 0. By Lemma 2.2.1, d and g are 
orthogonal. Therefore using Theorem 3.2.1. we find that dg is a derivation. Further, re-
placing y by g(:)-tdU(x) in D(x)0y89(z) = 0, we find that D(x)og(:)7t8D(x)[3g(z) _ 
0 for all x. z, t E Al and o. 3.'y, D E F. Therefore. by semiprimeness of Al we have 
D(.r)og(z) = 0. Similarly. since C and d are orthogonal. we have G(x)od(:) = 0. Thus 
DG(xuy) = DG(x)oy+xoxdy(y) for all x,y E Al and o E F. Therefore, (DG.dg) is a 
generalized derivation. 	 0 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let .11 be a 2-torsion free semiprime F-ring and (D. d) a generalized 
derivation of .11. If D(x)-D(y) = 0 for all x, y E Al and -y E F, then D = d = 0. 
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Proof Since D(x) yD(y) = 0. Replacing y by ynz. we get 
0 = D(rh1)(ya:) 
= D(x) 2(D(y)az + yad(z)) 
= D(x),yad(z) for all x, y. z E Al and a.-y E F. 
Therefore by Lemma 2.2.1. d(ti)-yD(x) = 0. Replacing x by raz. we get 
d(2) -, D(.r02) = d(z)-, D(.r)n_-+d(z)-rctd(z) = d(z)-yxad(z) for all x, z E Al and a. y E F. 
Using the semiprimeness of .11, we find that d(z) = 0 for all z E Al. Therefore d = 0. 
Again 0 = D(.r ;y)nD(y) = D(x)-)yaD(y). This shows that D(x) = 0 for all x E Al. 
that is. D = 0. 	 ❑  
3.4 Orthogonality of right centralizers with derivations on 
semiprime F-rings 
In previous sections, we have discussed the orthogonality conditions when both the maps 
are either derivations or generalized derivations i.e., both the maps are similar. Now, 
in Section 3.4. we have obtained the necessary and sufficient conditions in a situation 
when one map is derivation and other one is a right centralizer. \ 'e begin this section 
with the following result. 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let Al be a 2-torsion free seHZipri.rn.e r-ring and n > I be an inte-
yer. Let d. T : Al --p Al be derivation and right centralizer respectively on M. Then 
d(x)T'1 (y) + T'1 (x)d(y) = 0 for all x. y E Al and y E F if and only if d and T" are 
orthogonal. 
Proof. Replacing x by xoz in d(x)-yT"(y) +T"(x)7d(y) = 0, we find that 
d(r)( - T'(y) + xa(d(a)hr T"(y) + T"(z)gyd(y)) = 0 for all x, y, z E Al and a. ^; E F. 
(3.4.1) 
Using the given condition, we find that d(x)az- T"(y) = 0 for all x, y, z E Al and a, ^f E 
F. BY Lemma 2.2.1, d(i)a2-T(y) = 0 = 7 (y)oz~d(x) for all .r. y, z E .11 and a. E F. 
This proves the orthogonality of d and T". 
Conversely, let d and T" he orthogonal. Then d(x)az-yT"(y) = 0 = T"(y)azryd(x) 
for all x, y. z e Al and a. - E F. Therefore by Lemma 2.2.1. d(x)aT"(y) = 0 = 
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T"(x)nd(y) for all x. y E .11 and o E F. This implies that d(x)RT"(y) +T(x)ad(y) = 0 
for all :r. y E .1I and n E F. 	 0 
Theorem 3.4.2. Let Al be a. 2-torsion free sentiprime r-ring and n > 1 be an integer. 
Let d. T :.11 --+ Al be derivation and right centralizer respectively on Al. Then, the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) d and T" are orthogonal. 
(ii) dT" = 0. 
(iii) T"d = 0. 
(ir) dT"+T"d=0, 
(v) dT" is a right centralizer, 
(vi) there exist a. b E .\I and 3. ; E IF such that dT"(x) = x fa + x3b for all x E Al. 
Proof. (1) t> (ii) Let dT" = 0. Then dT" (x-i y) = 0 for all x, y E .11 and E F. Using 
the given condition. we find that d(x)^vT"(y) = 0 for all x. y E Al and -y E F. Replacing 
y by y3z. we get d(x)~y3T"(z) = 0 for all x. y. z E Al and 3. E F. By Lemma 2.2.1, 
d and T" are orthogonal. 
Conversely, suppose that d and T" are orthogonal. Then. we have d(x) -yz/3T"(y) _ 
0 for all x, y. z E Al and 2 , 3 E F. By Lemma 2.2.1. we get 
d(x)nT' (z) = 0 for all .r. z E Al and o E F. 	 (3.4.2) 
This implies that d(d(x)nT"(z)) = 0 for all x, z E .11 and a E F. that is 
d(d(x))caT' (z) + d(x)odT"(z) = 0 for all x, z E Al and a E F. 	(3.4.3) 
Combining (3.3.2) in (3.4.3) we arrive at. d(x)adT"(z) = 0 for all x, z E Al and a E F. 
Replacing .r by Te(z).3y. we find that dT'1(;)3yath"(z) = 0 for all y, z E Al and 
c2, 3 E F. By semiprimeness of 111, we get dT' = 0. 
(i) t. (iii.) It is given that T"d(.r iy) = 0 for all ,r. y E Al and - E I'. This implies 
that d(x)1T"(y) = 0 for all x, y E AI and ;. E r. and hence d(x)f z7T'(y) = 0 for all 
x, y. z E Al and 3, 7 E F. By Lemma 2.2.1, d and T" are orthogonal. 
Conversely, suppose that d and T" are orthogonal i.e., T(x)7z(3d(y) = 0 for all x, y, z E 
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.l and :3. 	F. This gives T" (T" (.r).yz 3d (y)) = 0. That is, 7 (r)7 ~;3Tnd(y) = 0 for 
all x, y, z E :11 and 3. E F. Replacing r by d(y) and using semiprimeness of M. we 
find that T"d = 0. 
(1) t* (i r) Let dT" + Td = 0. This implies that (dT" + T'd)(x~y) = 0 for all x, y E Al 
and -; E F. Hence, we have 
2d(x)P(y) + rti(dT' (y) + T"d(y)) = 0 for all x. y E M and ti E F. 	(3.4.4) 
Using the given condition and 2-torsion freeness of .11, we find that d(z)-1T"(y) = 0 for 
all r. y E .11 and y E I' and hence d and T" are orthogonal. Combining (ii) and (iii), we 
find t hat if d and T" are orthogonal. then dT" = 0 = T' d and therefore dT" + Td = 0. 
(i) a (r') Let dT" he a right centralizer. Then 
dT"() = xrydT"(y) for all r. y E Al and -,i E F. 	(3.4.5) 
Also 
dT"`(.r-yy) = d(r)ryT"(y) + i7dT"(y) for all x,y E .l1 and ' E F. 	(3.4.6) 
By (3.4.5) and (3.4.6), we find that d(r)~T"(y) = 0 for all x,y E If and 7 E F. This 
implies that d(x)jiZ,%T"(y) = 0 for all x. y. z E Al and ,3. E F. Application of Lemma 
2.2.1 gives that d and T" are orthogonal. Now, by (ii), we get dT" = 0, and thus dT" 
is a right centralizer. 
(i) t-* (ri) For fixed a. b E M. it is given that dT'(x) = :rya + r33b for all x E .11 and 
E F. Replacing x by ray, we get 
d(x)aT' (y) + xwiT" (y) = xcay-Ica + raayr3b. 	 (3.4.7) 
Using the given condition, we find that d(r)aT"(y) = 0 for all .r. y E .11 and a E F. 
This implies that d(r)3y-,.T"(--) = 0 for all r. y, z E _11 and 3, -'', E T. By Lemma 2.2.1. 
d and T" are orthogonal. Conversely, if d and T" are orthogonal. then by (ii), dT" = 0 
and hence dT(r) = 0n.r + 03x. 	 0 
Theorem 3.4.3. Let Al he a 2-torsion fret serwprir nt I'-ring and it > I be an integer. 
Let d. T : If --a Al be derivation and right centralizer respectively on M such that 
either TdT' ' = 0 or T 1 dT = 0. Then d and T" are orthogonal. 
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Proof For all x, y E I' and ! E F. we have TdT" -' (.x 7y) = 0. This implies that 
d(x)yT"(y) + x--TdT 1 (y) = 0 for all x, y E M and -' E F. 	(3.4.8) 
Using the given condition, we find that d(x)7T"(y) = 0 for all x, y E I' and yy E I'. Thus, 
we get d(x) -yz,3T"(y) = 0 for all x, y. z E F and .fl E F and by Lemma 2.2.1, we get 
the required result. 
Similarly, we can prove that if T"-'dT = 0. then d and T" are orthogonal. 	❑  
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Chapter 4 
Centralizers and generalized derivations on 
prime rings 
4.1 Introduction 
Let. R be an associative ring. A mapping * : R —* R is said to be an involution on R 
if (i) * *(x) = x, (ii) * (x + y) _ *(x) + *(y) and (iii) * (xy) = *(y) * (x) hold for 
all x. y E R. A ring R equipped with an involution *' is said to be ring with involution. 
A ring R with involution *' is said to be *-prime if aRb = aR * (b) _ {0} yields that 
either a = 0 or b = 0. Note that every prince ring with involution *' is *-prime but the 
converse is not true in general. It can be easily seen that it *-prime ring is semiprime. 
For let. aRa = {0}. Therefore. we have or * (a)sar * (a) = U for all r, s E R. Also 
or * (a)s * (ar * (a)) = or * (a)sa * (r) * (a) = 0 for all r, s E R. Hence by *-primeness, we 
have or * (a) = 0. Also. we have assume that arc = 0. Again. by *-prinieness, we find 
that a = 0 as required. Let, M be an R-bimodule. An additive mapping d: R —~ :lM 
is called a derivation if d(xy) = d(x)y+:rd(y) for all x. y E R. In particular, for a 
fixed a E R. the mapping IQ : R —f R. given by I(x) _ [x. a]. is it derivation which 
is called an inner derivation of R induced by a. There are two natural generalizations 
of derivation namely (a..3)-derivation and generalized derivation. An additive mapping 
g : R —a :11 is called a generalized derivation if there exists a derivation d : R --> Al 
such that g(xy) = g(x)y + xd(y) for all x. y E R. Familiar examples of generalized 
derivations are derivations and generalized inner derivations. that is, map of the form 
g(x) = ax + xb for some a. b E R. In [85], Lee gave a characterization of generalized 
derivations as follows: every generalized derivation g on it dense right ideal of R can be 
extended to Qm, and can he written in the form g(.r,) = ax + d(x) for some a E Qr„r 
and some derivation d Qrr . Let a, 3: R -* R be autornorphisms of R. An additive 
map Ô: R --> _11 is called an (a, j3)-derivation, if d(xy) = o(x)a(y) + .13(x)6(y) for all 
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.r. y E R. These two cases have a common generalization as follows: an additive map 
g: R — * .11 is called a generalized (o. 3)-derivation if there exists an (a, 3)-derivation 
d: R --► -11 such that g(xy) = g(x)o(y) + .3(x)d(y) for any x. y E R (see [51] and [86]). 
Section 4.2 is devoted to the studs' of interrelation between generalized derivation and 
left centralizer on *-prime rings. The situation when generalized derivation becomes a 
left. centralizer arises when associated derivation is trivial map i.e.. zero map. In this sec-
tion. our aim is to discuss the situation when derivation associated with the generalized 
derivation on an appropriate subset of a *-prime ring R becomes zero i.e.. generalized 
derivation becomes a left centralizer. 
An additive map d: R —* R is called a local derivation if for every .r E R. there exists 
a derivation dI : R —* R such that d(.r) = d1(x). Al additive map g: R --> R is called 
a local generalized derivation if for every x E R. there exists a generalized derivation 
gx : R --) R such that g(x) = g1(x). By analogy with the local derivations and local 
generalized derivations, we define the following: an additive map g: R —> R is called 
a local generalized (o.3)-derivation if for every x E R. there exists a generalized (a.:3)-
derivation gr , which depends on .r. such that g(.r) = g,(.r). In Section 4.3, we have 
proved that on a prime ring containing non trivial idenipotents, every local generalized 
(a. 3)-derivation is generalized (a. 3)-derivation. In this section, we have also obtained 
identities under which an additive map becomes a generalized (a, /3)-derivation. 
4.2 Some identities related to generalized derivations on 
*-ideals of *-prime rings 
Over the last three decades. several authors have explored various identities involving 
autoniorphisrcns or derivations on an appropriate subset of a prime or semipriene ring 
(see [2]. [8]. [31]. [95] and [107], where further references can he found). The purpose 
of this section is to prove sonic results which are of independent interest and related to 
generalized derivations on *-prime rings. WVe begin this section with the following well 
known result. which arc needed for developing the proof of the results presented in this 
section. 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let R be a *-prime ring and I a nonzero *-ideal of R. If aIb = aI*(b) _ 
{0} or alb =*(a)Ib={0} for all a,bEI. then either a = 0 or b = 0. 
Proof. Let alb = aI*(b) = {0} for any a, b E R. Hence, we find that axrb = arr*(b) = 0 
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for all .r E I and r E R. Since R is *-prime. we find that either ax = 0 for all x E I or 
b = 0. But, since I is a *-ideal, ax = 0 implies that an = ar * (x) = 0 for all x E I and 
r E R. Now, *-primeness of R yields that either I = {0} which gives a contradiction or 
a = 0. Similarly, we can prove that if alb = *(a)Ib = {0} for all a, b E I. then either 
a=0orb=0. Li 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let R be a noncoinmutative *-prime ring and I a nonzero *-ideal in 
R. Suppose Fl . F2 : R --i R are two generalized derivations with associated derivations 
d i , d2 : R — R respectively such that d1 F1 	0 on I and * commutes with d2 , F1 . If 
F, (x) o F2(y) = 0 for all x. y E I or [Fl (x). F.(y)] = 0 for all x, y E I. then either di =0 
or d•,=0. 
Proof Replace y by yr in F (x) o F2(y) = 0 and also use this condition, to get 
F2(y)[r, Fi (.r.)] + y(Fi (.r) o dl(r)) + [F,(x). y]d2(r) = 0 for all x. y E I and r E R. 
Replacing r by F1 (x), we find that 
y(F,(x) o d2(Fi (x))) + [ F,(.r), yld 2(F(x)) = 0 for all x. y E 1. 	(4.2.1) 
Now, replacing y by yz. w(' find that 
[Fl (x). y)zd2(Fl (x)) = 0 for all x. y. z E 1. 	 (4.2.2) 
Replacing r by x + t in (4.2.2) and using (4.2.2). we get 
[Fi (.r)• y]zd2(Fl (t)) + [F1 (t)• y]zd2(Fi (x)) = 0 for all x, y. z. t El. 	(4.2.3) 
Using (4.2.2) and (4.2.3). we find that 
[Fi(x) , ylzd2(Fi(t)) R[F1(•r') , yIzd2(Fi(t)) 
_ — [F►( t)•y]zd2(Fi(t))R[F1(x)•yjzd2(F1(x)) 
_ {0} for all :r. y. z, t E I. 
Since *-primeness of R implies semiprirceness of R, we obtain that 
[F,(x), y)zd2(F j(t)) = 0 for all x, y,z,t E I. 	 (4.2.4) 
Since I is *-ideal and * commutes with F1. we get 
*([F,(x), y])zd2(F► (t)) =0 for all x. y, z, t E 1. 
Since R is *-prime. we get either [F1 (x)y1 = 0 for all x,y E I or d2(F1 (t)) = 0 for all 
t E I. Take [Fl (x), ,y] = 0 for all x, y E I. Replace y iw yr to get y[F, (x), r] = 0 for all 
x. y E I and r E R and hence y: [F l (x). r] = 0 for all x, y, z E I and r E R. Since 1 is a 
*-ideal. we get *(y)z[Fi (.r), r] = 0 for all x. y, z E I and r E R. By Lemma 4.2.1. we get 
[F l (x), r] = 0 for all x E I and r E R. Further, replacing x by xr, we find that 
[x, r]d l (r) + x[d l (r), r] = 0 for all x E I and r E R. 	(4.2.5) 
Replacing x by xz in (4.2.5) and using (4.2.5), we get (x, r]zd l (r) = 0 for all x. z E I and 
r E R. Substituting r by r+r l , we find that [x. r]:dl(rl)+[x. rl]zdl (r) = 0 for all x, Z E I 
and r. rl E R. Therefore [x. rl zd l (r i )R(r. r]zd l (r i ) = —[x. r i I zdl (n)R[x. r]zd i (r) = {0}. 
Hence. we get [x, r]zd► (r l ) = 0 for all x, z E I and r, r 1 E R. Since I is an *-ideal, by 
Lemma 4.2.1. we have either [.r. r] = 0 or d1 (r 1 ) = 0. But [.r. rJ = 0 implies that 
x.[s, r] = 0 for all x E I. r. .5 E R. Since I is nonzero *-ideal. we find that xt[s, rl = 
*(x)t[s, rl = 0 for all .r E 1. r. s, t E R. Since R is *-prime and I is nonzero, we find 
that R is commutative which leads to a contradiction. Hence dl = 0. 
Now, take d2(F1 (x)) = 0 for all r E I. Replace x by xr. we get 
F,(.r)d2(r) +d2(x)d i (r) +xd2(d i (r)) = 0 for all x E I and r E R. 
Replacing r by Fl (y). we get 
d2(x)d l (F l ( y)) +.rd2(d l (Fl(y))) = 0 for all .r. y E 1. 	(4.2.6) 
Replace x by xz in (4.2.6) and using (4.2.6). we find that d2(x)zd l (F► (y)) = 0 for all 
x. y, z E I. Since I is a *-ideal. and * commutes with dl , we get *(d2(x))zd1(F1 (y)) = 0 
for all x. y. E 1. Using *-primeness of R and Lemma 4.2.1, we get either d2 = 0 or 
d l F1 = 0 on I. a contradiction. But d2 = 0 on I implies that d2 = 0 on R. 
Replace y by yr in [Fl (x). F,(y)] = 0 to get 
F2(y)(Fi (x)•r]+[F t (x)•y]d2(r)+ y[Fi (x)•d2(r)] =0 for all x,y E 1 and r E R. 
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Now, replacing r by F, (.e). we get 
IF1 (x)• yI d2(FI (x)) + y(Fi (x). d2(Fi (x))] = 0 for all S. y E I. 	(4.2.7) 
Replace y by yz in (4.2.7) and use (4.2.7), to find that [F1(x),y]zd2(F1(x)) = 0 for 
all x, y, z E I. Using similar arguments as used after (4.2.2), we get that dl = 0 or 
d2=0. 	 ❑  
Theorem 4.2.2. Let R be a noncommutativc *-prime ring and I be a nonzero *-ideal in 
R. Suppose F1 . F R —  R are two generalized derivations with associated derivations 
d l , d2 : R ---+ R respectively such that d1 F1 	0 on I and * commutes with d2. Fl. If 
Fl (x) o F2(y) = x o ,y for all x. y E I or [F, (x). F2(y)] = [ x, y] for all x, y E I, then either 
d l =0 or d2 =0. 
Proof. It is given that F1 (x) o F2(y) = x o y holds for all x. y E I. Replace y by yr for 
y E I and r E R. to get 
(F1(x) o F2(y))r + F2(y)[r.  Fl  (x)] + [Fl (x). y]d2(r) + y(Fi (x) o d2(r)) = (x o y)r + y[r, x]. 
Application of given condition yields that 
F2(y)r. Fl(x)] + [F,(x)• y]d2(r) + y(F1 (x) o d2(r)) = y[r, x] for all x, y E I and r E R. 
(4.2.8) 
Replacing r by Fi (x), we get 
IF, (x). y]d2(Fi (x)) + y(F1 (.r) o d2 (F1 (.r))) = y(Fi (x). x) for all x, y E 1. 	(4.2.9) 
Replacing y by yz in (4.2.9) and using (4.2.9). we have 
[F1 (x), y]zd2(Fl (x)) = 0 for all x, y,: E I. 
Arguing with similar lines as used after (4.2.2), we get the required result. 
Take [F1 (x). F2 (y) ] = ( x, y] for all x. y E 1. Replace y 1w yr for y E I. r E R and 
use similar arguments as used above with necessary variations, we get the required 
result.. 	 0 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let R be a noncommutatiue *-prime ring and I a nonzero *-ideal in 
R. Suppose Fl . Fl  : R --+ R are two generalized derivations with associated derivations 
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d 1 . d2 : R ---+ R respectively and * commutes with d2 , Fl . If F l ( x)F2(y) + any E Z(R) for 
all x, y E I. then either d, = 0 or d2 = 0. 
Proof. Replace y by yz in Fl (x)F2(y) ± xy E Z(R) for y, z E I. we find that 
(FI (x)F.(y) ± xy)-- + F1(.r')yd2(z) E Z(R) for all x, y, z E I. 
On commuting with z. we get 
[F1 (x)F2(y) ± ry, z]z + [Fl (:r). z]ydz(z) + Fi ( x)[yd2(z), Z] = 0 for all x., y, z E I. 
Use the given hypothesis to obtain 
IF,(x). zzyd2(z) + F,(x)lyd2(z), z) = 0 for all X.Y.- E 1. 	(4.2.10) 
Replacing y by Fi(x)y in (4.2.10), we find that 
[F1(x). z]Fi(x)yd2(z) + Fi(x)(Fi(i)[yd2(z). z] + [Fl(1x) , ']yd2(z)) = 0 for all x. y. z El. 
(4.2.11) 
Application of (4.2.10) in (4.2.11) yields that 
[F1 (a ). z]F1 (a)yd2(z) = 0 for all x, y. z E 1. 	 (4.2.12) 
Replacing - by z + tin (4.2.12) and using (4.2.12), we find that 
[F1 (r). 1R(x)yd2(t) + [F i (x).t]F i (,r)yd2(z) = 0 for all r. y. z.t E 1. 	(4.2.13) 
Application of (4.2.12) and (4.2.13) gives that 
[F1 (.r). z]F1(x)yd2(t) R[F1(x) , z]F1(r)yd2(t) 
= — [F1(r) , t]Fl(x)yd2(t)R[Fi(x)•. ]F1(x)yd2(z) 	(4.2.14) 
= { 0 } for all x, y. Z , t E R. 
As a *-prime ring is also semiprime, (4.2.14) implies that [Fi (r), z}F I (x)yd2(t) = 0 for 
all x, y, z. t E I. Since * commutes with d2 and I is a *-ideal, we have 
[F j(.r). z]Fi (.r)yd-,(t) = 0 = [F F (.r). z]F1 (x)y * ( d2(t)) for all x, y, z, t E I. 
Since R is *-prime and I is *-ideal, by Lemma 4.2.1, we find that either IF,(r), zIFi(r) = 
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0 or d2(t) = 0 for all x, z. t E I. But d2 = 0 on I implies that d2 = 0 on R. 
Now, take [F1(x), zI F1 (x) = 0 for all x. z E I. Replace z by yz for z, y E I, we find 
that [Fl (x), y)zFi(x) = 0 for all x. y, z E I. Replacing x by x + t for x, t E 1 in 
[Fi (.r), y]:Fi (x) = 0 and using the similes- arguments as used after (4.2.14). we find 
that [Fi (x), y}zFi (t) = 0 for all x, y, z, t E I. Since I is a *-ideal and * commutes with 
F1 . we find that [Fi (x). y]zF, (t) = [Fi(x). y]z * (F1 (t)) = 0 for all x, y, z. t E I. By 
Lemma 1.2.1. we find t hat either [F1 (x). y] = 0 for all x. y E I or Fl (t) = 0 for all t E I. 
If F1 (t) = 0 for all t E I, then F1 (ty) = 0 for all t, y E I. This yields that tdl (y) = 0 
for all t. y E I. Replace t by it for x. t E I. we find that .rtdl (y) = 0. Since I is *-ideal, 
we find that xtdl (y) = *(.r)td, (y) = 0 for all I. x. ,y E I. By Lemma 4.2.1, we find that 
either I = {0} or dl = 0 on I. But I 0 {0} implies that dl = 0 on I which yields 
that dl = 0 on R. Now, consider [F, (x), z1 = 0 for all x, z E I. Replace r. by xz in 
[F1 (x). z] = 0 to find that 
f x, z1 dr (2) + x[d l (z), z) = 0 for all x, z E I. 	 (4.2.15) 
Replacing x by xy in (4.2.1-5) and using (4.2.15), we get [x. zlydl (z) = 0 for all x. y. z E 1. 
Use the similar steps as used after (4.2.14) with necesssar`• variations, we find that 
[x, zlydt (s) = 0 for all x. y. z, s E I. But, since I is a *-ideal, we find that [x, z}ydl (s) = 
0 = * ([x, z])yd, (s) for all x, y, ti, s E I. By Leniiva 4.2.1, we find that either I is com-
mutative or dl = 0 on I. But, in a semiprime ring if an ideal is commutative then 
it is central and since *-prime ring is semiprime, we get I is central and hence R is 
commutative which is a contradiction. 	 0 
Theorem 4.2.4. Let R be a noncorninutative *-prime ring and I a nonzero *-ideal in 
R. Suppose F1 . F2 : R — 4 R are two generalized derivations u.~ith associated derivations 
d l . d2 : R --+ R respectively. If F1 (xy) ± F2(yx) = ±[x. y] for all x, y E I. then 
dl = d2 = 0. 
Proof. Let F1 (xy) + F2(yx) = ±[x, y] for all x. y E I. Replace y by yx in F1 (iy) + 
F2(yx) = ±[x. y] for all x, y E I. we find that. 
(F1 (xy) + F.(yx))x + xydl (x) + yxd2(x) = ±[x, ylx for all x, y E 1. 	(4.2.16) 
Using the given hypothesis, we get 
xydl (r) + yxd2(x) = 0 for all x, y €1. 
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Replace y by yz for y. z E I to get 0 = ryzdl(x) + yzxd2(x) = [x, y]zd l ( x) for all 
.r, y. z E I. Using the similar steps as used after (4.2.14) with necessary variations, 
we find that [x, z]yd l (s) = 0 for all x. y. z,.s E I. As I is an *-ideal. we find that 
[r. y] zd t (s) = *([x. y]) zd t (s) for all x. y, z, s E I. By Letrtu►a 4.2.1, we find that either 
d l = 0 on I or I is c'otm utative. But, if d l = 0 on I, then d l = 0 on R. Also, if I is 
a commutative ideal of *-prime ring R. then I is central ideal of R. But if I is central, 
then R is commutative which leads to a contradiction. 
If we replace x by ry in Fl (.ry) + F2(yx) = ±[x, y] and use the similar arguments as 
used above. then we find that d2 = 0 . 
Now, take Fl (xy) — F2(yx) = ±[x. y] for all r. y E I. Using the similar arguments as 
used above, we get the required result. 	 ❑  
Theorem 4.2.5. Let R be a noncommutative *-prime ring and I a nonzero *-ideal in 
R. Suppose Fl . F2 : R --+ R are two generalized derivations with associated derivations 
d2 : R --f R respectively. If Fl (:r) y + yF.(x) = 0 for all r. y E I, then dt = d2 = 0. 
Proof. Replacing y by yz in F1 (x)y — yF2(r) = 0. we find that [F(x). y]z = 0 for all 
.r. y. z E I. As I is a nonzero *-ideal and R is *-prime ring, by Lemma 4.2.1, we find 
that. [F1 (x), y] = 0 for all x. y E I. Replacing .r by ry in [Fi ( x), y] = 0, we get 
[.r• rjld t (y) +.r[dt (y), y] = 0 for all .r. y E 1. 	 (4.2.17) 
Replacing) .r by rz in (4.2.1 r7) and using (4.2.17)• we find that [x, y]zdi (g) = 0 for all 
r. y. z E I. Using the similar steps as used after (4.2.14) with necessary variations, we 
find t hat [x. z] yd t (.$) = 0 for all x. y. z. s E I. Hence either d t = U on 1, and hence on 
R or I is commutative. hence I is central. But. if I is central. then R is commutative 
which leads to a contradiction. Further. replacing .r Iw r.y in Fl (r)y — yF2(x) = 0, we 
find that 
xd,(y)y — 11.rd 2(y) = 0 for all x. y E 1. 	 (4.2.18) 
Replace x by xz in (4.2.18) and using (4.2.18), we find that [x. y]zd2(y) = 0. Again, 
using the similar steps its used after (4.2.11) with necessary variations, we find that 
[x. z]ydl(s) = 0 for all .r, y, z, s E 1. This implies that either d2 = 0 on I and hence on 
R or I is central i.e. R is commutative, a contradiction. 
Now, take F I (r)y + yF2(r) = 0 for all r, y E I and use the similar arguments as used 
above with necessary variations, we get the required result. 	 ❑  
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Theorem 4.2.6. Let R be a noncommutative *-prime ring and I a nonzero *-ideal in 
R. Suppose Fl . F2 : R — R are two generalized derivations with associated derivations 
dl . d2 : R —p R respectively and * commutes with dl . If F1 (xy) + F2(yx) = Fl (x)y + 
yF2(x) for all x, y E I. then either d1 = 0 or d2 = 0. 
Proof. Let Fi (xy) + F2(yx) = F1 (.r)y + yF2(x) for all x,y E I. Replace y by yx in 
F, (xy) + F2(yx) = F, (x)y + yF2(x), to get 
(Fl (xy) + F2(yx))x + xyd, (x) + yxd2(x) = F1 (x)yx + yrF2(x) for all x. y E I. 
Using the given hypothesis. we find that 
yF2(.r. )x + xydl (x) + y.rd2(x) = yxF2(x) for all x, y E I. 
This implies that 
y[F2(x),r1 +:ryd i (x) + y.rd2(x) = 0 for all x. y E I. 	(4.2.19) 
Replacing y by d2(z)y in (4.2.19) and using (4.2.19), we find that [x, d2(z)]ydi (x) = 0 for 
all X. y. z E I. Using the similar steps as used after (4.2.14) with necessary variations, 
we find that [x, d2(z)Lydl (s) = 0 for all x. y, z, s E I. This implies that either d, = 0 
on I and hence dl = 0 on R or [.r. d2 (z) ] = 0 for all x, z E I. Take [x, d2 (z )1 = 0 for 
all X. z E I. Replacing z by yx in [x, d2(z)J = 0, we find that [x. y]d2(x) = 0 for all 
x. y E I. This vields that [x. y] zd2  (.r.) = 0 for all x. y, z E I and hence either I is central 
or d2 = 0 on I i.e., d2 = 0 on R. If I is central, then R is commutative. which is a 
contradiction. 	 O 
Theorem 4.2.7. Let R be a noncorWmutative *-prime ring and I be a nonzero *-ideal in 
R. Suppose Fl . F2 : R —+ R are two generalized derivations with associated derivations 
dl , d2 : R —+ R respectively. If Fi (xy) ± F2(yx) = 0 for all x. y E I, then dl = d2 = 0. 
Proof. It is given that. Fl (xy) ± F2(yx) = 0 for all x,y E I. Replacing y by yx, we find 
that 
Fi (xy).r + xyd1 (.r) ± (F2(yx)x + yxd2(x)) = 0 for all x, y E I. 
Using the given condition, we get 
xydl (x) ± y.rd2(.r) = 0 for all .r. y E I. 	 (4.2.20) 
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Replace y by y-- for y. z E I. we find that U = xy_-di (x) ± y--xd2(x) = [x, y]zdg (x) for 
all x. y.. E I. Replacing x by x + s for x,s E I. we get [a:, y]zd l (s) + [s, y]tidl(x) = 0. 
Hence, we find that [x, y]zdl (s)R[x. y]:dl (s) = –[s, y]zd l (s)R[.r, y]zdl (x) = {0} for all 
x. y. z. s E I. Now, since *-prime ring is semiprime. the above yields that [x, y]zdl (s) = 0 
for all x. y. Z. s E I. Since I is *-prime ring, we find that *([x, y])zd l (s) = [x, y]zd l (s) = 0 
for all x. y. z. s E I. By. Leninia 4.2.1, either I is commutative, hence central which 
implies that R is commutative, a contradiction or dl = 0 on I and hence dl = 0 on R. 
Similarly. we can show that d2 = 0. 	 13 
4.3 Tri-additive maps and generalized (n. ,3)-derivations 
Throughout this section. R will denote a prime ring with center Z(R), right (resp. left) 
Martindale quotient ring will be denoted by Qr (resp. Q,) and the symmetric Martindale 
quotient ring will be represented by Q.Y. Let Qmr (resp. Q) denote the maximal right 
(resp. left) ring of quotients of R. It is well known that R C Qy C Qr C Q,,,,.. These 
overrings of R are also prime rings with the common center C, which is a field and is 
called the extended centroid of R. 
Recall that an additive map 6: R — R is called a Jordan triple (a,)-derivation if 
6(xyx) = d (x)a(y)ci(x) + /3(x)Ô(y)a(x) + /3(x)3(y)5 (x) 	(4.3.1) 
for all X. y E R. An additive map g: R ---* R is called a generalized Jordan triple 
(a,3)-derivation if there exists a Jordan triple (a,3)-derivation S of R such that 
g(x j.r) = g(x)t(y)n(x) + .3(x)6(y)n(x) + f(.r)3(y)d(x) 	(4.3.2) 
for all x. y E R. 
In [52]. Chebotar et al. characterized some maps preserving zero products as fol-
lows: assume that the ring R has an identity and possesses nontrivial idempotents. 
If (p: R --+ R is a bijective additive map such that ¢(x)4(y) = 0 whenever xy = 0, then 
~5(xy)o(z) = c5(x)©(yz) for any x, y. z E R. Moreover, if 1 E R. then d(xy) = A6(x)o(y) 
for any x. y E R. where A = o(1)-' E C ([52. Theorem 3). In ;47]. Bresar also discussed 
additive maps preserving zero products. In [53], Chuang and Lee considered a general 
case, namely, a hi-additive map b: R x R ---; R such that O(x. y) = 0 whenever xy = 0 
(see Theorem 2.1). In this section. we will generalize this result to a tri-additive map 
f: R 	, R such that f (x. y. z) = 0 whenever xy = yz = 0. As an application, we will 
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use this result to prove a theorem about generalized (n..3)-derivations. 
Kadison [76] and Larson & Sourour [82] asked that under what conditions a local deriva-
tion is actually a derivation. In [47], Bresar proved that a local derivation is a derivation 
if R has nontrivial idernpotents. Recently. Wang generalized Bresar's result to the case 
of generalized derivations. Wang proved that a local generalized derivation is actually 
a generalized derivation if R has nontrivial idempotents (1241. In this section. we will 
prove an analogous result for generalized (n. (1)-derivations. Precisely. we will prove 
that a local generalized (a,8)-derivation on a prime ring with nontrivial idernpotents is 
actually a generalized (.3)-derivation. We will also prove that a generalized Jordan 
triple (o.3)-derivation on a prime ring with nontrivial idempotents must he a generalized 
(a,8)-derivation. which is a special case of [87. Theorem 3]. 
Let E be the additive subgroup generated by all idempotents of R and E denote the 
subring generated Iw E. Recall that Chebot.ar et al. [521 proved that if -p: R —a R is 
a bijective additive map such that c.(.r)o(y) = 0 whenever xy = 0. then cr(. y)c(°) = 
O(:r.)Q(yz) for any x, y. z E R. In [531. Chuang and Lee considered bi-additive maps 
preserving zero products. We write their theorem in the following form: 
Theorem 4.3.1 ([53. Theorem 2.3]). Let R be a prime ring with non.tri.tri.al idempotents. 
Assume o: R x R ---> R is a bi-additive map preserving zero products. Then there exists 
a nonzero ideal I such that o(.ra. y) = o(.r.. ay) for any .r. y E R and a E I. 
Note that because R has nontrivial idempotents. (E. E) 	0 and by examining the 
proof of Theorem 4.3.1. we see that the nonzero ideal I can be chosen to be R[E. E]R. 
Moreover. R[E. E]R C E by Herstein's arguments in 167, Page 4). 
1\ow, we consider a more general case. Let f: R3 —~ R be a tri-additive map. that is, 
a map f (x. y.:) which is additive in each argument. In view of Theorem 4.3.1 and the 
proof in [53]. we can prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let R be a prime ring with nontrivial idempotents. Let f be a tri-
addit tc Wimp with f (x, y. z) = 0 whenever xy = yz = 0. Then 
f (:ca. yb. z) — f (.c, ayb. z) = f (xa. y, bz) — f (.r. ay. bz) 	 (4.3.3) 
for all .r. y. z E R and a. b E I. where I is some nonzero ideal of R. 
Proof. For z E R and e idempotent. define F(x, y) = f (r, rJ(~, (1 — e)z), then F(x, y) = 0 
for xy = 0. By Theorem 4.3.1. there exists a nonzero ideal I such that F(xa, y) = 
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F(x, ay) for any a E I. That is. 
f (xa. ye. (1 – e)z) = f (x. aye. (1 – e)z). 	 (4.3.4) 
Note that by the remark after Theorem 4.3.1. the choice of I is independent of e and z. 
In fact. we can choose I = R[E, EIR.  Thus, (4.3.4) holds for any .r., y. z E R. any a E I 
and any idempotent e. Analogously. 
f(xa.y(1 – c),ez) = f(x.ay(1 – e),ez). 	 (4.3.5) 
Comparing (4.3.4) and (4.3.5). we see that 
f (xa.. ye. z) – f (x, aye. z) = f (xa., y, ez) – f (x, ay, cz). 
It can be easily checked that 
f (xa. ye. z) – f (x, ayc, z) = f (xa, y. ez) – f (x. ay, ez) 
for any r. y, z E R, any a E l and any F E E. Because I = R[E. E]R C E, we get 
f(xa.yb.z) – f(x,ayb.z) = f(xa,y.bz) – f(x.ay,bz) 
for any .r, y, z E R. any a, b E I. as asserted. 	 C 
Let a. ,3 be aut.omorphisms of R and M an R-himodule. Recall that an additive map 
g: R —* M is a generalized (a.3)-derivation if g(xy) = g(x)a(y) + 3(x)d(y) for some 
(a.3)-derivation d: R --* .11. 
Here, we need a property on extensions of (a.3)-derivations. It is well known that the 
automorphisms of R and (a. 3)-derivations of R can he uniquely extended t.o Q,j. We 
want to show that an (n. 31)-derivation from a nonzero ideal to Q can be also extended 
to an (a. /)-derivation of Q,,,1 . The proof simply follows by the standard arguments in 
[84, Lemma 2] and [85. Theorem 2] for the case of derivations. For brevity, we oiily 
sketch it here. 
Proposition 4.3.1. Let R be a prime ring. I a nonzero ideal of R and let n,;3 be auto-
moophisms of R. Then every (a,/)-derivation 6: R —> Q,,,f can be uniquely extended 
to an (a.13)-derivation (5:  Q„lf —> Q,,,t . Moreover, every ((1.8)-derivation 6: 1 —+ Qt 
can be uniquely extended to an (a,fl)-derivation Ô: Qrni -- 4 Qrne. 
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Proof. Let ci: R --> Q,,,f be an (n,3)-derivation. For any q E Q,,,, choose a dense 
left ideal A of R such that Aq C R. Define o: QA —f Q, by o(E u;a;) = 
E u,3- '(d(a,q) – d(a,)a(q)). where u, E Q,,,t and ai E A. Following the arguments 
in [8.1. Lemma 2]. one can check that c5 is well-defined and is a left Qmt-module map on 
QA. Note that Q,,f A is a dense left ideal of Q,,,. Hence, ¢ is a right multiplier induced 
by an element y in the maximal left quotient ring of Qj, which is just Q", itself (see 
Proposition 2.1.7 and Theorem 2.1.11 in [21]). In this sense. It can be extended to a 
map 6: Q,,,1 --a Q,,,, by defining d(q) = 3(q). It can be checked that d is actually an 
(a, 3)-derivation of Q,,,i and that this extension is unique. The second part of the proof 
simply follows by the arguments in [85, Theorem 2]. 	 O 
Now, we are well-equipped to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let R be a prime ring with nontrivial idernpotents. If g: R --* R is 
an additive ?nap such that 3(x)g(y)n(z) = 0 for any .r, y. z E R with ry = ,yz = 0, then 
g is a generalized (a,$)-derivation. 
Proof Since R possesses nontrivial idempotents. by Theorem 4.3.2, we know that 
13(ra)g(yb)a(z) – ~3(r)g(ayb)a(z) = 3(xa)g(y)a(bz) – 3(x)g(ay)a(bz) 	(4.3.6) 
for all .r. y, Z E R and a, b E I. where I is a nonzero ideal of R. Since R is prime and 
a. 3 are automorphisms, the equation (4.3.6) can be reduced to 
g(ay)cu(b) – g(ayb) = 3(a)g(y)u(b) – /3(a)g(yb). 
After rearranging the terms. we get 
1(a)(g(yb) – g(y)a(b)) = g(ayb) – g(ay)a(b). 	(4.3.7) 
Now. define Fb(y) = g(yb) – g(y)a(b), then (4.3.7) becomes 3-'(Fb(ay)) = ai3-'(Fb(y)). 
That is. .3- ' Fb is a left I-module map and hence a left R-module map. Therefore. 
3-1 Fz is a right multiplier induced by an element in Q1 (see [21, Proposition 2.2.1]). 
This implies that 
g(yb) – g(y)a(b) = 3(y)d(b) , 	 (4.3.8) 
for any y E R and any b E I. where d: I —i Qe is an additive map. For y E R and 
b,c El. by(1.3.8) 
g(ybc) – g(y)a(b) = f3(y)d(be). 	 (4.3.9) 
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g(y) = gy(y). Hence for any x. y. - E R with xy = yz = 0, we have 
3(x)g(y)a(.) = 8(x)g(y)ü(z) = 3(x)gv(yz) - ,3(xy)db(z) = 0. 
By Theorem 4.3.3. g is actually a generalized (a.3)-derivation. 	 0 
In [87]. Liu and Shiue proved that a generalized Jordan triple (a,,3)-derivation on a 
2-torsion free semiprime ring must he a generalized (a,d)-derivation ([87, Theorem 31). 
Now we prove an analogous theorem for the special case of prime rings with nontrivial 
idempotents. 
In order to prove the theorem, we need a result in functional identities. 
Lemma 4.3.1. Let R be a prime ring and a. 3: R --+ R be automorphisms of R. If 
F. c;:  R —r R are two additive maps such that F(x)a(y) = 8(x)G(y) for any x, y E R. 
then there exists an element q E Q, such that F(x) = /3(x)q and G(y) = qa(y). 
Proof. It is well known that any automorphism of R can he uniquely extended to an 
autoworphism of Q. Q. or Q,.. A direct computation shows that 
F(rx)n(y) - 3(r)F(x)n(y) = 0 for any r,x, y E R. 
But since R is prime, we see that F(rx) = 3(r)F(x). That is, 3-1  F is a left R-module 
map of R. Therefore, there exists an element s E Qf such that 3-'F(x) = is. Hence. 
F(x) = 3(.r)q. where q = 3(s) E Q. By assumption we have 3(x)qa(y) = 3(x)G(y), 
which implies that G(y) = qo(y) because R is a prime ring. Moreover. q is an element 
of Q. because qR C R. 	 0 
Theorem 4.3.5. Let R be a prime ring with nontrivial idempotents and let a,Q be 
automorphisms of R. If g: R --r R is an additive -nap and d: R --) R is any map 
such that 
g(xyx) = g(x)a(y)a(x) + Q(x)d(y)a(x) + 3(x)3(y)d(x) 	(4.3.14) 
for all x. y E R, then g is a generalized (a,3)-derivation with the associated derivation 
d and one of the following holds: 
(i) d = d, is exactly the associated (a,3)-derivation of g, 
(ii) char (R) = 2 and there exists an invertible element q E Qa , such that 
d(.r) = 6(x) + $3(x)q = ó(x) - qn(.r) and i (x) = go(x)q'. 
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Proof. For any s E R and r. y. z E I? with xy = yz = 0, it follows from (4.3.14) that 
0 = :3(x)g(yz.5y) _ (( x)g(y)a(z)a(s)o(y)• 
Because n,3 are automorphisnls and I? is prime, for each fixed y E R. we have 
h3(r)g(y)a(z) = 0 or (r(y) = 0. Take Ii = { y E R 	 = 0 for all x, z E R} 
and 12 = { y E R I a(y) = 0}. Clearly, I and 12 both are additive subgroups of R. whose 
union is R. But, a group can not be union of two of its proper subgroups. Hence, either 
I, = R and 12 = R. But, 12 = R gives a = 0. a contradiction. Hence, 3(x)g(y)ca(z) = 0 
for all r. y. z E R with .ry = 	= 0. Hence g is a generalized (a,3)-derivation with 
associated (n.;3)-derivation by Theorem 4.3.3. 
Now we claim that d is additive. Substituting y by y + z in (4.3.14) and because g, a 
and Q are all additive, we get 
$3(r)(d(y + z) — d(y) — d(z))ca(x) = 0. 	 (4.3.15) 
Linearizing on r, it. follows that 
r3(u)(d(y + z) — d(y) — d(z))a(x) + 8(r) (d(y + z) — d(y) — d(z))a(u) = 0. (4.3.16) 
Substituting u by ur in (4.3.16) and using (4.3.15), we see that 
3(x) (d(y + z) — d(y) — d(z))a(ux) = 0. 
for all u. .r. y.: E R. Again, because a is an automorphism and R is prime, for each 
fixed a' E R. 3(x) (d(y + z) — d(y) — d(z)) = 0 or a(x) = 0 for all x, y, z E R. As 
discussed in the beginning of the theorem, we have (x) (d(y + z) — d(y) — d(z)) = 0 for 
all r, y. z E R. This implies that d(y + z) = d(y) + d(z) for all y, z E R. That is. d is 
additive. 
Now g is a generalized (a.;3)-derivation with associated (a.3)-derivation 6. From (4.3.1) 
and (4.3.14) we get 
3(x)d(y)a(x) + i3(x)8(y)d(x) = 3(x)Ô(y)a(x) + Q(x)3(y)6(x) ,  
for all r. y E R and hence d(y)o(r) + 3(y)d(r) = 6(y)o(x) +,3(y)d(a'). That is, 
(d-6)(y)a(x) +3(y)(d—()(x) = 0. Because d-6 is additive, it follows by Lemma 4.3.1 
that (d — 6)(x) = ,3(.r)q = —qo(x) for some q E Qw, which means that d(x) = 5(x) + 
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..3(x)q = (x) — qa(x). For any x, y E R. we have 3(xy)q = 3(x)8(y)q = —3(x)ga(y) = 
ga(x)a(y). Therefore, 2gR2 = 0 and this implies that 2q = 0. If char (R) , 2, then q = 0 
and d = D. as asserted. In case char(R) = 2 and q # 0, by ,3(x)q = —qa(x) = qa(x) we 
can conclude that q is invertible in Q, and hence 3(x) = gn(x)q"'. 	 O 
The following is a special case of [40, Theorem 1]. 
Corollary 4.3.1. Let R be a prime ring with nontrivial idempotents and let a,3 be 
automoiphisms of R. If char(R) 36 2 and d : R - + R is a Jordan triple (a,3)-derivation, 
then d is an (a,/3)-derivation. 
Chapter 5 
On the traces of certain classes of 
permuting mappings in rings 
5.1 Introduction 
A mapping B : R x R * R is called symmetric if B(x,y) = B(y,x) holds for all 
x, y E R. A mapping f : R —* R defined by f(s) = B(x. x) is called the trace 
of B. where B : R x R ---f R is a symmetric mapping. It is straight forward to 
see that if B : R x R —p R is symmetric which is also hi-additive then the trace 
of B satisfies the relation f (r + y) = f(s) + f (y) + 2B(x, y) for all x. y E R. A 
symmetric bi-additive map D : R x R - -* R is called a symmetric bi-derivation if 
D(xy.:) = xD(y. z) + D(x. -)y holds for all .r. y.: E R. The concept of symmetric 
hi-derivation was introduced by Maksa [89] (see also (90]). Recently, many authors 
have studied prime and senliprime rings admitting suitably constrained symmetric hi-
derivation (for references see [901, [116[. [11 71 where further references can be found). 
The notion of tri-derivation was introduced by Oztiirk (1041. A tri-additive mapping 
D : R x R x R ---> R is called permuting if D(xi ,x2,.r3) = D(x.~( j ), x„(2),.r (3)) 
holds for all .r1. 2. £3 E R and for all ir E S3. A permuting tri-additive mapping 
D : R x R x R --+ R is called permuting t.ri-derivation if D(xu.w, y, z) = D(x. y, z)uw + 
xD(u!, y. z) is fulfilled for all x. y. z. u, E R. Motivated by the existence of the notions 
of bi-derivation and tri-derivation. Park [106[ introduced the notion of permuting n-
derivation in rings. For a fixed positive integer n, a map A : R" —* I? is said to 
be permuting if [ 0-1-1-2-... , X,,) = A(x,(l j.., ... , x ) ) for all r E S, and xi E R. 
where i = 1.2.... ,n and n-additive if 0(X1 .. ...i+5, ... , x„) = A(x t .... , x; , ... , x„)+ 
.,(x i ..... x,..... x) for all x1 ..... x; , x;..... x„ E R and 1 < i < n. For a fixed integer 
it > 2, a map : R --+ R defined by Ô(x) = .~(x.... , x) is called the trace of A. A 
permuting map A : R" —a R is said to he a permuting n-derivation if 0 is n-additive 
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and 	12. 	......r) = x44(11. 12, . ....ri..... , xn ) +.,(x1, 12.... , Xi.... , 
for all x,. 4 E R. 
For an example of permuting n-derivation. let n > 1 be a fixed integer and 
0 a b 
R = { 	0 0 c 	a. h, r E c} where C is the complex field. Define c~ : R" --+ R 
0 0 0 	 ))) 
0 al bl 	0 a2 b,) 	0 a„ b„ 	0 0 al a9...a„ 
such that ., 	0 0 cl . 0 0 cc. . 	0 e, 	= 	0 0 	O 
0 0 0 	0 0 U 	0 0 0 	0 0 	O 
Then it ran be easily seen that ., is a permuting n-derivation on R. Motivated 
by the concept of generalized derivation in rings, we can define permuting general-
ized n-derivation in rings as follows: a permuting n-additive map fi : R" —  R is 
known to be permuting generalized n-derivation if there exists a permuting n-derivation 
: R" — R such that S2(1l,r2,... .T:r,,... ,x„) = S2(x1.x2,... ,X,... .174 )1 + 
14(11.12.” '  x;, ... ,x,) holds for all xi x; ER and 1 <i < n. 
For an example of permuting generalized n-derivation, let. it > 1 be a fixed positive inte- 
U a b 
ger and R = { 0 0 c 	a. b, c E c} . Consider permuting n-derivation 0 as above 
0 0 0 
JJJ 
0 a, b1 	U a2 bZ 	0 a„ b„ 
and define Q: R" —a R such t hat S 2 	0 0 cl . 0 0 c2 	0 0 c„ 	_ 
0 0 0 	0 0 0 	0 0 0 
() 	() 	(1102... a,4 
0 U c1 C2 ...c„ . Then S2 is a permuting generalized ri-derivation on R associated 
00 	0 
with a permuting n-derivation J on R. 
In Section 5.2. we have investigated commutativity of rings satisfying any one of the 
following identities (i.) xy+cS(xy) = yx+~1(yx), (ii) xy—yx _  1(x)± (y), (iii) xy+yx = 
d(x)+v(y)• (iv) [z,yl ±(b(xy) — d(yx)) E Z(R). (v) xy+yx = (x)± (y). (vi) .ry+yx = 
d i 	.r for all x , E R. where b is the trace of permitting n-additive mappingJ. (J) — ( ) 	,y 	 P 	g  
Further, some more results are also obtained for the trace of permuting n-derivations of 
prime rings. 
Let S be a nonempty subset of R. A map d : R ----> R is said to be commuting (re- 
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spectively centralizing) on S if [d(x), x] = 0 (respectively [d(x). x] E Z(R)) holds for all 
.r E S. The study of commuting and centralizing mapping on a prime ring was initiated 
by Posner [1071 who proved that if a prime ring R admits a. nonzero centralizing deriva-
tion, then R is commutative. Mayne [92] obtained the similar result for antomorphisms 
on prime rings and subsequently improved Posner's theorem for ideal of a prime ring. 
In fact.. lie proved that if d is a nontrivial derivation or automorphisni on a prime ring 
R such that d is centralizing on 1, a nonzero ideal of R. then R is commutative (see 
Theorem 1 of (95]). Many authors have clone remarkable work in this direction (for 
reference see [31], [44]. [92], [93] and [95]). Vuknian [118] proved that if there exists a 
derivation d on a noncommutative prune ring of characteristic not two such that map 
x H [d(x), x] is commuting on R, then d = 0. By this result, Vukman [118] initiated 
the study of nonadditive conunuting and centralizing neaps. In section 5.3, we extend 
the similar study for the traces of a permuting n-derivation in the setting of semiprime 
rings and prove that if the trace of a permuting n-derivation is commuting on a nonzero 
ideal of a n!-torsion free semiprime ring R. then R contains a nonzero central ideal of R. 
Further. this result. has been used to prove rather a more general result. Some more inter-
esting results concerning the traces of pernmting n-derivations have also been presented. 
The last section of this chapter deals with the traces of permuting generalized n- deriva-
tions. In this section, by making use of the traces of permuting generalized n-derivations. 
C'-dependence of traces of permuting n-derivations have been obtained. We also, have 
proved that if the trace w of a permuting generalized n-derivation SZ is centralizing on 
a n!-torsion free semiprime ring R. then . is commuting on R. 
5.2 Traces of certain permuting u -additive maps 
Let n > 2 be a fixed integer.. : R" ---* R be an n-additive map and ö : R —t• R be 
the trace of J. Then it can he easily observed that 
n - I n 	
for all :c, y E R. 
=t 	(n-r) t1IIle5 r- tellies 
We start our discussion with some well known results which are needed in developing 
the proofs of main theorems of this section and shall be used throughout the chapter. 
The proof of the first result can he seen in [54]. However, it has been reproved by Park 
[106] in a more general situation. The next result is essentially proved by Park [106]. 
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Lemma 5.2.1 ([106, Leinllla 2.4]). Let n be a feted positive integer and R a n!-torsion 
free ring. Suppose that yl • y2.. . , y„ E R satisfy Ayl +A2 y2+ ' 	= 0 ( or E Z(R)) 
for A = 1.2..... n. Then y, = 0 (or y: E Z(R)) for all i. 
Lemma 5.2.2 (1106, Theorem 2.6]). Let n > 2 be a fixed integer and R a n!-torsion free 
prime ring. Suppose that there exists a nonzero permuting n.-derivation A : R" ---b R 
such that the trace S of .. is centralizing on R. then R is commutative. 
Theorem 5.2.1. For a fixed integer n > 2. let R be a n!-torsion free ring. Suppose 
that there exists a permuting ii -additive map 	R" -* R with trace 6. Then R is 
commutative if any one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) xy + S(xy) = yx + d(yx) for all x, y E R. 
(ii) xy — S(xy) = yx — A(yx) for all x, y E R. 
(iii) xy — yx = 5(x) ± 5(y) for all x, y E R. 
(ir) xy+yx=6(:r)±5(y) for all x,yE R. 
Proof. (i) It is given that xy — yx = d(yx) — d(xy) holds for all .r. y E R. Replace y by 
x.+ky, for 1<k<n-1,weget 
kxy — kyx = S(.r2 + kyx) — S(.r2 + kxy) for all .I-. y E R. 
Using the remark given in the beginning of this section, we ol)tain 
x(ky) — (ky)x = d ((k:y)x) — d (x(ky)) 
,1-1 
+ > ()A(x'2.... x2 , kij.l', .... kyx) 
(n--i)-tir1es 	i-tines 	 (o.2.1) 
n-1 
- 	( ) 	(.r2....  .r2 . kxy. 	. k:ry). 
(n-i) tiflieS 	i tillies 
Using the given condition. we find that 
,1-I 	 ,i-1 
i ~(~--~r~.ky:r.... 
ky:r) _ 	~ i ~D(x, 2,.V , .r2 . kxy.... k~s;y ) 
i=1 -I in -i)-thues 	i-times 	 (v-i) t1n1Pti 	i-tllnes 
Application of Lemma 5.2.1 with torsion restriction yields that 
(x2.... xl, ya) — A(x2.... , x2, xy) = 0. 	 (5.2.2) 
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For I < k < n, (5.2.1) can also be written as 
x(ky) - (ky)i = nö(yx) - k" 6(xy) 
n-1 
+ 	( t) .\ (-r'2 .... 1.2,k yr.... I,~ y:r ) 
(n-i)-tiIlles 	i-tiIlies 
-1 
— E (i)A(xz.... ,x2 kxy.... . k:rxy)• t_ 1--~~—' 
(n-i)-tittles 	i-tiIIles 
Again using Lernrna 5.2.1. we find that 
	
xy - yx = 11(A(.r 2 . • .:r`, yx) -- A(x2. ....r 2..ry)). 	(5.2.3) 
From (5.2.2) and (5.2.3). we conclude that R is commutative. 
(ii) Argue as above. 
(iii) Replacing y by x+ ky for 1 < k < ri in xy - yx = 6(x) - 6(y), we find that 
kxy - kyx = 6(x) - 6(x + ky) 
n-I 
= —v(ky) — E ( )A(  
(n i)- tildes 	t tillWS 
Making use of Lemma 5.2.1 yields that 
xy - yx = -riA(x, .... x, y) for all x. y E R. 
Replace y by x to get 6 = 0. Hence. by the given condition, R is commutative. 
Again, replacing y by x + ky for 1 < k < n in xy - yx = 6(x) + 6(y), we get 
n -1 
('(x(ky) – (ky)x = 6(x) + 6(x) + o(ky) + 	~v.r .k ry )• 
 (n-i)-time~ i-times 
Using the given condition. we obtain 
n-1 
6(x) + 	(')(  x........ , ky`  	y) = 0 for all x. ij E R. 	(5.2.4) 
i-1 (n-i)-times i-times 
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Multiplying (5.2.4) by k and using Lemma 5.2.1, we find that 6 = 0. Again, the given 
condition implies that R is commutative. 
(iv) Replace y by x in xy + yx = 6(x) — 5(y), we find that 2x2 = 0 and hence x2 = 0 
for all x E R. Using the similar steps as used in (iii), we find that R is commutative. 
Replacing y by x in xy + yx = 6(x) + 6(y), we find that x2 = 6(x) for all x E R. Using 
the similar steps as used in (iii), we get the required result. 	 ❑  
In view of the above theorem, we obtain the following known results: 
Corollary 5.2.1 (]9, Theorem 2.6]). Let R be a 2-torsion free ring. Suppose that there 
exists a symmetric bi-derivation D : R x R --+ R such that xy — J(xy) = yx — f (yx) 
for all x, y E R, when f denotes the trace of D. Then R is commutative. 
Corollary 5.2.2 ([9, Theorem 2.7]). Let R be a 2-torsion free ring. Suppose that there 
exists a symmetric bi-derivation D : R x R —> R such that xy + f(xy) = yx + f (yx) 
for all x, y E R, where f denotes the trace of D. Then R is commutative. 
Theorem 5.2.2. For a fixed integer n > 2, let R be a n!-torsion free semipriune ring. 
Suppose that there ensts a permuting n-additive map A : R'° 	i R swch that [x, y] ± 
(6(xy) —6(yx)) E Z(R) for all x, y E R, when 6 is trace of A. Then R is commutative. 
Proof. Working on similar lines as used in Theorem 5.2.1, we find that [x,y] E Z(R). 
Replacing y by yz, we get [;c, y]z + y[x, z] E Z(R). On commuting with z, we get 
[y, z][x,  z] = 0. Replace y by xr to get [x, z]r[a, z] = 0. By semiprhneness of R, we 
conclude that R is commutative. 	 ❑  
Theorem 5.2.3. For a fixed integer n > 2, let R be a n!-torsion free .serniprbme ring. 
Let A : R" —i R be a permuting n.-additive map and 6 be the trace of A. Then R tis 
commutative if any one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) xy + yx = S(x) + d(y) for all r, y ER. 
(ii) xy + yx = 6(y) — 6(x) for all x, yER. 
Proof. (i) Replacing y by x + ky for 1 G k G it in xy + yx = 6(x) + 6(y) and using the 
same condition, we get 
n-1 
(n-;)-times .-times 
M 
Multiplying by k, using Leninla 5.2.1. and torsion restriction, we get (x.... , x, y) = 0. 
Replacing y by :r, we find that 6 = 0. The given condition implies that xy + yx = 0. 
Replace y by yz in the later relation and use it to get 0 = .cyz + yzx, = (xy - yx)z. 
Now. the semiprinieness of R implies that R is commutative. 
Again, replacing y by x + ky in xy + y.r. = 6(x) - 6(y) and using the same, we have 
n-I 
2x2 + 6(x) + ~ 
(ii) 
,( .r. 	r . ktf.. . , ky) = 0. 
	
(n-i -times 	i-times 
Multiplying by k and using Lemma 5.2.1, we get (r.... , .r. y) = 0. Replacing y by x, 
we find that 6 = 0. Working on similar the lines as used above, we conclude that R is 
commutative. 
(ii) Using the similar steps as used in (1) . we find that. R is commutative. 	0 
Vukman [116] proved that if D I . D2 : R x R —+ R are symmetric hi-derivations on a 
prime ring of characteristic different from two and D1(62(r'),x) = 0 holds for all x E R, 
where 62 is the trace of D2. then either D1 = 0 or D2 = 0. We extend the above result 
for permuting n-derivation as follows: 
Theorem 5.2.4. Let n > 2 he a fir cd inteyc r and R be a (2n. - 1)!-torsion free prime 
ring. Suppose that there exists permuting n-derivations At .. : Rn --* R with traces 
61 , 62 : R - -* R respectively such that A1 (62(x), r, ... , .r.) = 0 for all x E R. Then either 
-A1=0or ~l. 
Proof. Replacing x by x + ky for 1 < k < 2n - 2 in the given condition, we find that 
0 = J1(62(x)..r +ky.... ,x+ky) -:11(62(ky). x+ky.... ,x+ky) 
n-1 
+i 1( 	(t~)02( '',.....t' ,ky.... ky),x+ky,... ,x+ky). 
(n-I)-tiities 	i-times 
Using the given condition and Lemma 5.2.1. we find that 
(n - 1)A1(62(.r), x.... , x, y) + nn1 (02(x..... x, :y), x... , x) =0. 	(5.2.5) 
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Replacing y by yz, we get 
0 = (ii— 1)yfl1 (62(x), x, ... , x, z) + (n — 1).1(62(x), x.... , x, y)z 
+119Al (.,2(x.. .. , x, z), x...., x) + riz t (y, x, .. , x)A2(x, .. , x, z) 
+n~12(r..... x, y)A1(z..r..... r) + nAI (O2(x, ... , x, y), x, ... , x)z. 
Using (5.2.5), we get 
n(~11 (y.x,....x)112(x... ,r.z)+'- 2(' ...,x,Y)Zi(z.x... .x)) = 0. 
Since R is (2n — 1)!-torsion free and n (divides (2rr — 1)!. R is n-torsion free, and hence 
we find that 
Ai (y , x... , x)02(:r.. .. , x, z) + A2(x..... s. :.Y)Di (z, x..... x) = 0. 	(5.2.6) 
Replacing y by yr in (5.2.6), we get 
0 = YAI(r,x......1.)Dl(z.x,...,x)-+-Ai(y•x,.. ..')rL 2(z,x,...,x) 
+yJ 2(r,x... ,x)A1 (z,x,....x)+A2(y,x,.. ,x)r. 1(z,x,.. ,x). 
Using (5.2.6), we find that 
Ji (y. x.... , x)rA,,(z. x... . x) + O2(y. X... ..z)rA I (z, x... , x) = 0. 	(5.2.7) 
Hence in particular. 
b1(x)r62(x) + 62(r)r81 (x) = 0. 	(5.2.8) 
Now, use (5.2.8) to get 
di(x)rd2(r)Rbi(x)r'62(x) = —52(x)r2(r)RO1 (x)rO j(:r,) 
= 6j(x)?•dz(x)Rdz(x)i•6~(x) 
_ —Si (x)rcll(x)R6i(x)r02(:t). 
This implies that 261 (x)r62(r)RÔ1(x)rö2(x) = {0}. Since R is (277— 1)!.-torsion free prime 
ring, we find that 
b l (x)rd z(x) = 0 for all x, r E R. 	 (5.2.9) 
Replacing x by .r + ky for 1 < k < 2n — 1, we get 
n-1 
0 = (6I(x)+ 6I(ky)+ 	(~)AI( .r. ....x .ky.... ky)) 
jn t)-tunes i-tiIlles 
n-I 
Xr(62(x) + 52(ky) + 	(Ti)`J2( 	
k`~ 
ky)). 
 t-t 
(n-i)-times i-tun('s 
Using (5.2.9). Lenuna 5.2.1 and torsion restriction, we obtain 
r) + :, I (y. x.... , x) rS2 (x) = 0. 	(5.2.10) 
Again, application of (5.2.9) and (5.2.10) gives that 
61(x)r'2(y. x..... x) 1?61(x)r..2(y..r.. ....r) 
= — Ji (/..r......r)r,1(y. r.... , x)RSi (x)ra2(x) 
{0}. 
Since R is prime, we get 
61 (x)rL 2(y,x,...,x) =0 for all x.y.r E R. 	 (5.2.11) 
Further. replace x by .r + ky for 1 < k < 2n — 2 in (5.2.11) to get 
n-i ri 
(61(x)+ 61(ky)+ 	()( 	r •kj ,.Y))rz2(y,
X+ky.... , x+ky) = 0. 
-~ in 	--tit►ies 	,-tiliw'. 
Using (5.2.11) and Lemma 5.2.1. we get 
	
(n — 1 )Oi (x)rz2(y. y..r......) + n.,i (y, x..... r)?•D2(y. x... , :r) = 0. 	(5.2.12) 
Combining (5.2.11) and (5.2.12), we have 
(n — 1)d1(x) r02(y•y.x.....x)R(n — 1)ll1(x)rA2(y,Y ,r......r) 
= — nzt(y.v.... , x)r.2(y, y.x , ... , .')R(n — 1 )o1(x)rO2(y..?,... , x.) 
={0}. 
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Since R is prime and (2n — 1)!-torsion free. we find that 
61 (x)rA2(J. Y r, . • - • x) = 0 for all x, y, r E R. 	 (5.2.13) 
	
Now, we want to show that fil (x)r:72( y, 	y 	r, 	c ) = 0 implies that 
(i -1) tinges (u+1 i) times 
61 (x)rA-)(y. • . y, r..... x ) = 0 for 2 < i < n. Replace x by x+ky for 1 < k < 2n—i 
(z)-tiIlles (n-i) titI1CS 
in d1 (i)r 2 ( y. - • • , y . x......r ) = 0. using the same condition and Lemma 5.2.1, 
(i-1)-tinges (Tl-~1-?)--tinges 
we get. 
0 = (n + 1— i)6I(x)rI2(y."r• 1r ) 
(t)-tinges (n-i)-times 
(o.2. 14) 
+nA1 (.r........, y)rA2( y..... y , 	x.... ..r 	), 
(~- 1)-tinges (n+1-i)-tinges 
Using (5.2.14) . we find that 
(n + 1 — i)251(x) rA2(i.... ,ij, x, 	.1 )RSI(x)rz 2(y, ... , y, x.... , x --
i-tithes (n-l)-tifIIC5 	 ,-times (n-i)-times 
_ —n(n + 1 — i)A1(x, ... , x, y)rO2(y..... , 	) 
i-tines (n-i)-times 
x Rdi (x)rc~2( t/,... ,y . 	.x 
~r ~r 
(i-1)-tinges (nil-r)-tines 
={0}. 
Using the torsion restriction and primeness of R. we get 
d 1(x)r02(y.... • y. :r..... x ) = 0. 
i-tinies (n-i)-tinges 
Therefore, by the above argument. we can conclude that St (x)rb2(y) = 0 for all x, y, r E 
R. Since R is prime, either h1 = 0 or d2 = 0. Take Ô1(x) = 0 for all x E R and replace 
n-1 
x + kx,,, we find that 61(x) + 61(kx7 ) + 	()A1( x, • • , x . k.r,,. 	. kxn ) = 0. Using 
(n-i)-tiIlIC'S 	a •-fillies 
Lemma 5.2.1 and torsion restriction, we find that A I (x.........r,) = 0 for all x, xn E R. 
Suppose ;. 1 (.r..... , x, z i. l .... , xn) = 0 for 1 < i < n — 1. Now, replace x by x + kx i , use 
Lemma 5.2.1 and torsion restriction, we find that 01 (x, ... , x, xi , xi+l , . .. , x,,) = 0 for 
all x. xj, xi,,, ... ,x, E R. In particular, for i = n-1. we find that 01 (x!, . .. ,x) = 0 for 
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x„ E R. Hence A' = 0. Similarly, we can show 62 = 0 implies that a2 = 0. ❑  
A celebrated theorem due to Posner [107] states that if Di and D2 are nonzero derivations 
on a prime Ting of characteristic different from two, then the mapping x - D,(D2(x)) 
can not be a derivation. Further, Vukman [116[ proved that if Dr , Da : R x R —> R 
are symmetric hi-derivations on a prime ring of characteristic different from two and 
three and B : R x R —' R is symmetric bi-additive map such that 61(62(x)) = f(x) 
where dl , 6z and f are the traces of Di, D2 and B respectively, then either D = 0 or 
DZ = 0. Our next result is the extension of this result for permuting n-derivations on 
prime ring with suitable torsion restriction. 
Theorem 5.2.5. Let R be a (n2 - 1)!-torsion free prime ring and Di, A2 : Rn —> R 
be permuting -n-derivations on R. Suppose there exists a permuting n-additive asap B : 
R" —r R such that 6,62(x) = f(x) holds for all r ER, where 6,, 62 and f are the traces 
of A,, A2 and B respectively. Then either A = 0 or A2 = 0 . 
Proof. Replace r by x+ky, where I < k <n2 -1. in the given condition 6,62(x) = f(x) 
to get 
,.-r 
61(°2(x) + 52(ky) 	(ti)A2( xzx  
(n-i.)-tines ;-times 
n 
(n-i)-times i-times 
Using the given condition and Lemma 5.2.1, we get 
b (x), A2(z, ... , x, y)) =  
Replacing y by x and using the given condition, we get n(n -1)6162(x) = 0 for all x E R. 
By torsion restriction, we find that 
6r6a(x) = 0 for all x E R. 	(5.2.15) 
Replace x by x + ky for 1 < k < nl - 1, to get 
n 
61(62(x)+ 62(ky)+~ 	-Az(x,... x k~...,ky)=a. 
(n—)—times i—times 
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Using (5.2.15) and Lemma 5.2.1, we get 
n2=~1(A2(x. x.... , x, y). 62(x)..... OO2(x)) = 0. 
Since R is (n2 — 1)!-torsion free, we get 
y). 62(x).... , 62(x)) = 0 for all x. y E R. 	(5.2.16) 
Replacing y by xy, we find that 
0 = a'AI (,2(J..... ..I•. y). 62(x), ... , 62(x)) 
, x, y) 
+51(62(x)). + 62(x).,1(:y. 62(x), . ...62(x)). 
Using (5.2.15) and (5.2.16), we obtain 
, 62(x))i. 2(x, ... , x, y) + 62(x)01(., l~2(x), .... (2(x)) = 0. 	(5.2.17) 
Replacing y by yz in (5.2.17) and using (5.2.17), we find that 
01(x. 82(x), . ... 62(x))YA2(x.. .. , x. z) + 62(x)yz1(w. l~2(x).... , 62(x)) = 0. 
Replace .: by x to get 
AI (.c . 62(x)..... 62(x)).62(x) + 62(x)yA1(i , 62(x).... , d2(x)) = 0. 	(5.2.18) 
Using (5.2.18). we find that 
AI(r, 62(x)..... 62(x))y62(x)Rz1(.E, 62(x), ....62( ))tjd2(x) 
= — 2(x)y62(x)R01(i. 62(x), . .. , .2(x))y01(x, 62(x), ... , d2(x)) 
= JI (a•. 62(x).... , 62(x))Y62(x)Rc2(x)yJI (x. o2(x), ... , 62(x)) 
= —A1(x. 62(x), .. . , 62(x))y62(x)Ri 1(x, 62(x), ...  
This implies that 
2z 1(x. 62(x). .... d2(x))Y62(x)RL~1(r. 162(x), .... 62(x))Y62(x) = {0}. 
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Since R is (n2 — 1)!-torsion free prime ring, we get 
..(r. d2(x).. ... o2(x))y52(x) = 0. 
Again, primeness of R yields that either A t (.r, A2(x), 62(x).... ,.2(x)) = 0 or 62(x) = 0. 
But O2(.r) = 0 also implies that AI(x, d2(x). d2(x), ... , 62(x)) = 0. Hence, in both the 
cases. we have 
....?12(x)) = 0 for all x E R. 	(5.2.19) 
Replace x by r + ky for 1 < k < n(n — 1) — 1 in (5.2.19), to get 
-i 
0 = Ot (x + k.y. J2(x) + fi2(ky) + > (n)'2( X ,  :=t 
„-i)-times i-times 
n- 1 
> ()z 2 ( x.... ,x , ky.. ,ky)). 
1=1 ~^ '--.ice 
(1, -i)-times 	i-times 
Using (5.2.19) and Lemma 5.2.1, we get 
0 = a1(y.62(x),...,b2(1)) 	 (5.2.2(J) 
+n(n — 1)-N1(r. 62(x).... , 62(x), A2(X, ... , x. y))• 
Replacing y by yz in (5.2.20), we get 
0 = y l (:. d2(x). ... d2(x)) +'t (y, d2(x), .... 62(x))z 
+n(n — 1)A1(x. 02(x), .. , (2(x), y)i2(x.... , x, z) 
+n(n — 1),,IAj(x, 62(x), . ... d2(x), z.2(x, ... , x, z)) 
+n(n — 1)L1 (i, d2(x). .... ~)2(x), 02(x, .... x, y))z 
+n(n — 1)z 2(x, .... x, y)Oi (x , b2(x), ... , 62(x), z). 
using (5.2.20) and torsion restriction on R, we have 
0 = 	~t (r t12(.L').... , c12( i') , y)~2(r,, ....:r. z) (5.2.21) 
+Jl(.r;..... a•. y)Ai(x , J2(x), .. . o2(x). Z). 
Replacing z by zr in (5.2.21) and using (5.2.21), we get 
0 = ,fit (x, y, o2(x). .. , b2(x))z02(x, ... , x, r) 
+12(x... . ,x, y)zI(x, r.62(x.), ... , 62(x ))• 
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Replace y and r by x to obtain 
1. 62(x)..... 62(i))z62(x) + 62(X)_ 1(I, x, 62(x)..... 62(x)) = 0 
	
(5.2.22) 
Using similar steps as used after (5.2.18). we arrive at 
I(r.1, 62(1.)... .62(x)) = 0. 	 (5.2.23) 
Further, we need to show that if AI ( a', • • • ..r .62(X),'' .62(1)) = O. then 
-1)-times 	(n+i-I)-tirlles 
. x. 62(a'), ... , 62(X)) = 0 for 2 < i < n — 1. Nov. replace .r bV .r + k-y for 
(t)-tilled 	(ti i)-times 
1< k< n(n+1)—(n-1)i-2 in L11 ( .r, 	.a 62(X,), • • • . 62(x)) = 0 and using Lemma 
(;-I)-times 	(n+1-s)-times 
5.2.1, we find that 
0 = (i — 1)AI ( a'..... a' . y. 62(a), ... .62(1)) 
(i-2)---times 	(H 1-i) -times (:x.2.24) 
+n(n — i + 1)01 ( a'.... 1 . ~a(.I•... ..:r, y) , 62(1), .. , 
(i-1)-t.iIlIes 	(n±I-1)-tim es 
Now, replacing y by yZ in (5.2.24) and using (5.2.24) with torsion restriction, we get 
0 = Al( x, ' ' ' .r . 1/. 62(x).... _ 62(x))02(-Z'... , r, z) 
o-1)-times 	(„ I) times (5.2.25) 
+9(x......r. 9)AI (x......r.62(.x.). ... 62(.z•)). 
(1)-ti rues 	(n-;)-tiH1es 
Now, replace z by x and y by xr in (5.2.25) and using (5.2.25), we find that 
D1(x.... .:r..1'. O>(.r), 	62(.r))r62(:r) + &(.r)rl (:r, ... ,.r. &(a ). .. .ó(x)) = 0. 
11-times 	n-, -t1111es 	 (fl-times 	(n-i)-tji11C5 
(5.2.26) 
Using similar Steps a.• use(l after (5.2.15). we get A, (a.... , .r., 62(.x), .. .62(1)) = 0. 
(fl-times 	(n-L)-tidies 
Hence. for i = n — 1. we get A I (a... .. x. 62(1)) = 0 for all :r E R and by Theorem 5.2.4, 
either Al = 0 or A2 = 0. 	 ON 
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5.3 Traces of n-derivations  
Mayne [95] proved that if a derivation on a prime ring R is centralizing on a nonzero ideal 
I of R. then R is commutative. Vukman [116] extended this result for symmetric bi-
derlvation on prime ring. Vulcmau [1161 proved that the existence of a nonzero symmetric 
bi-derivation D : R x R ---~ R. where R is prime ring of characteristic not two with the 
property that the trace 6 : R —* R of D is commuting on R. forces R to he commutative. 
Yenigiil and Arga4 [127] generalizes the above result as follows: if D : R x R —> R is 
a symmetric hi-derivation on a noncommutative prime ring R such that D(1. I) C I. I 
a nonzero ideal of R and the trace d is commuting on I. then D = 0. Our main result 
of this section presents an extension of the latter result for permuting n-derivations on 
semsprime rings. 
Theorem 5.3.1. For a trod integer n. > 2. let R be a n!-torsion free semiprime ring 
and I a nonzero ideal of R. Let A : R" —* R be a permuting n-derivation such that 
v(I, ....1) # {0} and [d (.r). x] = 0 for all x E 1, where S is the trace of. Then R 
contains a nonzero central ideal. 
Proof. For :r. y E I. replace x by x + ky for k = 1, 2, ... ,n in [S(.r), x.] = 0, we find that 
[.r + ky. 8(x) + 6(ky) + 	
("r)
~( 	. A-Y. ky)] = 0 for all x, y E I. 
=~ r tunics (n-r)-titles 
Using the given condition, we get 
k'ft(x. y) + k`f2(.r. y) + ... + k." f,(x, y) = 0 for all x, y E I, 
where f ; (x, y) denotes the sum of terms involving i factors of y, appears after simplifying 
the above expression. Application of Lemma 5.2.1 yields that 
[y, 6(x)] + n[x, (x, .... x, y)] = 0 for all x. y E I. 	 (5.3.1) 
Replacing y by yx for x, y E I in (5.3.1) and using the given condition. we get 
[y. 6(x)]x + n[x, 0(x, ... , x, y)]x + n[x, y]o(x) = 0. 
Using (5.3.1) and torsion restriction, we find that. [z,y]8(x) = 0. Further, replace r by 
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x + kz for k = 1.2.... . ii and use Lemma 5.2.1 to get 
n[x.y](r.....x. z) + [z,g]Ô(x) = 0 for all I.y.Z El. 
Replace y by ivy, to get 
n[x.w]y(x.....x.z)+Iz,w]yó(x) = 0 for all x. y, z, w €1. 
Replacing z by iv and using torsion restriction, we find that 
,x,w) =0 for all x,y,wE 1. 	 (5.3.2) 
Replacing w by x1 + and using (5.3.2), we obtain 
Ix. x1 ]y(.r ..... x,z) + [x. z]y(x.....r,xi) = 0. 	(5.3.3) 
Use (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) to find that. 
{0} = Ix.1y.(x...... 
= —[.r..r1 ]ij.(r. .... x.r1 )R[x, z]yL(x.....x,z). 
Since R is semiprilne, we get 
[x, z4(x ..... ..xi) = 0 for all x, y, z. r1 E 1. 	 (5.3.4) 
Let [x, z}w(r ..... ..x_1,x_2 ,...,x2 , x) = 0 hold for all .r. .r_1, x 2......1 E I and 
2 < i < n. Replace .r by x + kxi in [x, z]w(x.... ,x, Xi- i ,x 2,. . . X2, XI) = 0 for all 
I. 	. .. .x1 E I to get 
[x+kx1 .z]u'..(x+kx ..... 
Application of Lemma 5.2.1 yields that 
1x jj z jU %'I(X ,...,X,Xi ......x1) + ( n - i + 1)x, z1w(i......x.x7.....x) = 0. (5.3.5) 
Using (5.3.5). we find that 
{0} = (n—i+ 1)[.r.-ju,A(x.....s.x;.. ... x.r )R[x.z]u!A(x... ,x,x ;... ,x i ) 
= —[.r,,z]u'i,(x,...,x,x ; ..... r1 )R1.r,z] 	 x;-t. 	c ). 
Torsion restriction and semiprimeness of R yields that [x, z]wA(x, ... , x, x;.... , Xi) = 0 
for all r. u•. ti, x;.. ... x l E I. Thus. for i = it — 1, we get [x, z]u' ~(x, x.,,_1.... , x r ) = 0. 
Replace u' by ru- for u• E I and r E R to get. 
[x, z]rw (x. xr _1 , .... x l ) = t) for all r E R and x, u}, z• xi E I, 1 < i < n — 1. (6.3.6) 
Take a family A = {P0 I n E :1} of prime ideals of R such that nP,, = {0}. Take a 
fixed nierniwr Pa of A. From (5.3.6). we find that for a fixed x E I. either [x. uw] E P,, 
or u, A(x. x„_1 .... • xi ) E P,, holds for each u', x„_ r ..... x1 E I. Take S = {x E I 
[x, w] E P0} and T = {x E I I u,A(x• x„- r .... , x i ) E P0 }. Both are additive subgroups 
of I whose union is I. But it group can never be the set theoretic union of two of its 
proper subgroups and hence. either S = I or T = I. Take T = I. Then [I. I] Z PO and 
I (I.... • I) C PQ. Since P„ is a prime ideal, we get either I C PQ or R'N(1, .... I) C P0 . 
But 1 C P,, implies that [I.1] C P,, which leads to a contradiction. Thus, we find that 
R,(1, .... I) C P,,. Hence, we have rt~(rr 1 , i2.... , i) E P„ for all r. r t E R and 
Ii .... , i„ E I. This implies that either RA(R, I, . .. , I) C P„ or I C Pa . But as above, 
I C P, gives a contradiction. Thus. we have RD(R. I.... , I) C P,,. Continuing in 
similar manner, we get R(R. R..... R) C P,. Hence R!~(R. R.... , R) C Pn whenever 
[I. I] 	P,,. Let U he the left ideal generated by :,(R.... • R)I. But with the above ar- 
guments. we have [A(R.. ... R)1, (R..... R)I], [RJ(R.... , R)I. RA(R..... R)I] and 
[RA(R.... • R)I. (R..... R)1] C P„ for every P„ E :a. Since fP, = {0}. we get 
[A(R• .... R)I. A(R..... R)I] _ (RJ(R..... R)I, RO(R.... , R)I] = [RO(R, .... R)I, 
:~(R..... R)I] = {0}. Since elements of U are of the form of sum of elements of the form 
A(R.... , R)I and RD(R..... R)I, we find that. U is commutative. Hence U is a central 
ideal of R. If U = {0}. then A(R, .... R)1 = {0}. Thus I.,(R.... • R) is a nilpotent left 
ideal of R. Since R is semiprime. IA(R..... R) = {0}. Hence, we have 
L (u 	(r1 ....,1'),u2,....u„) = 0 for all r,r1 .....r„ E R and ti .....u, E I. 
This implies that 0(u1 .. ...a„)r0(r1 .....r„) =0 for all r.r1 ....,r„ E R and u1 ....,Tl„ E 
I. Thus we get A(u l , .... u„)r0(u l .. .. • u„) = 0. which implies that 0(ul, ... , u„) = 0 
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for all u1 , ... , u„ E I. Hence. we arrive at it c cult radiction. Therefore, U is a nonzero 
central ideal of R. 	 D 
Corollary 5.3.1. Let it > 2 h( a fired integer. R be a n!-torsion free prime ring and 
I he a nonzero ideal of R. If .. : R" --+ R is a permuting n-derivation such that 
Aj.... , I) # {0} and the trace 6 of 	is commuting on I i.e.. (6(x), x] = 0 for all 
.r E I. then R is commutative. 
In the year 1982. FelzenszwWllb and Gaiulbruno [63) proved that if d is a nonzero deriva-
tion on prime ring R such that d is commuting on I, where I is an ideal of R. then R is 
cuullmrvutative. Our next result is motivated by the above result due to Felzenszwalb and 
Gaitubruno [63]. In fact, we consider rather a more general situation than commuting 
property for the traces of n-derivations A l and A,. 
Theorem 5.3.2. For a fixed n > 2. let R be a n!-torsion free semiprime ring and I 
be a nonzero ideal of R. Let A1 .:~z : R" ---+ R be permuting n-derivations such that 
61 (x)x = x62(.r) for all x E I. where 81 and (f2 are the traces of ;11 and O2 respectively. 
Then R contains a nonzero central ideal. 
Proof. It is given that 6 (.r)x = x62(x) for all x E I. Replace x by x + ky for k 
1.2....,n,wehave 
n-1 
(61(x) + 61(ky) + E (")AI ( .r.... x. kg. 	, ky)) (.r + ky) 
(Ti r-) times r tiiiies 
rt 	1 
(.c + ky)(62(x) + d2(ky) + 	(ul)A1( x. .....r. kg..... kg)) 
(n-rl-t1111E'S r-t1I11es 
Using the given condition and Leninia 5.2.1. we get, 
61(.i')y + I1 AI (x... . x, y)x = y62(:I') + n1•2(x, ... , x, y) for all x. y E 1. 	(5.3.7) 
Replacing y by xy in (5.3.7) for .r., y E I. we find that 
61(x)xy + n61(x)yx + n:r. 1(.r, .... x, y)x = ry62(x) + nx62(x)y + nx2 L 2(x.... , x, y)• 
Application of (5.3.7) gives that 
n61(x)yx+61(x)xy= rr:ra2(x)y+.r61 (x)y for all x, y E I. 
:1 
Using the given condition. we get 
	
nd r (x) [y. x] + ar (x)xy — :xbr (x) y = 0 for all x. y E I. 	(5.3.8) 
Replacing y by zy in (5.3.8). using (5.3.8) and torsion restriction, we find that 61(x)z[y, x] 
= 0 for all x. y. z E I. Replacing z by rz and y by S r (x) for r E R. x. z E I. we get 
d r (x)rz[d l (x).r] = 0. This implies that z[d l (x).x]Rz[d r (x),x] = {0}. By senuprimeness 
of R. :i(x),x] = 0. Replacing z by [cir (x).x]r and using semiprimeness of R, we get 
that [dl (x), x] = 0 for all x E 1. Hence by Theorem 5.3.1, R contains a nonzero central 
ideal. 	 0 
Corollary 5.3.2. Let R be a n!-torsion free prime ring and I a nonzero ideal of R. 
For a fixed integer n > 2. let 	. 2 : R" --* R be permuting n-derivations such that 
dr(x)x = X62(I) for all x E I. where dt and a2 are the traces of .~ I and A2 respectively. 
Then R is commutative. 
In the year 1992. Dail and Bell [561 obtained the comnnitativity of 5e,lWipr1T17e, ring 
satisfying the identity d([x, y]) = ±[x, y] for all x, y E R. Further, Argac [8] generalized 
this result for a nonzero ideal of a semiprime ring. We have extended this result for the 
trace of permuting n-derivations as follows: 
Theorem 5.3.3. For a fixed integer n > 2. let R be a n!-torsion free senaiprirne ring 
and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose that there exists a permuting n-derivation 
Rn --► R with trace 6. Then I C Z(R) if and only if b([x. y]) = ±[x, y] holds for 
all x.yEI. 
Proof. If 1 C Z(R), then trivially 5([x, y]) = ±[x. y] holds for all x, y E I. Now, consider 
d((x. y)) = ±[x. y] for all x, y E I. Replace y by y + kz for k = 1, 2, .... n — 1 in 
= ±[x, y], we find that 
±([x. y] + [x. kz]) = ri([r. y]) + ó([x. kz]) 
n-1 
+ 	C)i([x. y], ... 
	[x, y]. [x. kz].... 	[ r, :z]), 
fn ,) times 	I times 
By Lernma 5.2.1 and using the given condition, we find that 
n:V ([x. y].... , [x, y], [x. z]) = 0 for all x, y. z El. 
Replacing z by y and using torsion restriction, we get b([x, y)) = 0 for all x, y E 1 and 
EJ 
hence we find that I is commutative. Further, by Lemma 1.3.8, we get the required 
result. 	 ❑  
Our next result presents a generalization of the result due. to Argaq [8] in which com-
mutativity of prime ring was obtained by taking suitable restriction on a nonzero ideal 
of R. 
Theorem 5.3.4. For a fixed integer n > 2, let R be a (2n – 1)!- torsion free sermprime 
crag and I be a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose that there exists a permuting n-derivation 
A : R" —r R with trace b. If 6(x 2 ) = x 2 holds for all x E 1, then IC Z(R) 
Proof. Replace. x by x + ky for k = 1, 2, ... , 2n –1, in S(za) = Ta for x, y E I, to get 
(x+ky)2 = 8(x 2)+8((ky) 2 )+6(k(xy+yx)) 
(t)A((ky) 2 . 	 jx 2 +k(xy +vx),. - ,x'+k(xy+yx)) 
-,)-times 	 ;-times 
-r 
+E (,)A(x2,... xz ,k(xy + yx),... k( xy + yx )).  
(n-i)-times 	--timed 
Using the given condition and Lemma 5.2.1, we get 
n0.2,...,x2,xy+yx)=xy +yx for all x,y E I. 
Replacing y by x and using the given condition, we find that (2n – 2)r2 = 0 for all 
x E I. Application of torsion restriction gives that xa = 0. This implies that xy + yx = 0 
for all x. y C I. Replacing y by yz for y, z E 1, we have 0 = xyz + yzx – (x, y]z and 
hence [x, y]r[x, y] = 0 for all x,y E I and r E R. Since R is snmiprime, we find that I 
is commutative and hence again I is central. 	 ❑  
Remark 5.3.1. Working on similar lines as used in the ah.me arguments with necessary 
variations, we find that 6(x2) _ – x2 far all x E I gives that I is central. 
Corollary 5.3.3. For a fixed integer n > 2. let R he a n!-torsion free semiprime ring 
and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose that there exists a permuting n-derivation 
A : R" — R with trace 5. If b(xy) = fxy for all m, y E I, then I C Z(R) 
Proof. Replacing y by x, rasing Theorem 3.3.4 and Remark 5.3.1, we get the required 
result. 	 ❑  
0 
Theorem 5.3.5. For a flied integer n > 2. let R be a n!-torsion free semiprime ring 
and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose that there exists a permuting n-derivation 
[1 : R" --p R with trace 6. If d(x o y) = x o y for all x, y el. then I C Z(R) 
Proof. Replace y by .r + ky for k = 1, 2, .... n —1 in 6(x o y) = x o y for x, y E I, we 
find that 
(2.r2 + k(xy + yx)) = A(2x2 ) + 6(k(:ry + yx)) 
n-1 
+ 	t1)p(1x2. ...2x2 , k(xy + yx), ... k(xy +'y•1'))• 
(n ii times 	 t-tiules 
Using Lemma 5.2.1 and the given condition, we find that 
nA(2x2 .... , 2x2 , xy + yx) = 0 for all x, y E I. 
Replacing y by x and using the given condition. we find that 2nx2 = 0 for all x E I. 
Application of torsion restriction implies that x2 = 0 for all x E I. Using similar steps 
as used in Theorem 5.3.4. we get the required result. 	 ❑  
Remark 5.3.2. Using the similar arguments as used in Theorem 5.3.5, we find that 
6(:c o y) = —.r o y for x, y E I yields that I is central. 
Herstein [691 proved that a prince ring R with characteristic not two is commutative if 
there exists a nonzero derivation d on R such that [d(x), d(y)] = 0 for all x, y E R. Bell 
and Daif [33] obtained the conilnutativity of prime ring in a more general situation with 
an improved identity. They proved that if [d(x). d(y)] = d([x, y]) holds for all x, y E I. 
where I is a nonzero right ideal of a prime ring R, then R is commutative. Motivated 
I)y this result, we prove the following result: 
Theorem 5.3.6. For a fixed integer n > 2, let R be a n!-torsion free semiprirne ring and 
I a nonzero ideal of R. Suppose that there exists a permuting n-derivation 0 : R" --* R 
with trace 6. Then R contains a nonzero central ideal if [6(x). 6(y)} = ±(6[x, y]) holds 
for all x.yE1. 
Proof. Replace y by x + ky for k = 1, 2, ... , o — 1 to get 
-1 
d (ky)] + [ó(x), 	(n) A( 	k 	 =%)]  = ±6([x, k'y]) 
(r, -i) -times 	t-tines 
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Using the given condition. Lemma 5.2.1 and torsion restriction, We find that 
(5.3.9) [d(x). (x, ... x, y)] = 0 for all x,y E I. 
Replacing y by yx in (5.3.9) and using (5.3.9), we find that 
[b(x), y]d(x) + 0(x, ... . x. y)[o(x), x] = 0 for all x. y E I 
Replacing y by xy in (5.3.10) and using (5.3.10), we get 
[ö(r), xl yd (x) + 6(x) y[d (x), x] = 0 for all .r, ,y E I 
(5.3.10) 
(5.3.11) 
In view of (5.3.11), we find that 
[ 6(x), x]yi(x)R[d (x). x]?td (x) = —d (x)yo(x)R[6 (x)• x]y[d(x), x] 
[S(x), x)y5(x)R5(x)y5(x) , x] 
—[b(x),x]yd(x)R[b(x), x]yd(x). 
This implies that 2[6(x). x]y6(x)R[o(x). x]yd(x) = {0}. Since R is semiprime and n!-
torsion free. we get [d (x). x] y6(x) = 0 for all .r. y E I. This implies that 
y[d(x), x]Ry[li(x), x] = {0} for all x, y E I. Semiprimeness of R gives that y[5(x), x] = 0 
for all x.y E I. Replace y by [d (x), x]R, we get [D(x), x]R[A(x). x] _ {0} for all x E I. 
By the semiprhHeness of R and Theorem 5.3.1, we get the required result. 	0 
Theorem 5.3.7. Let n > 2 be a fixed positive integer and R a (n. + 1)4-torsion free 
semtprime ring admitting a permuting n-derivation 0 such that the trace 5 of A satisfies 
Z(R) for all x E R. Then [[6(x), x], x] = 0 for all x E R. 
Proof. Replace x by x + ky for 1 < k < n + 1 in the given condition to find that 
kQj(x. y) + k2Q2 ( r, y ) + ... + k"+'Qn+r(x, y) E Z(R) for all x, y ER. 
where Q ;(x, y) denotes the sum of the terms in which y appears i times. By Lemma 
5.2.1, we have. 
[[6(s), x]. y] + [[5(.r.), y). x] + n[[0(x, x...., y), x], xj E Z(R) for all X. y E R. 	(5.3.12) 
Again, replacing y by xy in the above expression, we get 
0 
x([[ 6(Jr), x]. Y1 + [[d (x), y]. x] + n[[o(x. r,.... y), r1, .r]) + (n + 2)[[o(x). x], x]y 
+(2n + 1 )[o(x) , x] [y. r] + rtd (x)[[y. x]. x] E Z(R). 
Combining (5.3.12) with the latter relation, we find that 
(3n + 3)[[d(x)..rl, r)[y. xJ + (3n + 1 )[d (x)• x][ly, x]. x] + na(x)[[[y, x], xl, x] = 0. (5.3.13) 
Further, replace y by 6(x) in (5.3.13) to get 
(6n + 4)[16(x). xl , xl [o(x), x] = u. 
On commuting with r. we find that 
(6n + 4 )[[d (.r), x], a'] 2 = 0. 	 (5.3.14) 
Next, on replacing y by [6(.r). xJ in (5.3.13) and using the given condition, we have 
(3n + 3)1[S(x). x]. x]2 = 0. 	 (5.3.15) 
Now combine (5.3.14) and (5.3.15) to get 2[[6 (x). x.], x]2 = 0. Since, R is (n + 1)!-
torsion free and also the center of semiprime ring is free from nilpotent element, we 
have [[6(4. xJ..r] = 0. 	 ❑  
5.4 Traces of permuting generalized n-derivations 
Motivated by the concept of generalized derivation in rings. We introduce the notion of 
permuting generalized n-derivation as follows: a permuting rn-additive map S2 : R" --~ 
R is known to be permuting generalized n-derivation if there exists a permuting ii 
derivation A : R11 --> R such that Q(xl ..r•).... ..1'ix.. - - , xn ) = c(.r1 .:r2, ... .i...• 
.r2 . 	a;, 	x) holds for all .r. .r E R and 1 < i < n. Martindale III [91] 
proved that if a. b E R. where R is a prune ring such that axb = bra for all x E R. then 
b = Aa for some A E C. Further, Bresar [44] obtained the similar results for arbitrary 
maps f. g : R —f R on a prime ring R. by replacing the fixed elements a and b with 
1(r) and g(y). In the year 1978, Herst.ein [69] studied the structure of prime ring R 
with the differential identity d(x)d(y) = d(y)d(x) for all :r,, y E R and a nonzero deriva-
tion d on R. Hvala [71] proved that for nonzero generalized derivations f I and f2 on a 
noncommutative prime ring R with characteristic not two, if f 1 (x)f2(x) = fl(x)f r (x) 
for all x E R. then f t (x) = Af2(x) for some A E C. Our next two results are motivated 
by the above result due to Hvala [71]. In these results, we have characterized the traces 
of permuting n-derivations by replacing generalized derivations in the above result with 
the traces of permuting n-generalized derivations. We begin our discussion with the 
following known result: 
Lemma 5.4.1 ([44, Lemma 1.3.21). Let S be any set and R a prime ring. If functions 
F. G : S —► R satisfy F(s)xG(t) = G(s)zF(t) for all s, t E S, x E R and F # 0. then 
there t.rists A E C. the extended rentroid of R. such that G(s) =,F(s) for all .s E S. 
Theorem 5.4.1. Let n > 2 he a fixed positive integer and R a n!-torsion free prime 
ring. Suppose that w1 ,w2 are the traces of permuting generalized n-derivations 521 , Ste 
respectively and fi t # 0.62 are the traces of associated derivations O1 and A2 respectively. 
If W I (x)w2(y) = w2(x)wl (y) holds for all x, y E R, then there exists %. E C, the extended 
ccntroid of R such that 62(x) = 
Proof. By our hypothesis, we have 
w1 (i)w2(q) = w2(x)we (y) for all :r. y E R. 	 (5.4.1) 
Replacing y by y + kz. 1 < k < n — 1 in the above equation, we get 
n-1 
WI(x)(2(y) +w2(kz) + E ()S~2( y, .... y. kz.... kz)) 
(.,-•t)-times i-times 
Ti  
= w2(x)(wr(y) +wr (kz) + >2 ()c1( y..'. , y , k z .... kz)). 
jr 1  
(n—i)—tlrllcs 	e--tin &'s 
Using equation (5.4.1). we get 
n-I 
w r (x) > ()c2 y..... Y. 
(,i-i)-times 
Using Lemma 5.2.1, we find that 
k~kz) 
i-times 
n—I 
=w2(x)>2  (t)c 1( y ....y. k .•...kz). 
(n-i)-tines i-times 
n(w1(x)02(y ,... ,y,z) — w2(x)11(y,... ,y,z)) =0 
	
(5.4.2) 
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Since R is n!-torsion free. we arrive at 
w l (rWl2(y, ... , y, z) = ,2(')S21(u.... . y, z) for all x, y, z E R. 	(5.4.3) 
Now. replacing z by zy in (5.4.3) and using (5.4.3), we get 
	
w l (x)z62(y) = w2(x)zd l (y) for all x. y, z E R. 	 (5.4.4) 
Replacing r by r + kr for k = 1.2.... ..n — 1, we get 
n-1 
(wi(r)+g%t(kr) 	+ 	()f21( ,z ........ kr....  
r+-il-tiiiie" 	t-tin cs 
n I 
_ (w2(x) +w2(kr) + > ()Q.( .r... • .x. kr.....kr))zt(y). 
(n-i)-tiIIWs 1-times 
(5.4.5) 
Using (5.4.4). we get 
n-1 
(T)Ql( .r. 	.x. 	kr,... ,kr):.62(?I) 
=1 ---1~ \____...,___1 
In ii-times 	i-tiIlles 
H- I 
= 	( 1 )12( .r, ... ..r. k,.... , kr)zoi(y). 
(n i) -tinies 	i tilne 
Using Lemma 5.2.1 and torsion restriction. we find that. 
a', r):A2(y) = Sl (x, 	.r. r) - 1 (y) for all x. y. z. r E R. 	(5.4.6) 
Again, replacing r by rr1 in (5.4.6) and using (5.4.6). we have r(J I (x
:Aa(r..... x. r1 ) -61 (y)) = 0. Since R is prince, we get 
x. rt)z62(y) — 2(x, .. , x, r l )z6l (y) = 0 for all x. y, z, r t E R. 
In particular. replacing r1 by x. we get 
6I (r) -J2(y) = 62(x)x()I (y) for all x, y, ti E R. 	 (5.4.7) 
Since 61 (x) 	0. using Lemma 5.4.1. we get 52(.r) =Cdr (.r.) for some f E C. 	0 
Theorem 5.4.2. Let n > 2 be a fired integer and R a n!-torsion free prime ring. 
EYi 
Suppose 121, 522, i23. S24 : R" --) R be permitting generalized n-derivations with associ- 
ated permuting n-derivations 	, O2i L~3, Ja : R" —a R respectively. Let W1, W2, 
air, the traces of 521 . Q2.523. t14 respectively and 6r 	0, 62, 63, 64 * 0 be the traces of 
Ji, c~z. t13 and Aa respectively. If wi (x)w2(y) = w3(x)W4(y) holds for all x, y E R, then 
there crisis - E C such that 6s (.r) ='61 (r) and 62(.r) _ ~,~.~(,r')• 
Proof. It is given that w1 (x)w2(y) = 	(x)(y) holds for all .r. y E R. Replacing; / by 
y + k:. k = 1..... n and working on similar lines as used in Theorem 5.4.1 after (5.4.1), 
we find, 
61(x)-62(y) = 63(x)Z64(y) for all x,y E R. 	 (5.4.8) 
Substituting z64(w)t in place of z, we have 6l(x)z64(u')t62(y) = 63(x)z64(w)t64(y) for all 
t, uw. x. y. z E R. Using equation (5.4.8). we obtain 6r (x)z64(u')t62(y) = 6l (x)z62(u•)t6.r(y) 
for all t. uw, x. y, z E R. Finally. 61 (x)z(64(u?)t62(y) — 62 (w)t64(y)) = 0 for all t. w, x, y. z E 
R. Since 61(x) # 0, the primeness of R gives 6.1 (uw)t.62(y) — 62(w)t64(y) = 0 for all 
t, u~, y E R. Irnplenienting Lemma 5.4.1. we get that there exists f E C such that 
_ ,6.i(x). Again, replace z by z6l (s)t in (5.4.8), WP find that. 6l (x)z61 (8)t62(y) _ 
63(x)z61(s)t64(y) for all s, t. x, y, z E R. Using (5.4.8), we find that (61(x)z63(s) - 
63(.r)z61(s))ffl(y) = 0 for all S. t. x. y, z E R. Since 6.1 , 0 and 61 	0, we get that 
63(x) = -.61(x) for all x E R. 	 0 
Theorem 5.4.3. Let n. > 2 be a fixed positive integer and R a n!-torsion free semiprime 
ring admitting a permuting generalized u-derivation S2 with associated n-derivation. J 
such that the trace u of S2 is centralizing on. R. Then w is commuting on. R. 
Proof. It is given that (w(x). x) E Z(R) for all x E R. Replacing r by x + ky for 
k = 1.2... . n, in [u.w(x), xI E Z(R). we get 
[w(x) + w(ky) + 	I ' I Q( 	ky..' ky). x + ky] E Z(R). i-1 \ 
(ri - ) -times e- times 
Using the given condition and Lemma 5.2.1, we find that 
[u'(x), y] + n[ 1(x. x. ..., y), x) E Z(R) for all x. y E R. 	 (5.4.9) 
Replacing y by yx, we obtain 
y[w(x), x] + [w(x), y]x + n[SZ(x, x, ..., y), x]x + n y[6(x), x] + n.[y, x]6(x) E Z(R). 
Now. in view of (5.4.9), we find that 
o = [y, x] [uw(x). x] + n[y, x] [d(x), x] + ny[[a(x), x]. x] 
(5.4.10) 
+n[y, x}(6(x). x) + u[[y. x}.x(x) for all x. y E R. 
Again replace y by uw(x)y to get 
0 = u'(x)[y, x][w(x). x] + [w(x)• x]y[u'(x) , x] + nuw(x)[y,  x][o(x), x] 
+n[u'(x). x)y[d (x), x] + nuw(x)y[[d (x), x], x] + nw(x)[y, x][o(x), x] 
+n[u!(x), .rl y[d (x), x] + n[w(x). x][y, x]b(x) + n u'(x) [[y, x], x]6(x) 
+n[u ,(x) ,  x][y. x]5(x) + n[[uw(x). x], x]yt5(x). 
Using (5.4.10) and the given condition, we find that 
[w(x), x)y[w(x), x) + 2n[uw(x). x]y[S(x). xl + 2n1w(x), x][y, x]6(x) = 0. 	(5.4.11) 
F urt.her, replacing y by [uw(x), x]2 in (5.4.11) and using the given condition, we have 
	
+ 2n.[w(x), x)3 [d (x). x] = 0 for all x E 	R. (5.4.12) 
Again replace y by yz in (5.4.11) and use (5.4.11), to get 
2n[u ,(x), x][y, x]z6(x) = 0 for all x, y, ;, E R. 	 (5.4.13) 
Next, we replace y by w(x) and : by [w(x), x] to find that 2n[uw(x), x]36(x) = 0 for all x E 
R. On commuting the latter relation with x and using the given condition, we have 
2n[w(x) x]' ; [d(x).x] = 0 for all x E R. 	 (5.4.14) 
From (5.4.12) and (5.1.14). we find that [w(x),xla = 0. Since the center of a serniprinte 
ring does not contain any nilpotent element. we get [uw(x), x] = 0. 	 ❑  
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